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FIRST OF TEE 1985 NEW ISSUES 0N19 FEBRUARY

The following will be issued:

A. PUBLICITY STAPS - . Series 10
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Centenary of Train 2000 Trs of RhaetodCent. of Lake Geneva Inter
nat. Congress

Staff Association Romansch Culture Rescue Society1
on large Pans

35 c. Sjtrr
qi YOI_L,aLtitij_g_R A.FF aSOCIATION. In Nay 19B5 the Train Staff Assoc-

iation - the oldest of the11

member organisations of the Swiss Railwaymen's Federation - ce
lebrates its

centenary. The approximately 3200 members - senior conduct
ors, conductors,

ticket inspectors, trainees and assistants - .:trom both Swiss F
ederal,Railways and

various private railways - are organised in 32 sections. 
The Association deals

with employment and work problems which, not least because of 
irregular hours,

can be quite complex and extend into the sphere of industrial 
medicine. The

_stamp design shows typical items of equipment from the conduc
tor's outfit.

50 c. 2000 YEARS OF RHAETO-ROMANSCH CULTURE. In 15 BC Rhaetia was occupied
by the stepsons of Emperor

Augustus to ensure a permanent free passage to the North for t
he Roman legions.

The remains of a Latin inscription on an ophicalcite tablet fo
und in Chur can be

deciphered as follows: 'To Lucius Caesar, Son of Augustus.
 First among Youth'.

With the Rhaetian key symbol it forms the subject of the
 stamp and shows that

even at that early date a locality with urban features must ha
ve existed at the

junction of the routes over the Julier and Bernardino passes.
 The stamp honours

the Romansch language, which is spoken by about 50,000 citizens of Switzerland.

Its aim is to make the people more familiar with the country's
 fourth national

language and remind them of the cultural heritage from the hey
day of the Roman era.

70 c. ...CEN'EITEVA . SCI'ENARY MI RE UESOCIETY. This Society,
which has its

headquarters in Geneva, consists of some 2000 members in 33 groups, both French

and Swiss, around the lake. Founded for the purpose o
f saving people in distress

through quick and decisive action, it has rescued more than 50
,000 persons from

Lake Geneva over the last 100 years. The anniversary illus
trates that national

frontiers need not divide but, on the contrary, can be a stron
g and unbreakable



SFr.3.- - SCORPIO.

valley) point the
land's California,
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bond for the well-being of all. The design shows a rescue operation typical of

those carried out by members of the society.

80 c. INTERNATIONAL CONGRLSS ON LARGE DAMS. From 24 to 28 June 1985 the 15th
International Congress on Large Dams

will take place in Lausanne. The delegates are members of a Paris-based inter-

national commission founded in 1928 and made up of representabives from 74 States in

all five continents. It was set up to study questions relating to the planning,

construction and maintenance of dams and to exchange information, so as to make full
use of technical progress in harnessing hydraulic power for the good of all mankind.

To mark the occasion the stamp design features one of the world's highest dams, the

285 metre (935 ft.) Grande Dixence in Canton Valais.

Values & 35 c. Items of conductor's equipment
Designs: 50 c. Symbolic of Rhaeto-Romansch culture

70 c. Lake Geneva Rescue Service
80 c. Gande Dixence dam

Designers: 35 c. Urs Grtnig, Bern
50 c. Arnold Wittmer, Gunzwil
70-c. Kurt Wirth, Bern
80 c. Edi Hauri, Basle

Printing:

Size*

Paper:

Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds

36 x 26 mm. Form cylinder: 2 sheets of 50 stamps

White, with luminous substance.

Commemorative covers with vignettes, one for each value and one for the

set, will be used with a simple First Day cancellation. Folders and collection

sheets will be available as usual.

B. Definitives - Signs of the Zodiac 

The last two values: Sfr.2.50 Libra and SFr.3.- (Scorpio) in the
current Zodiac series of definitive stamps, started in 1982, will be issued on the

same date.
SFr.2.50 - LIBRA. Fechy (Canton Vaud) and its

vineyards, appropriately
shown in the autumn colours of harvest-time,
stand for western Switzerland's winegrowing
villages.

the late autumn sign and the
village of Corippo (Verzasca

way to sunny Ticino, Switzer-
south of the Alps.

Designers:

Engraver: 

Printing:

Size:

Eugen & Max Lenz, Zarich

Pierre Schopfer, La Chaux (Cossonay)

Rotary line engraving by the PTT Stamp Printing Works, Bern

24 x 29 mm. Paper: White, with luminous substance, without
coloured fibres

A special envelope for the pair of stamps will be available.  Also for
each value a specially designed First-Day Cover. Folders and collection sheets as
usual. The same simple First Day cancel will be used as for the Publicity Stamps.

LONDON MEETING - 9th Jan. l85. International Offices, inttoduced by Mr. C.E. Redmill,

began with League of Nations issues - with a couple of mint copies, very difficult to

find; continuing into the United Nations series, an almost com
plete collection. Pre-

cursor cancellations were shown, mint, used & FDCs. Finally, following the Catalogue,

an interesting selection of most other issues: World Health, various International

Organisations, UPUs, Telecom Unions etc.  All in all a most superb display.

Mr. D. Houtris showed BIB forerunners, including Roumanian stamps of similar
design via the PTT, on which he needs further information. Mr. R.F. Bulstrode showed

Specimen overprints on League of Nations, some in pairs - which should not exist!!

Finall Mr. F. Pickard showed the 1938 Commemorative issue depicting the UN building,

almost all were shown with varieties for comparison.

In thanking the exhibitors, Mr. C. Mistely stated that those present were privil-

eged to have seen one of the most complete displays of this material ever assembled in
one room. G.W.H.
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POSTAGE RATES
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FROM SWITZERLAND TO FOREIGN

By E. C. Walton (Canada)

Page 3

LARDS 1852-1863
Part IV

Date Origin Area Code Route Postage Destination Narks

2. GERMANY (Cont.)

Apr. 63 VERNEX 2 0.50 Leipzig

Feb. 63 NEUCHATEL 2 0.50 Caxlsruhe

Apr. 63 NEUCHATEL 2 0.50 Carlsruhe

Apr. 63 GENEVE 2 0.50 Plauen

3. GREAT BRITAIN

Sep. 54 GENEVE , I Fernex 0.60 ' Sheffield

Sep. 54 GENEVE I Fernex 0.60 London

Oct. 54 GENEVE I Fernex 0.60 Sheffield

Jan. 55 ZURICH VIII ? 1.10 Liverpool 8/2 ......

Nov. 55 GENEVE I Fernex 0.50 Kirthliston

Dec. 55 LAUSANNE II Pontarlier 0.50 Gracehill Paid Eng,port ld
GB 10 to destn

Feb. 56 GENEVE Fernex 0.50 Edinburgh

Aug. 56 ZIZZERS X St.Louis 1.10 London 2
Aug. 56 GENEVE Fernex 0.50 London

Sep. 56 ZURICH VIII 1.65 Manchester 3
Apr. 57 ZURICH VIII St.Louis 0.55 London

Jun. 57 ZURICH VIII St.Louis 0.55 London

Jun. 58 VERNEX Pontarlier 0.55 Weston-super-Mare

Aug. 59 UNTERSEEN St.Louis 0.60 Edinburgh

Mar. 63 ST.GALLEN IX 0.60 London

4. ITALY

Apr. 52 BERN 0.30 Ravenna 16

Oct. 52 GLARUS IX VERBANO 0.70 Neapel (?Naples)

Sep. 53 RICHTENSCHWEIL VIII 0.50 Naples

" 54 HORGEN VIII 0.40 Milan

Sep. 54 GENEVE 0.55 Rome

Oct. 54 ZURICH VIII VERBANO 0.40 Torino

Nov. 54 ZURICH VIII 0.50 Vicenza

Dec. 54 ZURICH VIII 0.50 Naples Franco Grenze

Jan. 55 YVERDON 1.20 Pisa

Sep. 55 LOCARNO XI VERBANO 1.40 Torino 24/4 R.L.

? 55 HORGEN VIII 1.20 Milan

Jul. 56 BASEL V St.Louis 5.60 Napoli 25/4 ,
CHARGE A.E.D

? 56 LOCARNO XI R. L. 0.40 Corsetta

Sep. 56 SION VIA DI 0.40 Torino
DOMODOSSOLA

Feb. 57 CHIASSO XI 0.20 Milan

Mar. 57 GENEVE 0.40 Como
May 57 GENEVE 0.40 Torino

Sep. 58 ZURICH VIII 0.40 Genes

Nov. 58 GENEVE VIA DI 0.80 Santa Maria Magg. 4 R.L.
DCMODOSSOLA

Jun. 59 RICHTENSCHWEIL VIII St.Louis 0.75 Naples

Aug. 59 GENEVE Suisse AMB. 0.75 Naples

Sep. 59 GENEVE . Suisse AMB. 0.75 Naples

Jan. 60 GENEVE per ? 0.40 Santa Maria Magg. R.L.

Mar. 60 BRISSAGO . XI R. L. 0.20 Milan

Jun. 60 ZURICH VIII Marseglia 1.50 Bari 8/2 A.E.D.
(To be continued)
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STAND NUMBER

NOT YET KNOWN

Dear Client,

As always you will find
superb Swiss material on
our Stand. Please come
to see us at the show,
discuss Swiss Stamps with
us - my staff and I will
gladly help you with any
queries and show you items
of interest. Incidentally,
should you wish to make
purchases the cost of the
entrance ticket WILL BE
REFUNDED as follows:
first day of the Exhibi-
tion on minimum purchases
of £25 and all other days
on minimum purchases of £12.

STASUMPPER EX1985
26th FEB.-3rd MARCH

BRITAIN'S NATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION

EIC)-11-i HALLS
Royal Horticultural Society

GREYCOAT STREET Er VINCENT SQUARE
LONDON S.W.1

Convenient Bus Routes: 10, 11, 24, 29, 70. 76. 149% 500, 507
(76, 149 Not Sat.), (500 Not Sun.)

Underground Stations: St. James's Park (Circle Et District Lines)
Victoria (Circle, District Et Victoria Lines)

TUESDAY 1 p.m. to 8 p.m.
WEDNESDAY 10.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
THURSDAY 10.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
FRIDAY 10.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
SATURDAY 10.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
SUNDAY 10.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

FIRST DAY ALL £2.00, including catalogue.
OTHER DAYS £1.00 (after 4 pm 50p)
CHILDREN Er 0.A.P.'s 50p (after 4 pm 25p)
SEASON TICKETS including catalogue £4.00
Parties of 10 or more 25p per person except on the first day
FREE TICKET FOR SUNDAY WITH EVERY TICKET PURCHASED

71:7

k
ST. JAMES'S PARK STN. =

:us stop .

VIC TORIA STRSST

: I\ C7 "4"1:les rzlaTil •

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

The Swiss Specialistr

P. 0. Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England

Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot.

Telephone: 01-348 0296
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By G. W. Hubbard Part II
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Without being too exact, the ratio between Normal and Inverted frames
is 50:50. However, there are some noticeable exceptions, which illogically follow
no particular pattern.

1878 Print 1 89:11 1 Ct.
1881 Print 8 4:96 5 Ct. Deep violet-blue

1883 Print 10 8:92 'A' Blue-green issue
1822/83 Print 18/19 1.5:98.5 'Db' Olive-green issue

1897 Print 22 93:7 I F1 Clear-green, vermilion

Up to 1891, the highest denomination postage stamp was the Fr.]. Sitting

Helvetia perf. Therefore, on 16 December 1878 a decision was made for the use
of Postage Dues up to the value of 500 Ct. to become legal for the franking of
postal packets and any other large items carried by the mail. Only postal
employees were permitted to affix these stamps to the packets. In the spring of
1884 the 500 Ct. for this purpose was temporarily suspended but re-introduced
again on 10 December 1884. After July 1893 (the 15th) the use of these stamps
was discontinued altogether. Proof of use can only be ascertained when the stamp
is part of a parcel form or on loose copies carrying the postmark incorporating
the word 'Fahrpostaufgabe'.

The 500 Ct. Postage Due lost its usefulness with the coming of the Fr.3.-
Sitting Helvetia on 1 March 1897. However, it was withdrawn from the smaller
offices as early as 1893 and finally from all offices by 1 May 1905.

Swiss Post Offices abroad also used Dues, both for the collecting of
insufficient postage and also for the posting of larger items.

The main recurring variety is the 'Double Star Variety' and occurs on
every 126th stamp of the Blue issues. A damaged clichée was repaired and a new
negative steel matrix did not go down exactly upon the design and when it re-cut
the lines, some of the old ones remained. Other 'varieties' are badly smeared
frames, caused by over-inking; off-sets; defective stars; figures of value
badly centred and some even slanted.

Early calculations for the missing amounts on letters from abroad was
often difficult. In the first instance the missing amount was doubled and then
rounded to the nearest 5 centimes. In 1887 an order was issued only to round up
to the nearest whole centime. After 1891 on all internal mail, only the missing
amount was collected. With this confusion it is interesting to note that the
Federal Laws of 4 June 1843 clearly state that only the normal amount of postage
should be collected on an unstamped letter.  In September 1850 the Postal
Authorities issued a directive that any under-payments on postal items were to be
collected by the recipient.

COLOURS. 40% knowledge and 6Q% imagination.

Try to incorporate some sort of logic when ascertaining the shades of
Postage Dues. Determine what colour it cannot be, then from the remainder you will
have the probabIes. With good used copies the job can be a little easier, check
the dates of issue. But -- NEVER TAKE ANYTHIIA . FORGRANTED. Over the years of
constant handling, washing, displaying in shop windows etc., shades can, and
indeed will alter to such an extent that often one will be convinced that one's
own eyes are playing tricks. (Even my normal frame violet-blue appears to be
'blue', but under the lamp one can just spot traces of violet - but I would still
like a copy with the date on the stamp on it). One can argue that if the stamp
is on cover, then with a good date stamp (and a bit of luck) the colour will be
easier to determine. This is not always the case, however, since early covers
are becoming more and more elusive. Postage Dues did not have a great deal of
popularity until about 10 years ago, therefore, many 'valuable' covers have either
been destroyed or somehow fallen by the wayside, lost forever.

'dhex the Postal Authorities decided to change the colour of the Dues in
1883, they did not take into consideration the chamical reaction that could occur
in the change of dyes. This, together with the working conditions at the time,
is why the first two-coloured Due, which was intended to be green, came out blue-
green. Green dyes in the 19th century, and indeed until just a few years ago,
contained arsenic, for clarity. It was this poison which caused a number of the
women employed by the printers to become sick. When counting the sheets of stamps
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they would wet their fingers as they flicked over the sheets.
The green dye,

therefore, was withdrawn and a new dye was made with a mixture
 of blue and yellow

ingredients. Hence the reason for the shades t
o be found with yellowish appearance

- those classified greenish have too much blue dye.  
With the coming of the green

Dues, the figure of value was also changed, the first shade w
as carmine, but later

issues have less of the geranium lake dye used to make the car
mine and the new shade,

vermilion, is then evident. The best way to tell the difference is by the use of

benzine. The vermilion appears lighter than the carmine.
 Naturally the dates of

issue play an important part, but as stressed before, never ta
ke anything forgranted.

SPECIMENS. From time to time the Post Office made proofs of different pri
ntings

for their own use. In 1878/97 remnants of some printings were hand-

stamped with the word 'Specimen' in different sizes and mostl
y diagonally; these

were sent to Foreign Postal Authorities as samples of fine wo
rkmanship in design

and also for advertising purposes. In 1891 the Post Office ordered Stampfli to
print 'Specimen' on some of the other remnants, and these coul

d be bought at the

larger Post Offices for collecting purposes. The initial p
rinting was a mere

25,200. In 1903 a further 2000 copies of a later issue were thus treated.
Cancelled copies could be obtained for the asking and to quote

 Zumstein, "these

copies are absolutely worthless".

In 1909 Charles L'Eplattenier, a drawing teacher from La Chaux-de-Fonds,

without any special brief, presented an original design for a 
new Postage Due.

This found favour with the Director of Posts, went into produ
ction

and were issued in 1910. The engraving was by Anton Geel o
f

Sargans, the blocks were made by Henzi of Berg, and the printi
ng,

gumming and perforating were carried out by the Federal Mint.
r

-11F 

The increase in postal rates on 1 February 1915 made the  t4
3c. obsolete and all stocks were overprinted and converted into a

5c. value. Further changes in rates in 1924 made it necessary to
reduce the considerably large stocks of the 1, 3 and 5 c. valu

es. These were

overprinted 10, 10 & 20 c. respectively,

A competition in 1924 to produce a new Postage Due was won by L. Saltzmann

of Geneva - an artist and a painter. The approved design showed
 for the first

time the word 'Helvetia'. The plates were again made by Renzi, 
with all the other

work carried out by the Federal Mint. Initially all the stamps

were printed on granite paper, but from 1934 the granite paper
 was •

also grilled.

In 1937 four values, of which there were surplus stocks,
were overprinted to give values that were in greater demand: 

5 on

15, 10 on 30, 20 on 50 and 40 on 50 c.

The PTT purchased its own recess printing machine in 1937. On the basis
of some designs by Werner Weiskönig of St.Gallen, new Postage

 Dues were issued on

1 February 1938. Gottfried Matter of Zürich was the engraver.  The n
ew design

completes a full cycle since it goes back to the ideas of 1878, a plain colour and
a figure of value.

Express letters, which were previously carried by Telegraph me
ssengers,

were occasionally found to be short of postage; they were, th
erefore, charged

the deficiency by the use of Postage Dues and cancelled by the
 Telegraph Office.

1
Towards the end of 1953 stocks of the latest Postage Due

issue began to run out The question was raised as to the viability -:. ::- 7 :

of printing further supplies, or should a method be found to simp
lify : :., 5).-.?

the situation. The PTT issued instructions in December 1953 that all

receiving offices should, from January 1, 1954, affix ordinary stamps ‘ VitilzAs.,.!

for the collection of dues. This ruling was to apply to al
l inland

mail, the receiving office was to cancel the stamps with the o
rdinary cancellor,

No conclusion as to the benefits were received by May 1955.

It was, however, suggested that there was some problem arising
 in

convincing the recipients of under-franked mail, that the 'add
itional' stamps had

been affixed by the Poet Office and not the sender. In o
rder to overcome these

'difficulties', some Post Offices, entirely on their own,
 began to frank the

stamps with their 'T' cancellers. Although the 'T' cancellers 
were only held by

offices which handled a large amount of incoming mail from abr
oad, some offices

had their own cancellers made. Indeed some of these non-PTT cancellers had be
en

in stock for many years - some were even used to cancel telegraph
 mail*

(To be continued)
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M. RUTHERFOORD

An ' X ' in the box
means that your 1985
subscription is unpaid at

 time of posting. Prompt

payent would be appreciated.
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AN ECHO FROM THE PAST 

By G. W. Hubbard

• Recently I came across a copy of
Stanley Gibbons' Centenary Exhibition
Programme of 1965 - a replica of their
catalogue of 1865 and received permission
to reprint the Swiss section. Can we
believe that early Swiss stamps were ever
sold at such prices? They make us green
with envy and the most interesting thing
is that, according to this list, essays
were available used

i)014eci U sejtaZdt 

APPRECIATION 

Mr. R.F. Bulstrode (Chairman),

Mr. G.W. Hubbard (Hon. Secretary),

Mr. L. E. Stiles (Hon. Treasurer),

Mr. D.M. Slate (Hon. Pkt Secretary) and

Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley (Hon. Editor) all wish

to those members who were kind enough to

send Christmas Greetings and Good Wishes.

 - - oCo - -

DIE) YOU KNOW ;)
.... that the SVP will issue a second
supplement to their Local Publicity Hand-
book (K cancels) in March 1985, covering
the years 1980 to 84. This has been
delayed by the M Handbook. Price and
ordering details will be given in the next
'News Letter'. There are still some
copies of the original Handbook and
Supplement 1 available, and their prices
will also be given then.

.... that quite recently a SVP member
discovered a new version
of the Sierre K34:3.

R -Ik

The most noticeable diff-
erence is that all items

- v \
29102-10 j

in the upper segment touch
the line above the date in

'eit Seo
the new version only -
104z:3). Only one other
has been found, dated 1964, but there
must be hundreds in the UK. We would
like to estimate LD of K34 and FD of
K34z, so please let me know what you have
as soon as possible, and snything else
too, of course.

.... that Mr. Mistely, Vice-Chairman, has
discovered a remarkable error! The No.
157 shown on the plane of the 1944 20c
Air (z.38) belongs to a Fokker single-
engined plane and not to the 3-engined
one shown. Swissair have confirmed this
to me, but have not said what it should
have been. I think 190 from my records.
.... that No. 4 "Spezi" booklet has
appeared, continuing the study of print-
ing errors of photogravure stamps. Very
good indeed, but in German. Copy will be
in Library.

.... that the NABA ZURI exhibit on Karl
Bickel Sr. is now on show at the Postal
Museum in Bern until 3 March 1985.
.... that fmr those with some change left
in their pockets can subscribe to a
"wonderful" offer of 25 replicas in gold-
plated silver of famous "Soldier Stamps",
in a leather case, with a leather-boundi
!volume "History of the Swiss Army". Only
15000 sets will be made, and I hope our
readers are not on the list.

H... that the answer to Question No. 147
is, to me, the 1974 UPU set in which 2
of the 3 were foreigners.

,
•••• that Question No. 148 is taken from
an article in the Rapp auction firm's
quarterly magazine on collecting: which
wiss stamps show a posthorn as part of
the design, i.e. not a small detail?



SPECIAL

BETHLEHEM

CANCEL

1984

The cancel
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BEWARE OF AUCTIONS 
1

A friend recently gave me a catalogue

from a Company in Cheshire. Under

Switzerland the following were listed: .

2851 1912 National Fete, 5c. imprinted

stamp on 2 different picture

postcards, unused .. 4E 25

2852 1921 •& 1930 - 2 fine used 10c.

imprinted stamp on attractive

picture cards, Nat.Fete 15

2853 1925 PPC 5c. yellow plus 15c Air

(8G317) special blue cancel

for Basel-Zurich flight 10 May

also violet & red cachets &

azur airmail etiquette, Zurich

cds, scarce item .. 35

2855 1947 PPC adhesive canc. Jungfrau-
joch 3457 m. on cds also boxed

cachet similar to UK . £ 8

A look at the catalogue shows that

2851 is cat. at £1, 2852 at £1.90, 2853

special flight cancel at £4.50 and 2855i

wouldn't £2 be more realistic.?

You have been warned .. watch out
D.M.S.

FEBRUARY/MARCH MEETINGS 

N.Group: Feb. 2. Competition

Mar. 2. The Last 30 Years

London: Feb. 13. Thematics, Mrs. Lee

Mar. 13. Soldier Stamps -
Mr. D. Paschoud

. NEWS LETTER JANUARY 1985'

The present severe winter

weather provides the best of all

reasons for staying indoors and

going through one's collection.

There may still be some blank

spaces that need filling. Or

maybe a section that offers scope

for further study.

Whatever your needs let me

help you find the material you

require.

Postal History ... all types

Stamps - mine or used

Postal stationery - now a
popular theme -

Tete-beche & Se-tenant

Material for Thematics

Airmail stamps and covers

etc. etc.

Write now to

J.SARMSTRONG.
485, Marine Road,

MORECAMBE Lanes LA4 6AP

PUHLISHED i SEPTEMHER 198'4

zurnsbein-
EUROPA CATALOGUE 1985 

izt. four ve1um...4

zumebein

-
• •74;

„_t

zurnsten,
- •

zurnebscl
r r-

VI;

•

r *it 
ztrnebsin

4D,

shown was used

in Bethlehem

bei Bern on

20th - 24th

December 1984

ere

COMPLETELY NEW

ZUMSTEIN - SWITZERLAND - LIECHTENSTEIN 1985

in full colour and text in Preach/German.

ossmiorommoamir

Already published

=STEIN POSTAL STATIONER! CATALOGUE

VIIth Edition Text in German
---o0o---

Please order from your Dealer or direct from:

zumsbein+cie Proprietors Bertsch & Co.
P.O. Box 2585 tH - 3001 BERN



Mi. D.M. SLATE
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MAIL IN TRANSIT FROM SWITZERLAND TO FRANCE IN THE 17th, 18th and

19th CENTURIES. 

By DENIS WILSON Part I

As a background to a study of the broad topic of mail in transit from

Switzerland to France in the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries, it is necessary to

look at the establishment of the exchange offices which handled this mail. Not

surprisingly they were all in strategic places along routes which had been used

for many centuries.

GENEVA
It is worth remembering that Geneva did not join the Swiss Confederation

until 1815. In 1798 it was annexed by France and did not detach itself until

Napoleon's final defeat. Prior to 1798, Geneva was an independent City state

with strong links of tr
.Ide with Savoy and Switzerland. Its strategic position

with ready access to the RhOne Valley and through the Jura Mountains no doubt was

a distinct advantage. Recognising this the French negotiated the establishment

of a post office in the City and this opened in 1669. A year later, in 1670, a
second office was opened by a consortium of merchants of Zürich and St.Gallen as

a base for their messenger services. In 1675, the newly established private

postal service run by Beat Fischer also opened an office in Geneva.  Finally, in

1703, the Sardinian postal authority joined the others with an office dealing with

mail to and from Italy. The eminent Swiss postal historian Jean Winkler wrote

in his "Handbuch der Schweizer Vorphilatelie 1695-1850" that all these offices
were situated in the same quarter of Geneva, he further stated that between them

they dealt with mail from all the surrounding countries but that only the French

office dealt with mail to and from France. In 1768 the French office was moved

to Versoix which is only 5 km. from Geneva on the northern shore of the lake. It

stayed there for 22 years before being re-established in Geneva in 1790.

HUNINGUE 

Huningue is just on the French side of the border which divides the city of

Basel. The French established an office there in 1715 where it remained in

operation until 1816. This closure and subsequent re-opening will be discussed

in a later section of this article.

PONTARLIER

Pontarlier is the strategic point on routes through the Jura Mountains. The

French opened an office there in 1719 for the prime purpose of handling the

Fischer post bound for east and north-east France. Fischer had been quick to

exploit this route and as early as the first quarter of the 18th century there was

a network linking much of central Switzerland with Neuchatel and then Pontarlier.

BELFORT 

Historically a very strategic town in the Belfort Gap but some distance beyond
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the Franco/Swiss frontier. The French office there opened in 1719 but its

function as an exchange office linking Bern (and therefore Fischer Post) la
sted

only four years.

DELLE

The French office opened in Delle in 1723 and being only a short distance

from Porrentruy it was obviously a more suitable link than that with Belfo
rt. It

is also recorded that the powerful Bishop of Porrentruy despatched his cour
ier to

France through Delle and this added considerable weight to the arguments in
 favour

of the change.

It is now appropriate to embark upon a detailed account of how these French

exchange offices and their Swiss counterparts operated.

Until 1807 only two of these linke between Switzerland and France used pos
t-

marks which were specifically concerned with this transit of mail from one
 country

to the other. These were at Geneva and Basel.

The earliest postmark of all was the straightline "DE GENEVE" which, to be

accurate was a French mark and not a Swiss one. Jean Winkler records t
he first

known usage as 15th August 1695. The use of this mark was to in
dicate the point

of entry of a letter into the French postal system.

In 1700 "DE GENEVE" was replaced by "GENEVE" but then from 1705 to 1712 the

marks again had the text "DE GENEVE". From 1712 the various cancellati
ons were

all without the 'DE'.

These marks were used on mail addressed to France and originating in Genev
a

and on mail in transit to France, not just from Switzerland but from all co
untries.

For example, I have a cover dated 1761 from Venics to Marseilles bearing t
he

straightline "GENEVE". At that time the British fleet was blockading Marseilles

during the Seven Years War and the letter was routed through Geneva.

Winkler records that during the time that the 
Yrench office was in Versoix-

(i.e. 1768-90) the straightline "VERSOIX" was in use.

The first postmark used in Basel was "DE BASLE" and the earliest known date

is 1716. A postal treaty of 1724 between France and Basel stipulated that letter
s

originating in the City of Basel should bear this mark so it would seem tha
t this

was formalising an existing practice. The French spelling "BASLE" largely pr
e-

dominated throughout the 18th century.

A further agreement between France and Basel stipulated that letters origi
n-

ating in the Bishopric of Basel (excluding the City itself) and other Swiss

cantons should be stamped with the mark "BS" (i.e. Bile Suisse). Winkler records

its earliest use as 1730. In this first mark the letters were enclosed in an

ornamental oval frame. Throughout the 18th century there were a number of

different designs of this mark, some of which involved ornamental frames an
d others

just a simple double circle. During the period of the Helvetic Republic the

system still operated but the letters were "BH" (i.e. BLe-Helvetique). Another

'BS" mark was introduced in 1804 and was.in use until 1818. The significance of

this date will be dealt with in a later section of this article.

After the Act of Mediation (1803) which restored independence to the Swiss

cantons and led to new ones joining the Confederation, the procedures gove
rning

the transit of mail from Switzerland to France were developed. In 1807 the French

exchange offices began to use 'marques d'entr‘e' to indicate the point of e
ntry of

letters from Switzerland. These marks were two-lined and unframed, and were as

follows:
- Continued on next page

LONDON MEETING ON 13th FEBRUARY 

The President, Mrs. A. Lee, provided a very instructional talk and small di
s-

play on THEMATIC COLLECTING, based largely on her most excellent booklet of
 the same

name. It was apposite that Mrs. Lee should state that 20 years ago nothing was

thought about Thematics - but now it is a good way of maintaining a world c
ollect-

ion. It was stressed that one should follow an idea and not a catal
ogue, further-

more it does not matter what country, often stamps of many countries are to
 be found

in these collections. With regard to Switzerland it is no use amassing
 pages of

stamps depicting flowers, animals, castles etc., these do not form thematic
 collect-

ing per se.

The main display show - part of a working collection - had the theme of

'Communications'. Permissible items would be smoke signals, word of mouth,
 writing,

Continued on p015)
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MAIL IN TRANSIT FROM SWITZERLAND TO FRANCE, 17-19th Cent. (Continued)

SUISSE PAR/HUNINGUE - 1807-1816 and 1817-1818

SUISSE PAR/St.LQ
UIS
	- 1816-1817

The French office at Huningue was transferred to St.Louis in February 1816

but in March 1817 it was re-established in Huningue.

NEUCHATEL PAR/PONTARLIER

SUISSE PAR/PONTARLIER

NEUCHATEL PAR/GENEVE

GENEVE/PAR FERNEY

SUISSE PAR/FERNEY

SUISSE PAR/BIENNE

SUISSE PAR/BELFORT

- on letters from Neuch
gtel ) until

- on letters from Vaud ) 1818 (Fig. 1)

- until 1815 then the French exchange

office was moved to Ferney.

- on mail handled by the Fischer Post) (Fig. 2)

- on letters from Vaud dealt with at 1815-1818
Coppet

- until 1813 when the Jura region was

restored to Bern

- 1813-1818
In 1818 France cancelled all

existing treaty arrangements with

Swiss cantons. The reason appears

to have been a long-standing

complaint by the French that the
Swiss did not always comply with

procedures designed to enable the

final postal charge to be assessed.

The consequence of this cancell-

ation was that the Swiss were left

to collect their own charges as far

as the frontier and France concern-

ed itself with those accruing from

their exchange offices to the

destination.

Also in 1818 the design of the

French 'marques d'entree' was

Fig. 1 changed. The text was three-lined

and enclosed in a rectangular frame. The new marks were:

NEy AU ‘IJONTISSE PAREICN /7 	ARLIER

/74/,‘*.

,

SUISSE/PAR/FERNEY
SUISSE/PAR/PONTARLIER
SUISSE/PAR/HUNINGUE
SUISSE/PAR/DELLE

The change from
Belfort to Delle was
decreed in 1818 and mail
from the cantons of Bern,

Fribourg and Solothurn
were routed through
Porrentruy.

At this period all
' marques d'entr6e

s were

still in black.

: NAVE
FEpPigy

§"744n40, )

4.4/ Clit/e71/

(To be continued)

Fig. 2

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

NORTHERN GROUP: Mar. 12 "The Last 30 Years" - Discussion Leader Mrs. V. Davis

" 23rd ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

M=. 13 SOLDIER STAMPS - Mr. D. Paschoud.

Apr. 10 ANNUAL COMPETITION

Please note the meeting scheduled for 13th April is cancelled

due to the ASPS Convention on that date and will be held on 20th0
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17th January 1985.

11 -SFr 3.02!

BUY NOW!
MANY HUNDREDS OF PRICES MUST GO UP

AS FROM MARCH 25TH

After recent publicity no one can be in dou
bt about how the poor E is

performing against the $. While this is of 
course of great importance

for us as a Nation it has no effect on the collecto
r of Swiss stamps in

this country (the Americans are laughing of
 course - they are buying Swiss

stamps from us at bargain basement prices!
). What the collector of Swiss

stamps in this country is concerned about i
s the exchange rate between E and

Swiss Franc. The fewer Swiss Francs the ban
k gives us when we replenish

our stocks the more pounds we need to pay f
or what we have to buy. Unimport-

ant Swiss material such as modern Juventute
s, Pro Patrias, Publicity, etc.,

need not be imported - they are plentiful i
n England (and in our safes), but

the good stamps, the scarce material, the u
nusual items, must come from

Switzerland - and this is what we are talki
ng about here.

Our 1984 Catalogue was based on an exchange
 rate of El = Swiss Fr.3.65. Most

of the prices in this Catalogue are still o
ur selling prices today. The 1985

Supplement only changed the situation sligh
tly: the few alterations were based

on an exchange rate of Fr.3.40.

NOW THE RATE IS El = Fr.3.- (3.02 to be exa
ct) - A DIFFERENCE OF 17% and 11%

RESPECTIVELY ON THE PRICES WE SELL AT.

Profit margins on common stamps are quite s
atisfactory. The material under

discussion, however, carries very little pr
ofit as it must always be bought at

the top en
d of the market in Switze:land, where the ma

rket is firm, and it is

quite impossible to absorb such huge cost d
ifferences.

•

Inevitably we must raise our prices for ite
ms already bought at higher cost or

about to be replenished. In consideration o
f our many loyal clients we will

postpone this evil day until after STAMPEX 
(where we are on STAND NO.48). As

l ong as the stamps are in stock we w
ill be very pleased to sell them to you

during the Exhibition at existing prices an
d fill orders by post on the same

basis if you are unable to come to the Show
. Equally, ap

provals will remain at

old prices until the comprehensive Price Ch
ange Bulletin is available from

Monday, March 25th, the day decided on for 
the introduction of new prices.

THE NEXT TWO MONTHS AFFORD CLIENTS A GOLDEN
 OPPORTUNITY. DO NOT BE ONE OF THOSE

COLLECTORS WHO WILL SAY TO US LATER " I WIS
H I HAD BOUGHT MORE WHEN YOU ADVISED

ME TO ".

eonsultants lør &Jab:ton and gampetition isplays - .Pullsizers 4 ike "damp Oatalape 4dwitaer1and"
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SWITZERLAND'S POSTAGE DUES 

By G. W. Hubbard Part III

All in all the PTT appeared to be impressed by the suggestion of using

'T' cancels on underfranked mail and an order was sent out that as from 1 June

1956 - for a trial period only - these cancellations should be used.  As it
happened, some offices just used the first canceller that came to hand ... some

offices had no choice in the matter, they did not possess 'T' cancellers.

Postage Dues were finally discontinued on 1 April 1956 - but were still

available (mint or used) from the Philatelic Counter) until the end of the year.

Initially only definitive stamps were to be used; commemorative-or

charity issues were not to be used in any circumstances but, as always, rules are

meant to be broken and gradually the use of commemoratives and special issues began

to be used without too much shouting from the PTT Directorate, but when in 1972

a whole sheet of the 'Pro Patria' set was so used, this did bring very red faces

and a slap on the wrist for the clerk who brought the postage Due system to

shame. (50 sets in all).

The first 'T' cancellation appeared in the first half of the last century

- their use was for the transit of telegraphs. The earliesy known 'T' for Postage

Due purposes is reported in Winkler - on a letter sent to Lenzburg (Ct. Aargau)

on 1 October 1844 with insufficient postage - refused and returned to the sender in
Lausanne where it received a 'T' strike and an amount of 8 Kreutzer was demanded

from the sender. This example is now in the PTT Museum in Bern.

The real use of early 'T' markings is not fully documented; however,

from 1 July 1862 money orders could be telegraphed and the telegraph advice was

cancelled with a 'T' strike. Emmenegger states the earliest use as 1877, but my

cover of 1876 shows clearly that the 'T' strike has been used as a tax mark.

The 'T' in circle was not distributed to offices until 1911 - these were,

of course, to offices which did not possess the large open 'T' cancellers. However

as time went by offices began to acquire both cancellers and used them at will;

again first come, first used.

Until 1850 the 'T' cancel was produced in steel - occasionally some were

made from brass. To-day they are mainly produced in rubber or plastic to

compensate for any uneven packages.

The general overall size of the large open 'T' cancellation is from

20-22 mm. wide and 27-29 mm. in height. Arms, bases and stems nearly all differ

and recent research by Edgar Bommeli has concluded that there are at least 30

different varieties. The suggestion that each office has a different size and

shape is, therefore, nonsense, but in time it may be possible to tie a particular

'T' to just a few offices, which is fine on cover, but serves no useful purpose

on loose copies.

Although the 'T' in circle is still in use to-day, it is more elusive

than its big brother. There would appear to be no real logic behind this statement

since the large open 'T' should by now be wearing out - but it seems that the old

maxim of craftsmanship is evident even in Switzerland.

The 'T' in circle varies in size and shape just as much as the larger
variety. Here we can find differences in the thickness of the circle as well as
the 'T' itself. Generally speaking the size is as follows: diameter of circle
lies between 18-19 mm. and the hei ght of the 'T' varies between 11.5-12 mm.

There are many different unofficial 'T' cancellations, some even in a
circle. No doubt the most well known is the "Flying T" used only in Hilterfingen.

There have been many suggestions that it has been in use since the late 19th

century - however, most copies are on the 1949 Landscape issue, this could be
because of the problems caused by using ordinary stamps as Dues. - Hilterfingen,

like other offices started to use their own 'T' cancellers. If they were not in
possession of one, they had it made for their own use.

(To be continued)

Ix -
An ' K ' in the box means that your 1985

subscription is unpaid at time of posting.

Prompt payment would be appreciated.
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POSTAGE RATES FROM SWITZERLAND TO FOREIGN LANDS 1852-1863 

By E. C. Walton (Canada) Part V.

Date Origin, Area Code Route Postage Destination Marks

4, ITALY (Cont.)

Nov. 60 GENEVE

Dec . 60 GENEVE
Feb. 61 BASEL V

Apr. 61 LUGANO XI

Sep. 61 BELLINZONA XI
Oct. 61 GENEVE

Jul. 62 ST.MORITZ X

Nov. 62 GENEVE

Dec. 62 CHATEL ST.DENIS II

5. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Apr. 52 SISSACH

Jun. 52 PORRENTRUY IV

Sep. 54 GENEVE

Mar. 55 ST.GALLEN IX

Aug. 55 KALTBRUNNEN IX

Aug. 55 ST.GALLEN IX

Aug. 55 UNTERSEEN

Oct. 55 GENEVE

Oct. 55 GENEVE

Nov. 55 YVERDON

Nov. 55 GENEVE

Nov. 55 GENEVE

Dec. 55 ST. GALLEN IX

Feb. 56 GENEVE.

Feb. 56 ST. IMIER IV

Feb. 56 COUVET IV

Mar. 56 ST. IMIER IV

May 56 GENEVE

May 56 MORGES

Jun. 56 BASEL V

Aug. 56 ST.GALLEN IX

Aug. 56 ST. INIIER, IV

Oct. 56 WORLEN VI

Dellaware
(New York 20 May 21)
Galena Ill.
(Boston 5)
Ellicottsville Md
(Boston ? Oct. 13)
Louisville Ky
(Boston 5 Apr. 14)
St.Louis Mo
(N.York 21 Aug. 22)
New York 25/4 8
(New York Aug. 22)
Philadephia
(N.York 21 Aug 22)
New Jersey
(Boston 5 Nov. 8)
New Jersey
(New York 21 Nov. 5)
New York
(Boston)
New Jersey
(Boston)
New Jersey
(N.York 21 Dec. 13)
Louisville Ky 18/3 (?)

New Jersey
(N.York 21 Mar. 4)
New York

San Francisco 8/2
(N.York 20 Mar. 20)
New York
(Boston 15 Apr. 16)
New Jersey
(Boston 5 Jun. 6)
New York

New York
(N.York 21 Jun. 28)
New York
(N.York 5 Aug. 20)
New York
(N.York 5 Sep. 3)
New York 8/2
(N.York 21 Nov. 10)

(To be continued)



television, radio, even ships and aero-
planes. Each of these methods would be
sub-divisions of the main theme. Mrs.
Lee urged all would-be collectors to
know their subject and never deviate.
Whatever the theme decided upon, inform-
ation must be gleaned from whatever
source is available; even inexpensive
papers intended for children can contain
an enormous amount of information. When
exhibiting, it is the philatelic know-
ledge that always earns the top marks.
Finally, much additional material can be
used to improve and enhance the show -
but large maps and newspaper cuttings
are definitely out.

Mrs. Lee closed her show by answer-
ing questions from the floor and then
showed a 'fun' collection based on
Shakespeare quotations with stamps from
around the world.

The vote of thanks was given by
Mr. L. E. Stiles.

NEW 'K' CANCELS 

7530 ZERNEZ - Vacanzas - Sta
Invern - Pare Naziunal 19/2 K.965

1215 GENEVE 15 - Aeroport 25/2 K.254b
4206 SEEWEN (SO) - Schweiz

Schweiz Musikautomaten
Museum 4/3 K.966

1055 FROIDEVILLE
1102 ST-PREX
3032 ROHR (AG)
5442 FISLIBACH - Sorf am

Buechberg
8956 KILLWANGEN - St.Viktor
6113 ROMOOS
6247 SCHTZ - Das Dorf der

Museen
8907 WETTSWIL

1 /3 K.967
" K.968
" K.969

" K.970
" K.971

" K.972

" K.973
" K.974

DID YOU KNOW? (Cont. from Col. 1)

2,,,ziett p<44-

.H25ELVET-1A------' "77

.... that the answer to Question No. 148
well-known couple from (or possibly 'of')
Wales spent some days in Malbun recently.
This upper valley of Liechtenstein was
uninhabited in wonter only 50 years ago,
as shown on 2 stamps, the 50 Rp of 1930
(Z.92) and the 1Fr. Zeppelin of 1931
(Z7). What a change!

7L-0 HELVETIA 

ED mu Ps
no*  PTT Mi

+ HELVETIA

P 00;10

no4 PT W
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LONDON MEETING (THEMATICS) (Cont.) DID YOU KNOW ?

Pig. 2

.... Rayons, then 100 years later for the
PO Jubilee all 3 values, the pair in 1953
for the MPOs, the 5c. in 1955 for the
'NABA', Lausanne, then the 5c. in ' 56 for

the 50 years of Postal Coaches, the 10c.
for the St.Gallen exhibition in '59, the
Europa issue of '66 and '73 perhaps, the
1974 30c. for 125 years of PTT, the 40e
PTT of 1980. Any more?
.... that Question No. 149 is: that now
the first stamp has just appeared with a
text in Romansch, which Swiss stamps
carry a text in English?

M. RUTHERFOORD

. that the vast numbers of railway
enthusiasts amongst philatelists will be
glad to hear that the PTT has just
bought its first 4 locomotives! They wil
be used-for shunting at their parcels
sorting centres of D4niken and (to be
opened) ZUrich-Mtillingen. By buying thei
own electric shunters (Type Ee 3/3) they
are independent of the SBB.

.... that the SVP Supplement No. 2 to
their K-Handbook is making progress, but
all prices are not yet fixed for public-
ation. Next month for sure.

.... that Zumstein has taken over the PEN
catalogue, since the owner's death a few
years ago, and has now published the
Special & MPO cancellations for 1982/83/
84 for SFr.20.-.

.... that Zumstein in their Jan. issue of
the BBZ announce that there are 2 version
of the 10c overprint on the old 40c post-
cards. The single cards (returned from
POs) were overprinted in letterpress,
somewhat thicker, while the cards still
in large uncut sheets were overprinted in
offset, somewhat thinner, and made up int
booklets of 4 cards each. These are the
rare ones. See Fig. 1 below.

.... that the first slogan appeared in
the new private black franking machine
cancellation. Fig. 2 shows that of the
Red Cross of 18.1.85, from 8000 Zürich 1,
XI/11, with "Humane" in 3 languages.
Note the position of the star, which is
now in black. In spite of the large
hquantities done, they are difficult to
find.

affsedruck.

Fig. 1

that the answer to Question No. 148

is that the following stamps show a post-
horn: the Waadt 5 & 5, the Winterthur, 31

( Continued in Col. 1)
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CCMPLETELY NEW

• ZUKSTEIN - SWITZERLAND - LlECBTENSTEIN 1985

in full colour and text in Prench/German.

••••••n•nn11.1MMID

Already published

=STETS POSTAL STATIONERY CATALOGUE

TIIth Edition Text in German

Please order from your Dealer or direct from:

zurnsbein+de Proprietors Hertech & Co.
P.O. Box 2565 CH - 3001 BERN
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NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. MR.R.A. HOYLE

At the January meeting the display

of SWISS PUBLICITY CANCELLATIONS was

given by Mr. Hope.

He began by showing early pre-

picture types for Gletsch, Jungfrau-

joch, Eismeer and Niesenkulm then

followed by describing and displaying

the various types which followed. He

noted the many changes in type and

design, the winter & summer types for

places like Miirren, Lenk and St.Moritz

and those with a summer use only. He

discussed the cancellations which had

been in use for a short time only,

places with similar designs and also
•many of them could be linked with

stamps. Finally concluding by

describing the Jubilee Cancellations

and showing examples with both a 'K'

and a Jubilee use.

The display was most beautifully

illustrated with pictures, postcards,

stamps and information about the places

and their cancellations. R.A.H.

JUBILEE CANCEL 

800  Years of Birrwv1. A special
cancel was put

into service on 14 January until 31

December 1985 in 5708 Birrwyl. There

will be no 'K' number.

FEBRUARY 1985

You have missed your opportunity

to enter for 'STAMPEX', but it is

not too early to start planning

your entry for the 1985 B.P.E.

Exhibition to be held in the autumn.

I will be pleased to help you

find the material you need, whether

it be

STAMPS - All issues

PRE-STAMP COVERS

PRO JUVENTUTE & PRO PATRIA

TELL & TELL NOT

INTERNATIONAL OFFICES

MODERN COVERS - Fist Day &
Commemorative

Material on Approval or against

Wants Lists.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
485, Marine Road,

MORECAMBE, LANCS LA4 6AP

NEWS LETTER

26 FEBRUARY

to

3 MARCH 1985

The Staff

of The Amateur

Collector Ltd.,

and Officers of

'HELVETIA' look

forward to

meeting old &

new friends at

'STAMPEX' -

details see the

January 'News

Letter'

----o0o----
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MAIL IN TRANSIT FROM SWITZERLAND TO FRANCE IN THE 17th, 18th and
19th CENTURIES 

By DENIS WILSON Part II

1828/29 TREATIES 

After a period of ten years, in which time France did not attempt to
collect any postal charges for reimbursement to Switzerland, new postal treaties
were negotiated. As there was still no Federal postal administration in Switzer«
land, France had to negotiate separate treaties with five of the Swiss cantons.
However, the five treaties set up a common procedure; the five treaty cantons
being Basel, ZUrich, Bern, Vaud and Neuchatel. Those with Bern, Vaud and
Neuchatel came into effect on 1st October 1828 and the other two on 1st April 1829.

These treaties provided a much more comprehensive system than had
existed previously. With the exception of Neuchatel each treaty canton had a
network of associated cantons. These were :-

Basel - Aargau, Luzern, Schaffhausen, Ticino and Uri
Bern - Fribourg, Geneva, Solothurn and Unterwalden
Vaud - Valais
Zürich - Appenzell, Glarus, GraubUnden, St. Gallen, Schwyz, Thurgau & Zug

ANeuchatel s solitary role was probably due to the fact that at
the time the King of Prussia still exercised influence over the canton's affairs.

The treaties also designated links between French and Swiss exchange
offices. These were :-

Basel - Belfort (but Huningue handid the mail whilst the postal charges
were calculated from Belfort)

Bern - Porrentruy - Delle (for northern areas of France)
Geneva - Ferney (for southern areas of France)

Neuchatel - Neuchatel - Pontarlier
Vaud - Orbe - Pontarlier (for northern areas of France)

Coppet - Ferney (for southern areas of France)
Zürich - Zürich - Belfort (but the same arrangement as for Basel)

NB The two links for Bern were those used by the Fischer Post which still held
its franchise when the treaty became effective.

The treaties further stipulated that the Swiss exchange offices should
stamp letters with a mark which would indicate the postal charge as far as the
French office. At a time when there was no single monetary system, nor uniform
measures of distance, these charges were on a rayon basis and expressed in
kreuzer. As these Swiss exchange office marks were such a key element in these
procedures, it is necessa : to look at them in some detail.
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Basel - A two-line framed mark in a square format (F
ig. 1). The 117E1

letters 'L B' representing aettre baloise'. Until 1833

the marks were always in black and thereafter always in r
ed. K 

The system of rayons for Basel was on a basis of fixed
Fig. 1

charges for Basel itself and each of the associated canto
ns. These

were :- City and canton of Basel - 4K; Aargau and Luzer
n - 8K; Schaffhausen -

10K; Uri - 12K and Ticino - 14K.

Zürich - A mark similar to that of Basel but unframed 
(Fig. 2). The L Z

letters 'L Z' represented 'Lettre vdrichoise'.
• •

The marks were always in black until 1842 and thereafter
8,Kr.

always in red. Fig. 2

The range of charges was :- Zurich - 8K; Appenzell, Glar
us, -

St. Gallen, Schwyz, Thurgau and Zug - 12K; Graubtinden - 
16K.

Neuchl`Ael - A single-line framed mark (Fig. 3); the letters IEN.51/11(r,
'L N' representing 'Lettre neuchateloise'. The

colour was always black until 1836 and thereafter it was 
blue. Fig. 3

As there was no associated network only one charge appli
ed. This

was 5i kreuzer which seems rather incongruous when compar
ed with the charges for

other cantons.
Another mark used in connection with the treaty is

shown in Fig. 4. It was in blue or blue-green and was used on L. - 
letterS addressed to Pontarlier, Salins, Ornans, Morteau and Fig. 4
Champagnole for a limited period during 1837 and 1838. A

lthough no

charge was indicated in the mark, it was accepted as bein
g the equivalent of

2 decimes.

Vaud - Another single-line framed mark (Fig. 5), the letters RN 
„„,

' L V' representing 'Lettre vaudoise'. The colour

was always black. The range of charges was :- four ray
ons cover- lig. 5

ing different regions of Vaud - 2, 4, 6 and 8 kreuzer and 
three

more for Valais - 10, 12 and 14 kreuzer. The 14 kreuzer ra
te applied to the

region beyond Brig but there is some doubt as to whether 
examples of this range

have been recorded.

Bern

	

	 - Initially the Fischer Post was still handling mail
 until its franchise

expired on 31st December 1832. Up to this date the exchange 
office

at Porrentruy used a single-line unframed mark (Fig. 6), 
the letters

'F D' representing 'Fischer Delle'. The colour was always black.

The range of charges was :- Porrentruy - 2K; Delemont
 - 4K; City a a,

of Bern and St. Imier - 6K; Solothurn - 8K; Gruyeres an
d the Ober- Fig. 6

land - 10K; and Unterwalden - 14K.

From 1st January 1833 Bern took over its own postal admin
istration

and the Porrentruy exchange office introduced a new mark 
to replace

the Fischer handstamp (Fig. 7). The letters 'B E' repres
enting Bern B E)

were a departure from the other Swiss exchange office mar
ks.  Again I S . K 

the colour was always black.

Geneva . - Although Geneva was not a treaty canton but part of
Fig. 7

Bern's network, the involvement of the Fischer Post warra
nts separate

consideration. The Fischer Post continued to operat
e in Geneva

until 4th January 1831 and used a mark similar to that ap
plied F:

at Porrentruy (Fig. 8), the letters 'F F' represen
ting 'Fischer

Ferney'. The colour was always black and the range of
 charges Fig. 8

was :- Geneva - 4K; Fribourg and City of Bern - 10K; t
he remain-

der of Canton Bern, Solothurn and Schaffhausen were rated
 at 12, 14 or 16 kreuzer

according to the place of posting. Jean Winkler r
ecords a rare one of 18 kreuzer

but offers no details as to the area for which this appli
ed.  On 4 January 1831

an interim procedure was introduced. On letters o
riginating with-

in the Canton of Geneva the unframed mark 
I G.F.4' was used. (Fig. 9), (3414410

the letters representing 'Geheve-Ferney'. The colou
r was black. On •

letters from other areas the 'F F' marks remained in use.
 However, Fig. 9

a new agreement with France was quickly negotiated and on
 5th July

1831 a new mark replaced 'G.F.4' (Fig. 10), the letters r
epresenting

'Lettre genevois', following the pattern set by all the o
ther treaty

cantons with the exception of Bern. This mark was always 
in black

until the end of 1840 and thereafter was always in red.
Fig. 10



[L,G.io1(
Fig. 11

Very rare

-412

'4' and 'SUISSE/PAR/BELFOHT
1 in red, other

marks in black

Gilles plus the 4 decimes to be collected

(To be continued)
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MAIL IN TRANSIT FROM SWITZERLAND TO FRANCE, 16-19th Cent. (Continued)

One last adjustment came on 27th December 1832 when the mark

'L.G. 10K' (Fig. 11) was introduced for use on letters originating

within the canton of Fribourg. When the Fischer Post ceased to

operate Fribourg had broken away from the Bern network. This mark

was almost always in black until 1839 and thereafter was always in red.

examples of the mark in blue have been recorded for 1838 and 1839.

With very few exceptions letters bearing a Swiss exchange office mark

also have a handstamp numeral. Officially it ought to be in the top left-hand

corner, but it is quite frequently in other positions on the front of the letter.

There does not appear to be much documentation of their purpose. I first found

a reference to them in the 1929 edition of Yvert's "Catalogue des Estampilles et

Obliterations Postale de France et des Colonies Francaise'.  An extract from a

French Post Office circular was quoted and it stated - "... these numerals

indicate the amount to be collected for refund due to the foreign exchange office,

in addition to the French charge from the point of entry at the frontier to the

place of destination." It was further emphasised that the numerals represented

amounts in decimes.

The problem them was to determine how the charge in kreuzer shown in the

Swiss exchange office mark was converted into the number of decimes indicated by

the numeral stamped on the letter. The conversion was clearly not an arithmetical

one and the explanation lies in Article 14 of the treaties. This stipulated that

a scale of 9 rayons in kreuzer was matched against a scale of 7 rayons in decimes.

For letters and packets weighing less than 7i grammes (which at that time included

the vast majority of letters) the matching was as follows :-

Kreuzer Decimes Kreuzer Decimes Kreuzer Decimes

2 1 8 3 14 6

4 2 10 4 16 6

6 3 12 5 18 7

The NeuchAtel rate of 5i kreuzer was converted to 2 decimes. This

Article 14 also stated that for items weighing more than 7i grammes a proportion-

ately higher charge would apply.

Article 15 of the treaties states that if a Swiss exchange office failed

to stamp a letter as required, then the French exchange office would assume a

minimum charge equivalent to 2 decimes.

One final point remains to be clarified. Some articles on this topic

have suggested that there was a further charge for transporting a letter from a

Swiss exchange office to its French counterpart. Article 3 of the treaties

makes it quite clear, however, that this was not the case. The signatories to

the treaties all undertook to effect this transfer of mail at no extra cost.

It may help to summarise
all these points concerning the
provisions of the 1828/29
treaties by interpreting the marks
on the cover shown alongside.

Posted in Schaffhausen
it was addressed to St. Gilles
which is in Provence. Handled
at Basel where the Swiss
exchange office applied its
stamp and correctly indicating
a charge of 10 kreuzer as far
as the French exchange office.
The French office in Huningue
applied its marque d'entr4e
"SUISSE/PAR/BELFORT" and the
number '4' indicating that the
charge so far was equivalent to
4 declines. Manuscript '18' i.e.
a final charge of 18 decimes - 14
decimes for the stage Belfort to St.
for reimbursement to Basel.
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We are breaking up an extensive collection of LAKE STEAMER MAIL. Represented

are the lakes of: LUCERNE, ZURICH, BIEL, MAGGIORE, LUGANO and NEUCHATEL.

There are a few covers at £ 5.00 but the majority are in the £ 7.50 to £ 25.00

range and a number of rarities up to £ 65.00 each. Please ask for Approvals if

interested.
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H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

The Swiss Specialists

P. 0. Box 242, London N2 0Y; :ngland

Our Great Streng,th Is
The Ability To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot.

Telephone: 01-348 0296
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POSTAGE RATES FROM SWITZERLAND TO FOREIGN

By E. C. Walton (Canada)

LANDS 1852-1863

(Concl.)

Date 21:1Lia Area Code Route Postage Destination Narks

5, UTZTTRn ri' AT"Pg OP AMERTCA

Oct. 56 BERN III

(Cont.)

St.Louis 1.35 New York
Liverpool (N.York 21 Nov. 10)

Nov. 56 LOCLE IV Morteau 1.30 New York, .
(Boston 5 Nov. 21)

Apr. 57 BASEL V St.Louis 0.65 New York
Calais (N.York May 15, 12)

Jun. 57 NEUCHATEL IV Pontarlier 0.95 New York
Liverpool (N.York Jun. 18 15)

Jun. 57 BASEL V St. Louis 0.60 New York
Havre (N. York 21 Jul. 1)

'Livree comme non affranchie'

Sep. 57 GLARUS IX St.Louis 1.15 New York
Liverpool (N.York Oct. 2 15)

Oct. 57 VEVEY II Pontarlier 1.15 Cincinnati
(N.York Nov. 13 15)

Mar. 58 BERN III St .Louis 2.30 Louisville Ky
Liverpool (Boston Mar. 28 30)

Mar. 58 BERN St.Louis 2.30 New York
Liverpool (N.York Apr. 12 30)

Jul. 58 LUZERN VII St.Louis 2.30 Boston 2
Liverpool (Boston Jul. 24)

Sep. 58 MANNEDORF VIII St. Louis 1.15 New York
Liverpool (N.York Oct. 9 15)

Nov. .59 CHAUX-DE-FONDS IV Morteau 1.15 New York
Liverpool

Jul. 60 BASEL V 3,45 New York
Liverpool (N.York Aug. 2 1860)

Dec. 60 BERN III St.Louis 1.15 New York
(N.York Dec. 27)

Aug. 61 ARBON VIII St.Louis 1.15 New York
Liverpool

Sep. 61 GENEVE Bellegarde 1.15 New York
(N.York Oct. 10)

Dec. 61 GENEVE Bellegarde 3.45 San Francisco 19/3
(N.York Dec. 60)

Jan. 62 NEUCHATEL IV Pontarlier 1.15 New York
(N.York Feb. 6)

May 62 NEUCHATEL IV Pontarlier 1.15 New York
(N.York Jun 13)

Sep. 62 AARAU VI St.Louis 2.20 New York
(N.York Oct. 2)

...  THE END....

SWITZERLAND'S POSTAGE DUES 

By G. W. Hubbard (Concl.).

Note should.bemade of the variations to be found in the 'Ungültig'
cancellations, of which there are many different shapes and sizes, 'Annul' and
the more difficult 'Annulato'. The ageli-Weber Handbook of Cancellations
suggests that there should be only a few of these markings around - and then only
on the blue and the green Postage Dues. This, of course, is rubbish. These
markings appear throughout the Postage Due series right up to the present date.
The suggestion that only black, red and violet inks for the cancellations is also
not proven - green and blue can also be found and they were available when the
Handbook went to print.

Never ever assume that a German-speaking area will use 'Ungaltig'. Some
of the areas of the Ticino use 'Annul g', whilst the Italian regions of Graubtinden
have been known to use 'Ungültig'. It is still to be proved if any office has
more than one language canceller.

It should always be remembered that it is the forwarding office that

(Continued overleaf)
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SWITZERLAND'S POSTAGE DUES (Continued)

fwill apply the 'T' cancellation or any instructions to collect.
In Switzerland it

will be the Receiving Office which will be responsible to affix the necess
ary Dues

and to collect payment. Overseas countries will note the instructions that suggest

underpayment or indeed non-payment and will process as per that country's

regulations.

Methods of estimating the amount of Postage that is due was at One time

very difficult. Countries would use their own symbols or they would express the

missing amount in Gold France - that universal currency that nobody really
 under-

stands. The first difficulty encountered by the use of
 Gold Franc was simply its

confusion with Belgian, French and Swiss Francs. The other
 fly in the ointment was

trying to understand if the amount quoted was the amount missing, the amou
nt to

collect or the amount that the letter should have been charged.

The 1964 Congress in Vienna of the U.P.U. quickly changed all with a

fairly straight-forward method.  The due amount was to be e
xpressed as a fraction

of the originating country's minimum weight scale for surface post.
 The PTT

issued instructions in April 1971 that dues should be collected either fro
m the

recipient or the sender, but the amount should not be less than 10 Ct.

Payment is calculated as follows :- the numerator is to equal the lowest

weight scale of the country of destination and the denominator equals the 
respect-

ive tax of the country of origin. Therefore, on incoming mail, 
should the fraction

be 18/9, all one now has to do is multiply this by the going rate from Swi
tzerland

to the country of origin, should the year in question be 1971 then we mult
iply by

60 (Ct.) which equals 120 Ct. due. The same method is employed f
or mail going

into Switzerland.

One quite unique service that is performed by the Swiss Postal Authorities

for speeding mail on underpaid items is (a) if the sender is known, a labe
l would

be stuck over the address and then returned to the sender who would supply 
the

missing stamps and hand it in at the nearest Post Office for forwarding, o
r (b) the

Post Office would add the postage and advise the sender simply saying "mis
sing amount

collected from sender".

Most of the International Offices use their own cancellers - they are all

'T' in circle.

Finally, from 1971 most large offides throughout Switzerland are using

franking machines to produce a stick-on 'T' label. Machine prints are 
in deep red

- so it is obvious that from this date both large 'T' and the 'T' in circl
e are

becoming scarcer.
---- THE END ----

STAMPEX 1985
The Exhibition, held this year from 26 February to 3 March brought more awards

for Helvetia Members and congratulations are offered to the following:

The 'H.L. Katcher Award ) - were won by our Secretary, MR. G. W. HUBBARD 
for "The

and a Silver Medal ) Introduction of Postage Dues to Switzerland". This

covered Swiss Postage Dues from their introduction in

1878 to 1882 - the end of the Blue Period, showing many shades, varieties a
nd frame

differences, including a selection of Specimen Overprints.

A Silver Medal went to W.CDR. R. F. BULSTRODE for "Swiss Essays & Proofs". F
rom

Libertas and Rtitli Oath essays through 'Standing Helvetia', Girardet,

Hofer & Burger items, UPU Jubilee, 1901 Competition, 'Helvetia Bust', 'Hel
vetia with

Sword', 'Tell Boy' and Orell Ftssli recess prints. Some issued stamps wer
e

included for comparison.

A Silver Medal won by MR. V. J. MITCHELL for the "1900 UPU Issue". Mint and used

single and blocks of the three plates, showing normals, varieties

and plate flaws.

A Bronze-Silver medal, also by MR. V. J. MITCHELL for "1910-1936 Postage Due Sta
mps".

Examples of their use on covers showing various 'T' marks.

A Bronze-Silver Medal by MRS. E. J. RAWNSLEY for "Conquest of the Air in Switzerlan
d"

with covers showing the gradual development of the air service.

We hope to see more members taking part, either at B.P.E. in October, or a
t

next year's 'STAMPEX'.

 - - o0o - -
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M. RUTHERFOORD

FORTHCOMING LONDON MEETINGS 

10th April - ANNUAL COMPETITION
8th May - ODDS & ENDS, Queries etc.

-- All Members
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ANNUAL COMPETITION 
Will be held on Wed. 10th April 1985 at

6.45 p.m.

1. Consists of two sections, open to all
members:

A. 'HELVETIA SILVER CUP'. Entries of not
less than EIGHT and not more than

TWELVE sheets comprising postage stamps,

charity, airmail, special, postage dues,

official items, miniature sheets, flown
covers etc.
B. 'MOORE TROPHY' for POSTAL HISTORY.

Entries of NINE sheets on any aspect

of Postal History.

ONE ENTRY IN EACH SECTION.

2. Entries by post should be covered by
postage including compensatory fee, to

be in the hands of the Organiser, Mrs. E.J
Rawnsley (address on p.1) to arrive not
later than Monday, 8th April, otherwise
handed in before the meeting opens.

3. Judging will be by POPULAR VOTE - thus
enabling all present to take part.

4* Marks awarded on a points system on
the general headings:

HELVETIA SILVER CUP

A) Phil. knowledge & study 30

b) Importance & spec. features
0) Condition (including rarity) 30
d) Presentation & arrangement 20

MOORE TROPHY 

a) Knowledge & study 40
b) Originality & importance 25
c) Condition (including rarity) 15
d) Presentation & arrangement

5. The Silver Cup, awarded annually, to
be returned by Competition night,\to

be competed for again. If Won 3 times in
succession by the same Member it shall be-
come his or her property and the Committee
shall provide a new Cup for the next year.

6. The 'Moore Trophy' is also awarded
snnually and shall be returned by the

Competition night.

7. Thematic entries - if received - will.
be judged as being part of the Cup

Competition.

It is hoped there will be a good
selection of entries on this occasion.

DID YOU KNOW ?

.... that it is not
news that the PTT
opened their first
Philatelic Office
in Bern on 15.8.45,
but I think it re-
markable that they
are still using
the same R-label,
;without the PLZ
after 42 years!

.... that the BBZ PHILATtIJETft
for Feb. 85 pict- UJJjJL11V
lures a double-
:impression to be found on the new 45c

iefinitives affecting a number of stamps
in the 2 lower sheet rows, mainly in the
middle. The 25c of the same issue date

shows such small defects that it will not
be catalogued. Nothing has been found on
the 60c so far. This defect has not been
caused by paper movement during printing,
but by inaccurate placing of the transfer

roller during re-pressing the worn
cylinder. Therefore, it has most likely
been corrected already.

.... that many members have no doubt
noticed that Cuba is printing its stamps,
and for others as well, on larger and
larger pieces of paper. The reason is to
be found in the above BBZ. It seems that
the Denner supermarket chain in Switzer-
land, as one of the last, has now entered
the philatelic sphere, but instead of
selling highly priced FDCs etc. it is
offering 8 of the above syamps for every
10-roll multi-pack of toilet paper:

.. ... that everyone knows the 2 famous
Stamp printers in Switzerland, the PTT and
Courvoisier, but few know of the third,
Impressor Si, in Prilly, nr Lausanne. The
customers are some smaller ex-French
states in Africa, such as Chad.

.... that for more than a year now on
has seen badly
printed registered 8044 Zurich 44

labels, in that
Zunchberg

the red R is twice 6. 6 4
the thickness of
the normal letter.
There must have been a colossal piece of

bad printing somewhere.

'DID YOU KNOW l'' -(Cont. from Col. 1)

Basel in 1953 and 79, the 3 Swissair
anniversaries in 1956, 60 and 81.

.... that Question No. 150 is that the new
80c. stamp shows a "high dam". Which
other Swiss stamps show such a type of daml

... that the new Supplement 2 of the
K-Handbook will contain details of 285
new K cancels, and a few others, on about
20 double-sided pages. The price is not
yet quite fixed, but is expected to be be
between £4 to £5. If you are in the UK
and are interested, please write to the
secretary, so that a bulk order can be
made, but send no money yet.

.... that the answer to Question No. 149
is that all Swiss stamps with an English
text have something to do with air travel,
the opening of airports of ZUridh and

(Cont. in Col. 1)
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NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. MR. R.A. HOYLE

8, Rhodesia Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifa:

The Group's ANNUAL COMPETITION was

held in Leeds, on 2 Feb. Results were:

POSTAL HISTORY & Winner of the HIGHSTED 

CUP - Mr. Vaughan with early Swiss TP0s.

TEEMATICS: Joint winners: Mr. Gilchrist

(who also won the MOORE BOWL) for 'First

World War Soldier Stamps on cover
s; and

Mr. Hope with a display outlining the

history of Soldier Stamps..

AEROPHILATELY: Mr. Gilchrist with Air

Mail covers and cards.

POSTAL STATIONERY: Mrs. Davis with Sc.

postcards 1870-1905.

PHILATELIC: Mr. Vaugban, Cross & Figure

Issues. R.A.H.

EXCHANGE PACKET 

Booklets for the 1985/6 season should

be sent in JUNE and EARLY JULY. NO

booklets should be sent in August or

September (unless by prior arrangement).

The first Packets will be posted on

27th July 1985.

If you are likely to be away in

late July / early August, please let me

know.

D.M. Slate

Congratulations to the Winners at

'STAMPEX'.

Looking ahead - how can I help

some of you to do equally well at the

B.P.E. in October?

Now is the time to plan your

entries - or just to add to your

existing collection - so as not to

be caught napping when autumn beckons

us back to indoor hobbies.

Material sent on Approvel or

against Wants Lists for:

POSTAL HISTORY - pre-stamp etc.

STAMPS OF ALL PERIODS

Postal Stationery

Material for study - Strubels,

Standing Helvetia etc.

AIRMAILS - stamps and covers

J.S.ARMSTRONG
485, Marine Road,

LANCS LA4 6AP

Before you

start on summer

sports, gardening

or just lazing in

the sun, how about

running off a few

articles, or other

bits of interest-

ing news for our

HELVETIA NEWS

LETTER which does

not take a

holiday, but

requires constant

feeding.

Do your

best, please.

E.J.R.

Please order from your Dealer or direct from:

zumsbein+de Proprietors Bertsch /e 
Co.

•
P.O. Box 2585 CE - 3001 BEEN
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No. 4 APRIL 1985 39TH TEAR

TWO NEW ISSUES IN MAT 

-
A . E-UROPA CEPT 1985 1 - The CEPT has

invited its

mamber countries to devote the 1985 Europa

stamps to the common theme of 'European

Music Year'. The Swiss PTT features the

conductor Ernest Ansmnet and the composer

Frank Martin, both natives of Trench-speak-

ing western Switzerland, whose work has

deservedly found recognition far beyond the

confines of their own country. The

portraits are by the well-known Lucerne

artist Hans Erni*

50o. ERNEST ANSERMET. Born on 11 November 1883 in Vevey, Ernest Ansermet was

strongly attracted to music, but studied mathematics at

Lausanne and Paris. As a young man he wrote his first compositions an
d studied

music in his free time (piano, clarinet and trumpet). In addition to 
working as a

mathematics tracher, he wrote music reviews for the 'Gazette de Lausa
nne'. In

1909 Ansermet went to Berlin, where he studied the work of the great 
conductors of

that period. In 1911 he conducted his first major concert with the La
usanne

Symphony Orchestra and from 1912 he was conductor of the Montreux Kur
saal Orchestra.

It was during that period that he made the acquaintance of Stravinsky
, who lived at

Clarens. Through him he became artistic director of the Ballets Russe
s Orchestra

(1915-1923). In 1918 he founded the Orchestra de la Suisse Romande. 
Although its

repertoire included the classics, it was characteristic right from th
e beginning

by Ansermet's predilection for the contemporary music of Debussy, Rav
el, Stravinsky,

Honegger and Martin, all composers whose friendship he enjoyed. Throu
gh radio and

gramophone recordings, and above all through frequent concert tours i
n Europe and

overseas, his interpretations of Frnch and Russian composers gained w
orldwide

acclaim, as did the Orchestra de la Suisse Romande, which he directed
 until 1968.

At an advanced age he also took an interest in the philosophical aspe
cts of music,

which led to the publication in 1961 of his principal work, 'Les fond
ements de la

musique dans la conscience humaine', a review of mankind's musical ex
perience.

Ernest Ansermet died in Geneva on 20 February 1969.

80c. FRANK MARTIN. Frank Martin was born on 15 September 1890 in Geneva
, the

youngest son of an old Genevese family. His interest in music

was awakened at the age of 10, when he heard Bach's 'St. Matthew Pass
ion'. This

composer was to be of great importance for Martin's work. In 1908, af
ter complet-

ing his schooling in Geneva, he began to study natural science and ma
thematics at

the university. But music increasingly began to take precedence and f
rom 1910 he

received tuition in harmony, composition and orchestral music from Jo
seph Lauber in
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his native city. After spending periods in Zürich, Rome a
nd Paris, he became a

teacher at the Institrte Jacques Delacroze in Geneva from 
1928 to 1938 and from

1950 to 1955 he was a professor at the Cologne Conservato
ire. Martin's first work

bore the influence of French impressionism, before he bro
ke away from the music of

Stravinsky, Bartok and Schönberg and from serial music. L
ater he adopted - in

modified form - the twelve-note technique. His oratorios,
 which include "Le vin

herbe" (based on the Tristan and Isolde story). 'In Terra
 Pax' and 'Golgotha'

reveal the influence of the religious background of his u
pbringing. The composer

also turned his attention to music of the theatre, such a
s the incidental music

to Shakespeare's 'Romeo & Juliet', Hoffmannsthal's 'Every
man' and Racine's

'Athalia'. In 1954 he composed his first neo-romantic ope
ra, 'The Tempest', a

musical setting of Shakespeare's play, in W. A. Schlegel'
s translation. His

friend Ernest Ansermet conducted the English version of t
his opera in London and

the premiere of the German version in Vienna in 1956. Fra
nk Martin also composed

several symphonies and sonatas as well as a comic opera, 
'Monsieur de Pourceaugnac',

after texts by Moliere. He dedicated his symphonic studies, 'Les 4 elements' to

Ernest Ansermet pn the latter's 80th birthday. Frank Mar
tin died on 22 November

1974 at Naarden (Netherlands).

Values & Designs:
Designer:
Printing:
Paper:
Size:

50c. Ernest Ansermet; 80c. Frank Martin

Hans Erni, Lucerne
Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.

White with luminous substance

26 x 36 mm., in 2 sheets of 50 stamps

B. PRO PATRM1985 - SWISS FOLK MUSIC INSTRUMENTS - Treasures of Swiss Museums 

The European Music Year provides a welcome opportunity fo
r highlighting

typically Swiss music instruments on the 'Pro Patria' sta
mps. This set is part

of the four year series 'Treasures of Swiss Museums' whic
h was started in 1984.

Ninety percent of the proceeds goes to the 1985 Pro Patri
a Fund which is in aid of

mothers' assistance and three other Swiss welfare funds. 
The remaining 10 percent

will be used for contributions to Swiss social or cultura
l organisations.

Musée Baud, L'Auberson Rigisches Museum Chur Historisches Museum, Bern Ilistonsches Museum, case!

Museo Baud, L'Auberson Musée rhétique, Coire Musee d'histoire, Berne Musee diuStoim Béle

Museo retico, Coira Muse° SMfico, Berne
Museo Storico, Basilea

25 4. 100, MUSEE BAUD, L'AUBERSON. The 60 cm (23.62 in)
long, 37 cm (14.5 in)

/ -- ,

wide and 35 cm (13.7 in) high music box consists of a

wooden casing, a cylinder studded with pins, five replace
-7

ment cylinders and a comb with tapered metal teeth. Thi
s

'i.

attractive instrument was made in 1895 by the firm of
 Jules

Exhibition in Geneva in 1898. The music box has a repert
oire

I - ) , , . 1
Cuendet in L'Auberson and was on view at the Swiss Nation

al

11-1 1 v- , . I :, :i ' 	-cr.,,

.(--;

of 18 popular drawing-room melodies, including Strauss

KomhatmBuivdod waltzes, opera airs, Spanish and American songs and a few
Korromus,amumm

Swiss tunes, can be seen in the Muse Baud at L'Aubers
on

(Ct. Vaud) which houses an impressive private collection 
of mechanical instruments

acquired by three music-box makers.

35 + 15c. RHAETIAN MUSEUM. CHUR. This box rattle is on view at the Rhaetian

Museum in Chur. The unsigned noise-making

instrument is decorated with beautiful chip carvings in g
eometrical patterns and

to judge from its shape probably dates from the 18th cent
ury. The wooden casing

contains a toothed wooden cylinder on which lies a wooden
 lamella. When a handle

is turned the lamella passes over the teeth of the cylind
er producing a penetrating

rattle. It can be heard on Good Friday, for exa
mple, in Disentis, where it id

used instead of the church bells to call people to the se
rvice.

50 + 20c. HISTORICAL MUSEUM, BERNE. This Emmental necked zither, made by

Peter Zaugg of Signau in 1828, is housed

in the Berne Historical Museum. This type of zither was v
ery popular for home

music-making in Canton Berne . in the 19th century. Except for a rev
ival in the

folk movement its tradition has died out. By contrast, t
he Toggenburg necked



PUZZLE CORNER

Can anyone
help MRS. A. LEE,
our President,
with some inform-
ation on the post-
card illustrated.

As you will see
it states in the
centre of the
written side: '2nd
card of the series'

Carte postal
Union postale unlverselle.-

SU.ISSE. SCHWEIZ.

Nur itir die

t

.............. f•A
4/41.44.
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NEW ISSUE NEWS - Cont.

zither and the well-known flat zither are still made and played. Six necked

zithers by Peter Zeugg have survived, all with the same characteristics: a dark-

, brown stained soundbox with stencilled gold roses and a carving in the form of a

: female head on the open pegbox.

70 + 30c. HISTORICAL MUSEUM, BASLE. The former Barftsser Church in Basle, where
the Historical Museum's collections

relating to the cultural art and art history of Basle are exhibited, also houses

Switzerland's oldest dated drum (1571). The instrument is painted vermilion and

decorated with three black-and-white Basle coats-of-arms. The work of a sieve and

measure maker, it was used primarily to accompany the fife in military music, but

according to many written and pictorial sources, people also frequently danced to

the sound of the fife and drum four centuries ago.

80 + 40c. KORNHAUS, BURGDORF. This 'Schwyzer8rgeli', to give it its Swiss dialect

name, is a diatonic accordian with wooden casing,

green and blue paper bellows with red leather corners, 18 brass studs and 28 melody

notes. This standard type of 'Schwyzerörgeli' is played solo or duo in home music-

making or together with clarinet and double bass for folk dance and light music.

The instrument was made in the first half of this century by the firm of Alois

Eichhorn and Sons in Schwyz. It is on exhibition at the Kornhaus in Burgdorf as

part of the collection of the future Folk Music and Musical Instruments Museum and

Institute. •

Values & Designs: 25 + 10c. Music Box - Muse Baud, L'Auberson
35 + 15c. Rattle - Rhaetian Museum, Chur

50 + 20c. Zither - Historical Museum, Berne

70 + 30c. Drum - Historical Museum, Basle
80 + 40c. ' Sviss Accordian Kornhaus, Burgdorf

Designer: Karl Tanner, Niederwichtrach

Printing: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds

Paper: White, with luminous substance Size: 33.4 x 28 mm.

First-day covers to take each set of stamps will be available. Also folders

and collection sheets as usual.

Maximum cards for each of the two 'Europa' stamps will be issued, but

cancelled only '1200 Geneve Jour d'emission Europa 7.5.1986.1
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Has anyone
seen this? Or
can say how many
cards were in the
series;

Any clues would
be most welcome.
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SWITZERLAND

27TH MARCH, 1985.

IN VIEW OF THE Us EXCEPTIONAL RECOVERY, THE PRICE

INCREASES,WHICH WERE THOUGHT ESSENTIAL AT THE TIME

THE E REACHED ITS LOWEST POINT, WILL NOT NOW BE

NECESSARY.

AS IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN THIS FIRM'S POLICY TO INCREASE

PRICES ONLY WHEN ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY NO PRICE CHA
NGE

BULLETIN WILL BE ISSUED AT PRESENT.

LEAGUE OF NATIONS. 

E 750.00

No.74z unmounted mint.

The great GRILLED PAPER

RARITY of which only one

sheet of 50 was discovered
in 1946. This copy is

from position 29 (i.e. the

perfectly centered part of

the sheet!) It has a

microscopic paper flaw.

Signed by Zumstein.

With Zumstein Certificate. 

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

The Swiss Specialists

P. 0. Box 242, London N2 OYZ. England

Our Great Strength Is

The Ability To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot.

Te'enhone: 01-348 0296
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MAIL IN TRANSIT FROM SWITZERLAND TO FRANCE IN THE 17th, 18th and

19th CENTURIES 

By DENIS WILSON

1828/29 TREATIES - Cont.

LBpH. No study of the 1928/29 treaties can be complete

without consideration of this mark (Fig. 12). Much controversy has

surrounded both the interpretation of the letter 'p' and the use and

misuse of the marko

There have been strong arguments in favour of the 'p
l standing

for the French word 'par'. Personally I consider that this would not tie in with

the procedures created by the treaties. The vast majority of letters passing from -

Basel to the French exchange office at Huningue were in transit to destinations

either in France or beyond. These letters received the Swiss exchange office marks

explained earlier in this article and so there would be no need for another mark

signifying that they were routed through Runingue. In fact the clue to the meaning'

of the 'p' is contained in one of the articles of the treaty between France and

Basel. This states that a letter addressed to Huningue, and not in transit,

should be charged at 2 decimes. This would indicate that the 'p' stands for 'pour'

and that the mark was used on letters addressed to huningue. The format of the

mark is consistent with that of the marks used by the Swiss exchange office in

Basel.
Another controversy concerns the dates of its use. Jean Winkler quotes

the limited period 1839-42 and says that the colour was always red. One hesitates

to question such an eminent authority, but if he is right it seems odd that the

mark was not used until some eleven years after the implementation of the treaty.

Another Swiss postal historian, Louis Vuille of Yverdon, on the other hand

quotes that the mark, in black, was used from 20th July 1836. Both agree that the

correct use of the mark was rare and this most probably explains the sketchy details

regarding the dates of use. Yet another controversy concerns the later use of the

mark to cancel 'Basel Dove' and 'Rayon' stamps. It is recorded that the hand-

stamp had been retained in Basel and its illegal use on stamps was no doubt a

combination of innocent error and more questionable activity.

All the marks and procedures laid down by the 1828/29 treaties became

ineffective after 1st December 1845 when new agreements came into operation.

However, some late use can be found and the French exchange offices often applied

their handstamp numerals. This latter practice is understandable, because of the

part they played in determining the final postal charge. However, by 1845 there

was much payment in advance, either as far as the frontier or to the letter's

destination, and this will be discussed in a later section of this article.

1845 Treaties 

In July 1845 new treaties were signed between France and six Swiss cantons

- the five involved in the 1828/29 treaties plus Geneva in its own right. These

treaties became effective on 1st December 1845 and they brought about substantial

changes in the procedures involved in the transit of mail from Switzerland to

France. The accountancy marks, i.e. the marks used by the Swiss exchange offices

and the handstamp numerals applied by the French exchange offices, were abolished.

Instead, on letters in transit through the treaty cantons from other cantons of

Switzerland the following marks were used:

T TB. 7 1T 6 T.V
Fig. 13 Fig. 14 Fig. 15 Fig. 16 Fig. 17

T B - (Fig. 13) - Transit balois. Always in red and used on letters from Aargau,

Graubtinden, Luzern, Schaffhausen, Ticino and Uri.

T Z - (Fig. 14) - Transit zurichois. In black for a brief period in 1845 and,
thereafter always in red. Used on letters from Appenzell,
Glarus, St.Gallen, Schwyz, Thurgau and Zug.

T.B. -(Fig. 15) - Transit bernois. Distinguishable from the Basel mark by the
full-stops. In black until May 1846 and thereafter in red.
Used on letters from Solothurn and Unterwalden.

T G (Fig. 16) - Transit genevois. Always in red and used on letters from
Fribourg.
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T V - (Fig. 17) - Transit vaudois. Always in black and used on letters from
Valais.

The procedures introduced by these new treaties were much simpler than
those which they replaced. This was to a great extent attributable to the
development of payment in advance. Many letters were already bearing a variety
of marks and manuscript notes signifying this. A consideration of these marks
will be included in a further section of this article. The 1845 treaties also
coincided with an extension of French exchange offices and this, too, will be
considered later.

Again there is some confusion about dates. Yet another postal treaty
was negotiated in November 1849, but this time it was between France and the new
Swiss Federal Post. This treaty became effective in May 1850 and this should
have been the end of the validity of the 1845 treaty procedures. However, there
are recorded examples of Transit marks being used after this date.

French Office in Basel 

At the time when the 1845 treaties came ihto operation, the French
exchange office linking with Basel was still in St.Louis. In December 1846 this
office was transferred to Basel. This move marked the beginning of a new era in
which the railways played a significant role in the carrying of mail.  On 15th
June 1844 4 rail link between Basel and the French line from Strasbourg was opened.
It was only 1 /

4 miles long, but its potential was immediately realised.  Even though
it would be another ten years before Basel received any internal rail link, an
agreement with France was negotiated. This was ratified on 24th October 1846 and
its main provisions were :-

1) The French exchange office in St.Louis was to be closed and a new one opened
in Basel. This was to be sited as near as possible to the point of departure
of trains for the junction with the Strasbourg line.

2) This new office was to handle mail in transit to and from France and Switzer-
land; the Grand Duchy of Baden, and the Austrian Empire.

The new French office was duly opened on 14th December 1846, having been
established in part of the railway station. It remained in continuous service

until October 1865.

It is wotth recording that although there was no internal rail link with
Basel for the first ten years, there was a comprehensive system of coach services.
Basel was linked with ZUrich, Bern, Luzern and Schaffhausen and from each of these
cities further services operated. Between them they covered most of Switzerland.

On mail in transit to France and handled by the Basel exchange office a
rather distinctive circular cancellation was used.
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These double-circle cancellations were always in red. On mail going into

Switzerland from France the mark had the text 'BUREAU FRAN9AIS A BALE'. On letters

from Switzerland to France all the cancellations had the text 'B
eau FR. DE BALE'.

To this was added either: BALE, ZURICH, BADE (i.e. the Grand Duchy of Baden) or

AUTRICHE (i.e. the Austrian Empire). A further addition was a numeral - 1, 2 or 3.
These indicated the route by which the letter was to be despatched from Basel.  The

key was:-
1 - via St.Louis 2 - via Mulhouse 3 - via Paris

The only variation in these marks occurred in 1859 when the cancellation
used on mail going into Switzerland from France appeared with a single circular

frame.

All these marks are listed in Winkler's 'Handbuch der Schweizer Vor-
philatelie' - Nos. 2451 to 2464.

(To be continued)

LONDON GROUP MEETING IN MAY 

The final meeting of the current season will be held on WEDNESDAY, May8th, and
will be our ever popular ' ODDS & ENDS NIGHT'. So bring along some of those
unusual and interesting items you have tucked away, and also any queries.
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DID YOU KNOW
.... that in February 1986 the first
Swiss Sport stamp, 50c with 20c surcharge

will appear. One stamp every 3 to 4 years

has been agreed to by the PTT. But, the

Sport organisations are planning a major

campaign to sell 15 in stamps via special

covers, booklets (as PJ from sheets) etc.

etc. That is the catch - beware.

.... that a video tape is planned of the

NABA procession through the streets of

ZUrich as recorded by Swiss TV, if enough

orders are received; in German only.

.... that a record can also be obtained

of the special march written for the NABA

opening ceremony.

.... that the exhibition now on at the

Swiss Postal Museum until 9th June 1985

covers the Tax stamps, by Mr. F.Buchmaller

of Basel and Mr. W.Eigenmann of Kilchberg.

Much material from the PTT Ardhives and

storerooms is on show for the first time,

such as the original blocks and galvanos.

So far the definitive solution to
Katcher's rayed Sc has not been found.

Finally came a smaller selection

including some forgeries, items of Postal

History of Lausanne from early 19th cent.,

including 2 copies of the 'Route de

Lausanne'; many fine 'Strubels' and the

, piece de resistance, a postcard bearing

10 copies of the 3c black 'Sitting

Helvetia Perf.' - 2 block's of 4 & a pr::

Mr. Mistely proposed the vote of

thanks and remarked that many of the item:

shown were rarely seen.

THE ANNUAL COMPETITION was held on

April 10th with a good number of entries.

Following the judging by Popular Vot4

Vote, the results were announced as:

'HELVETIA SILVER CUP'. Again won by

MR. D.M. SLATE with a superb display
' RIGI POST' stamps, many in large blocks.

The Runner-up was MR. A.S. NEWALL 
with a very fine entry of 'ZEPPELIN MAIL',

some of which was very rare.

'MOORE POSTAL HISTORY TROPHY'. Won by
MR. L.E. STILES for 'EARLY POSTAL

KARKINGS', including Route Marks, quite
difficult to find these days.

The Runner-up was again MR. A.S. 
hEWALL with 'POSTAL HISTORY OF CT.TICIN0'.
He also received the Rupper-up awards of

stock books.

Other entries comprised: General:
'Standing Helvetia', Postage Dues,

Postal Stationery Cards, & 'Helvetia
issues 1907-40'. And Postal History:

Automatic Machine Stamps.

The remainder of the evening was

spent discussing suggestions for the
next season's programme.

HELVETIA DOES IT AGAIN: 

The Chichester P.S. has this year

instituted a new Trophy for Postal

History Competition entries from all
countries. At the meeting held on 15th

April it was won by Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley

with an entry entitled 'THE ZURICH MAIL'.

DID YOU KNOW? (Cont. from Col. 2)

•... that this leads to Question No. 151:

In which year did the above CEPT quad-

ruple posthorn first appear, and for

which subsequent years?

M. RUTHhRFOORD

APRIL 1985 HELVETIA NEWS

LONDON MEETINGS 

At the March meeting Mr. Paschoud

showed a superb selection of 'SOLDIER

STAMPS', prefaced by some highly amusing

recollections of his own military career.

Then followed a display of stamps of

the Artillery, Infantry, Frontier Guards,

Cavalry, Aviation services, Sappers and

ancillary services, together with some

fine Soldier postcards, not often seen.

..... that in 1963 a German specialist

discovered that the red cancellation used

during the first, and only, Int. Gliding

Camp on the Jungfraujoch, from 4th to 18th

Sept. 1935, came in 2 versions, as shown.

0,U.urp Tnioltscfor:ttlOas

ONO' 47- 0;0 Switzerland
N.4 r:11,' . and the SBZ,.
6 Adilbf via an Ameri-

Air# 0111111K4GFRP can collector,
who has

Typea Tnnb strikes of
'b', the rarer

one? Note the relationship of certain

letters to the 'corners' of the segments.

.... that the answer to Question No. 150

is that a high dam is shown also on the

famous 20c stamp of 1949, Z.No.301. Such

a high-situated dam provides high pressure

water for electricity during the shorter

peak periods, while a low dam as on the

30c from the same set (Z.No.303), that of

Verbois on the Rhone below Geneva, provides

low-pressure water for the continuous

generation of base-load electricity.

... that the answer to Question No. 148 was

not quite correct as given in FeboHNL as

in 1937 the posthorn was used on the 10c.

MPO stamp. The posthorn symbol is also

shown on the 1943 100 years Swiss stamps

issue, and in 1950 on the Sc PP for 100

years Federal Posts, most numerously on

the 1960 200 postal messenger stamp. The

NABA of 1971 in Basel reproduces a Rayon

stamp, and also for the LEMANEX in 1978 a

posthorn is shown in the old emblem. This

idea is then followed up with 3 of the 4

PP stamps in 1981. On the 'Europa' stamps

I gave 1966, but 1967 was meant.

(Cont. in Col. 1)



JUBILEE ISSUES 1900 etc.

SITTING & STANDING HELVETIAS

AIRMAILS, COVERS ETC.

ROUTE MARKS

nit MINIATURE SHEETS

S SURCHARGED STAMPS
1r, TETE-BECTE

Ali RAILWAY STAMPS

11) OFFICIAL STAMPS

NATIONAL FETE ISSUES

GUTTER PAIRS

and so many more.

Write now to me at

485, Marine Road,

MORECAMBE,

Lancs LA4 6AP

J.
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' K' CANCEL CATALOGUE 

Other than those

who have already

contacted Mr. Hubbard,

are there any more

members who wish to
order the 2nd
Supplement to this

catalogue at
SFr.13.- with a

discount for quantity.

If so please

advise the Sec, as

soon as possible.

The new and

completely revised

SLOGAN CATALOGUE -

previously a PTT

publication - is

expected to be avail-

able _shortly.

If interested

please advise
Mr. Hubbard.

----000----
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N. GROUP. Hon.Sec. Mr. R.A. Hoyle,

8, Rhodesia Ave, Stafford Rd., Halifax

The March meeting in Leeds was

devoted to a display of issues of the

last 30 Years, by Mrs. Davis from Hull.

Items displayed were architectural

monument issues including tete-beche,

inter-space pairs & blocks, coils, the

various definitives with maximum cards

and booklets, miniature sheets, airmail

stamps & covers, a complete collection

of publicity issues and various postal

stationery items.

Mrs. Davis said one of her inter-

ests was to try to obtain modern issues

on commercially used covers with the

various postal rates, as here shown.

The whole was beautifully written

up and illustrated with photographs and

postcards, showing how colourful modern

stamps can be wen shown so attractive-

ly. R.A.H.

EXCHANGE PACKET 

Booklets for the 1985/6 season are

wanted in JUNE and EARLY JULY, but NONE

s giykd be sent in August or September

(unless by prior arrangements).

First Packets will be posted on

27th July, 1985, so please advise the

PKt Sec, when you expect to be away.

PUBLISEED szprzcesta 198'4

zumsbeh-
E UROPA CATALOGUE 1985,

in. four volumes:

1741VP'I - •
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COMPLETE= NEW

ZEINSTEIN - SWITZEBIABD LIECECTE21S=1 1985

in till colour and text in Prencb/Garmart.
••n••

A/ready published

=MST= POSTAL
. STATION= CATALOGUE

VIIth Edition Test is German

Please order from your Dealer or direct from:

Zurnsbein+de Proprietors Eertech es Co.
P.O. Box 2585 CI - 3001 3Latt
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INVALID STAMPS AND CARDS SENT THROUGH THE POST 

By F. Pickard

The use of postage stamps or cards that ceased to be valid for postal
use is an area that most of us do not bother about. It only takes on interest
when thc. item passes through our hands and questions form in our mind.

A holiday postcard sent to a fellow member - Fig. 1 - tells its own
story. Like most members a number of mint but hinged stamps had been accumulated
over the years and, despite their being put around the circuit, had failed to sell.
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So when I made one of those rare
holiday trips to Switzerland
what better opportunity to use
them up. However, I had failed
to consider whether the stamps
were still valid for postage.
What follows is the tale of one
card and two other items.

16?'' ''.4171/ 1, :.0C.f-A-Aic
110Ueo

3 c-4 ' ) .4 sti)

416 . (I

-As can be seen on Fig. 1
Fig. 1 the local post office has
placed small black circles outside the stamps. This proves to be the custom for
indicating the use of invalid stamps. A hand canceller is used for the date stamp
and a black crayon 'T' cancel showing the amount of postage due. The British
post office applied their own type of postage due strike: ' 19 JUL 1983 35P TO

PAY '. I am assured this sum was not asked for nor paid.

With regard to Fig. 2 - shown overleaf - after the card was passed to me
it answered the question I had often posed concerning the Postal Stationery card,
Zumstein No. 31. Back to the catalogue to then clearly discover that this card
was only valid for the period July 2nd to December 31st of 1900. As you will see
it bears the Lausanne razor blade strike for 7 January 19014 And that explains
why it happens to bear an open 'T' mark for postage due and the London applied
mark for 2d. - I.S./A. Note that once again the small black circles around the
impressed 10'cts stamp have been applied.

Now we come to Fig. 3, a fact not known by me until recently
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Fig. 3

had done so earlier all would have been revealed!
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Fig. 2

concerning 'Pro Juventute' stamps. Until the U
PU Madrid Congress of 1921 the only

countries accepting these stamps were Russia, Hun
gary, Bavaria, Italy, Portugal and

Denmark. All other countries levied postage due
. This answers the question as

to why the Swiss did not bother to print a stamp 
of higher value. The Madrid

Congress allowed all countries to accept Swiss '
Pro Juventute' stamps as pre-

payment of postage. And in 1921 a high value s
tamp to cover foreign postage rate

was introduced. The Fig. 3 cover
is correctly paid with

a 25 ct 'Helvetia with

Sword' stamp, and the
full set of 1920 P.J.

stamps are nothing
more than decorative
vignettes. This cover

was purchased from our

own circuit at a price

that causes me to
believe the seller did
not suspect what an
elusive item he was
selling. Apart from a

photocopy of one
similar cover it is the

only one seen by me in

11 years. So now that

you have this little
piece of information my
chances of sighting
another are reduced.

All of this goes to

prove how important
it is to read through
the introductory pages
of the Zumstein Spezial-

katalog, because if I

SPECIAL CANCELS 

1. AEROPHILATELIC DAY ... 27th April at Interlaken.

2. BALABRA IV Philatelic Exhibition at Aesch (BL) 
- 3-5 May.

3. 25 Years of the 'MONTREUX GOLDEN ROSE' - 8-15 M
ay.

4. Centenary of the Union of Train Personnel, 21-23
 May in Bern.

nnnnnn
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Fig. 1
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French Office -

BALE - also T B -

'Transit balois'.
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Fig. 3

INNSBRUCK to BORDEAUX 

French Office - AUTRICHE -
also 'L (Lettre autriche)
and 'tber BASEL'.

MAIL IN TRANSIT FROM SWITZERLAND TO FRANCE IN THE 17th, 18th and

,19th CENTURIES 

By DENIS WILSCN Part IV

To more clearly illustrate the use of the cancels of the French Office

in Basle, dealt with last month, some examples on cover are shown:

Fig. 2

ZURICH to MARSEILLE 

French Office -
ZURICH - also handstamp
' V still in use after
implementation of 1845
treaties.
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PAYMENT IN ADVANCE 

It was by no means the case that the introduction of postage stamps

marked the beginning of the practice of the sender paying for a letter as opposed

to the recipient. It had been developing during the first half of the 19th

century and the advent of the 1845 Treaties accelerated things. On the other

hand I have a letter written in Vevey in 1761 and addressed to Yorkshire on which

has been written a note to the effect that the charge had been paid as far as the

Franco/Swiss border.

One can find quite a lot of examples of this practice and the word to

look for is 'Franco', or some abbreciation of it. The meaning of the word is

'free'i.e. there would be no further charge because it had already been paid.

The same word appeared in all the stamp issues from the 'Sitting
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Helvetia' imperf. to the 1907 'Tell Boys'. The 1909 'Tell Boys' are best known

because of the mistake with the bowstring, but they also mark
ed the disappearance

of the word 'Franco',

Not surprisingly handstamps were produced with the text 'Fran
co'. For

example Bern produced such a mark in 1824.  As others
 followed suit, there was a

variety of marks, framed and unframed, and different letterin
g including cursive.

In Aargau a number of places used marks with the spelling 'F
ranko'; this was the

German version of the word, but with these few exceptions the
 French spelling was

in universal use.

It will be recalled that in 1818 France cancelled all postal 
arrangements

with Switzerland and refused to collect any postal charges fo
r reimbursement to

the Cantons. The Swiss were, therefore, faced with
 the task of collecting what

was due to them before a letter was passed to the French exch
ange office. This

led to a number of handstamps which were involved in this pro
cess. These were:

'FRANCO PONTARLIER' - in black - used in Neuchatel and Chaux-
de-Fonds.

'FRANCO FRONTIERE' - in black - used in Delemont

1 1c0 Ferney' - cursive and in black - used in Coppet

1 feo Pontarlier' - cursive and in black - used in Orbe.

The 'FRANCO PONTARLIER' mark was reintroduced in the period 1
837-40

when the colour was blue or greenish shades of blue. In t
his later period its

use was restricted to Neuchatel.

Of particular interest is the handstamp - 'FRANCO GRENZE' - '
Grease' being

the German word for 'Frontier'. It was unframed and the t
ext was in an elegant

cursive script. There were two versions differing only in
 the height of their

letters. The smaller type can be found in both red and blac
k. Winkler gives

the period 1844-48 for red and 1845-46 for black.
However, I have three copies

of this mark in black, two of which are dated 1837 and the ot
her 1838. The

larger version is recorded for the period 1845-59 amd was al
ways in red. These

marks were used only in Zurich and are usually found on mail
 originating within

ZUrich's associated network.

This is an appropriate point at which to consider three French marks

which were relevant to this payment in advance. Use of the first two of thes
e

marks was mentioned in the 1828/29 Treaties but it would seem
 that they did not

come into use until around the mid-1830's.  The marks were:

- unframed - representing 'Affranchi'a l'Etranger jusqu
eka la destination'

i.e. letter from abroad with the charge paid to its destinati
on.

- set out in three lines within a diamond-shaped frame. The 
meaning

was the same as for the previous mark except the charge was 
paid only

to the frontier. This mark was used by other French exchange offices

working with other countries and so the numeral was a means o
f identi-

fication. The figure '7' was allocated to the offices handling mail

routed into France through Belfort. (Fig. 4)
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"AFFR. FRONT." -
unframed - another
mark indicating that
postal charges had
been paid as far as
the frontier.

I have a few
examples where

. the
French exchange
office has applied
one of these three
marks even though
the letter already
bore a mark indicating
that postal charges
had been paid in
advance. This
suggests that the
French P.O. wanted
confirmation from their

exchange office.

(To be continued)
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or* DUE COVERS 

By G. W. Hubbard

A member who recently sought information on a Postage Due cover sent me

a photostat (Fig. 1). An enquiry to Mr. Hobbs, who has studied these marks

extensively, produced quite a lot of information with copies of some further

examples. As these may be of interest to other members I append the following

It Scrweiter:CChe
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First of all the example shown in Fig. 1 is a Swiss cancellation, but

it appears that the British Post Office decided not to collect the Postage that

was due.

This type of cancellation was first mentioned in our "News Letter" back

in 1979 in an article by Edgar Bommeli (see page 76). His examples show the 'T'

without serifs and his sides differ. I list below the different types noted so
far, and should be pleased to hear from members if any others have come to light.

k,

Ptr----;; Office Used Date of
useI 

Herr Bommeli's example ?

1200 Geneva 20
Montbrillant ?

1297 Founex 4012.72

1200 Geneve 1
Exp. Lettres 16.12.66

6988 Ponte Tresa 20.7.71

8400 Winterthur
Slogan postmark 4.6.84

T.Height T.Width
Numeral
Height

Canceller
Width

20 mm 13-14 mm 7.5-8.0mm 26-29 mm

19 mm 14 mm 7.5 mm 27 mm

18 mm 13 mm 7.0 mm 26 mm

20 mm 15 mm 8.0 mm 31 mm

19 mm 14 mm 8.0 mm 28 mm

17 mm 13 mm 6.5 mm 26 mm

I believe
that what makes
these strikes inter
esting is twofold:
flint of all the
hand-written
fraction marks were
used at the same
time - and some are
still being used.
Secondly, a printed
tax due label can
also be seen in use
in some areas. It
is the old story of
no hard and fast
rule, although the
above markings are

7 ( M QAQ-1.1 -N-11:5-

,c01,

> PC1 36S

Fig. 2
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are usually seen on mail leaving Switzerla
nd, while the printed labels are seen

on mail coming into Switzerland.
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RECENT 'K' CANCELS

3853 NIEDERRIED b. INTERLAKEN - Ferien am Brienzerse
e

1603 GRANDVAUX - Aur Coeur de Lavaux
...

4107 ETTINGEN - Das Dorf mit Charakter
...

2515 PRELES ...

2516 LAMBOING ...

2517 DIESEL ...

6943 VEZIA w Spazio cuiturcie
...

6102 MALTERS - an der kleinen Emme
...

2805 COURCHAPOIX - Au centre du Val-Terbe ...

8503 HAGENBUCH (ZH) • • •

2608 COURTELARY - Prefecture
...

4335 LAUFENBURG - Wakkerpreis 1985
...

4622 EGERKINGEN ...

JUBILEE CANCELS 

2076 GAIS - 800 Jahre
... 22 April - No 'K' No.

3294 BUREN an der Aare - 800 Jahre ... 28 May - 11

AUTOMOBILE P.O. 

Auto 3 - Slogan cachet for the Inaugurati
on of the double track rail link

Zürich - Oerlikon - BUlach, to be used at
 Mach on 11th May.

18 Mar. K.975
11 Apr. 976
19 " 977
7 May 978
T, It 979
7 11 980
9 " 981

28 " 982
3 Jun. 983
3 " 984
3 tt 985

15 " 24b
17 " 986
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NEWS from AMERICA

TAe Directors of the American
Helvetia Philatelic Society have elected
HARLAN F. STONE as Honorary Life Member
in recognition of his contributions of
service to the Society over a long period
of time.

Mr. Stone's association with organ-
ised Swiss collecting began in the early
1950's when the old 'Helvetia Society
for Collectors of Switzerland' (1938-57)
accepted him as the only teenage member.

Under the Helvetia Philatelic
Society of America (1967-74) he served
as President from July 1968-June 1971,
and as Editor of the 'Helvetia Alphorn'
from 1969 to 1974.

A merger created the American
Helvetia Philatelic Society in 1975 he
has served as Vice-President until 1981,
then President for 2 years, and more
recently has been their Publicity
Chairman,

Mr. Stone wrote the text for the
Society's popular slide program:
"Switzerland - a Panorama of the Postal
History & Stamps", introduced at
'Interphil' in 1974 and is a member of
the APS Speakers' Bureau. Since 1971
he has prepared a different display each
year for exhibition and has won many
fine awards - not forgetting last year
at 'NABA-ZURI'. He has also written
many general and specialised articles
which have appeared in special phila-
telic publications.

C. J. LaBlonde

The British Helvetia Philatelic
Society send their congratulations on a
fine record of service to our hobby.

SPECIAL EVENTS & CANCELS 

1. "REGIOPHIL" at Solothurn, 17-19 May.

2. Inauguration of the Multiple Servic
Centre of the S.B.B. at Romanshorn.

Will be held from 31 May - 2 June, when
a special cancellation will be used.

DID YOU KNOW? - Cont. from Col. 2

16th May, but no postal cancel that I can
find.

.... that the answer to Question No. 151
is that in 1964 the 'Europa stamps first
showed the 4 posthorn signet, or logo,
and this was used again in 1967, 74, 75,
76, 79 and then from 1981 onwards.

.... that Question No. 152 is about Music,
as this is the subject of the 'Europa'
stamps this year: Which Swiss stamps
show musical instruments?

M. RUTH'MRFOORD

DID YOU KNOW ?
.... that the 1984 Conference in Hamburg
decided to increase the monies to be
paid for international postal services.
This means that the Swiss PTT will have to
pass these costs onto their faithful
customers, you and me, therefore the
rates will go up early in 1986. The
previous rise was in Jan. 1976, not bad!

.... that in Interlaken on 27/28 April
the SVPhV held a mmposium on general
philatelic organisations, attended by
over 100 delegates from about 50 of the
141 affiliated clubs, amongst the 23
speakers were PTT and SBZ officials,
with interesting facts.

.... that the Fund for Furthering
Philately has spent, since the founding in
1965, the sum of SFr.11.25m on
exhibitions, new frames, literature,
youth groups etc., and still has
SFr.6m capital in hand.

.... that Sri Lanka (Ceylon) has just
issued a stamp printed in Hungary, but
on paper made in Switzerland.

.... that on 11th May there will be a
general festival from Urich-Oerlikon
BUlach for the opening of the double
train line all the way to Mach; at

EININEHUNG DOPPELSPUR
ZURICH PERLIKON-BULACH

11. MAI 1985

= = • pisio , I

stations on this line there will be
attractions, with cheap tickets between
them. The MPO cachet illusrated shows
one of the new SBB/PTT TP0s. Above the
letter-box on the left there is a new
style of identification No., a yellow
block with the new PTT logo on the left
then a 3-figure No. in black, 900 and so
on, very prominent.

.... that the next illustration shows the
private cachet used by the Company that

runs the ships on the Lake of Zurich, to

celebrate the

x sbc e Da In . fsch if 	150 years

IC::::111111111ilk
4)0' . 0101101011Vm s since the first

I^ ship, the
Minerva'

Jr \, ;ailed. More

-At
!! ,40

111 later about
-----,0t--, , this event.

... that thedo

' dem Ziiricbsee
.

old Paddle-
wheel steamer

"UnIterwald" of 12C2 has now finished its

refitting (after being saved from the

scrap yard by public outcry and sub-

scription) and will be relaunched on

(Cont. in Col. 1)



If you are a newcomer to Swiss

philately and find the early material

somewhat intimidating, why not consider

some of the more modern aspects which

lend themselves to study.

STANDING HELVETIA - will provide a

life-time of interest.

POSTAL STATIONERY - has now become

very popular.

The Charity issues - PRO PATRIA and

PRO JUVENTUTE - cover

many facets of Swiss
life and culture.

FRAMA LABELS - have been found to

include some surprises.

nnnnnn n

If any of these interest you,

let me know. Material supplied on

Approval.

Are there

any special

ranges of Swiss

stamps on which

you would like

information?

If so,

please let us

know and we will

do our best to

try to help.
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J.S.ARMSTRONGN. GROUP: Hon.Sec. MR. R. A. HOYLE,

8, Rhodesia Ave, Huddersfield Rd.Halif

You may be interested to know that

when the Group held its AGM in Leeds on

March 23rd, the new Chairman -

Mr. I. Gilchrist - received, for the

first time,the new badge of Office.

These attractive badges, with a

Swiss Cross and the words 'Helvetia

Philatelic Society, Northern Group'

were first presented by Miss Solly and

Mr. Arthur, to the Chairman and

Secretary earlier in the year.

The Program for 1985-6 has been

agreed and will be published in July,

in good time for the new season,

together with the list of Officers.

R.A.H.

THE EXCHANGE PACKET .

Booklets for the forthcoming

circuits are still wanted, so look out

your spare material.

Send them along during June and

July, but NOT in August and September

(except by prior arrangement).

The first circuits will commence

in early August.

485, Marine Road,

MORECAMBE Lancs LA4 6AP

—

PUELISSED IN SEPTEMBER 1934
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four volumes:
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COMPLETE= MEW,

ZUMSTEIN - SWITZERLAND - LIECETENSTEIN 1985

in full colour and text in Prencb/German.

Already published

=STEIN POSTAL STATIONERX CATALOGUE

Edition Text in German

Please order from your Dealer or direct from:

Zurnsbein+cie_ PrOprietors Bertsch I Co.
P.O. Box 2565 CH - 3001 BERN
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DATELESS STRAIGHTLINE CANCELLATIONS 

By A. Yates

Al]. Swiss post offices now use circular date stamps but prior to the

issue of these many small sub-offices and depots applied straightline cancell-

ations to letters and cards to show where they originated. The main office to

which the sub-office sent its mail then applied its own circular date stamp.

The straightline cancels were applied next to or over the stamp and it

can be interesting to try to identify these cancellations, particularly on loose

stamppihere the postmark is not very clear or is incomplete. They often tell

a fascinating story . Such as:

Pig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Fig. 1. BORGLEN (Cat. Uri). In this example the dateless straightline cancell-

ation of BUrglen as the sub-office can be seen over-cancelled

by the circular date stamp of the main office ALTDORF. The present position is

different. Bftrglen is now a main office with two sub-offices to control, while

Altdorf remains a main office without any sub-offices.

Fig. 2 MON in Ct. Graubunden was a sub-office of TIEFENCASTEL where the
circular date stamp was applied. Mon now has the postal code number

745 1  and is Fli t"t°A on P winding ro =d 44- km. from Ti efencaste l 	Postal code

numbers ending in 1 or 9 usually indicate the smaller offices.

Fig. 3. URNaBODEN in Ct. Uri was a sub-office of LINTHAL in Ct. Glarus.
Urnerboden now has the postal code 8751 indicating a small -

post office village. It lies almost 15 km. from Linthal and is connected_by

•
postal coach services.

-
Fig. 4. In this example the dateless straighi-

line cancel of SCHWENDI/(OBWALDEN) is
i ...............struck next to the stamp which is cancelled with

the circular date stamp of SARSEN, this being rOF
., 1 1;14;;;:14,1A t'5)

struck twice, once on the stamp and beside it. .AN A17 - 41 --" -
Mail from Schwendi is now cancelled with the r" 0"

21:0
k n 30;;

• ,
circular date stamp of . 6063 STALDEN (SARNEN).

,

Fig. 4
. (Cont. overleaf)
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

Later this year we shall be arranging the sale of the

magnificent and unique collection of

90-04 and Edatfred
on behalf of WING-CGMANDER R. F. BULSTRODE.

The collection, which is well known to our Members, will

be in our hands immediately after the British Philatelic

Exhibition in October, but from now on we shall be pleased to hear

from anyone interested in purchasing the whole or sections of this

collection, and will be making a list of enquirers. Further

information will be given in due course.

We are confident that many Collectors will be desirous

of acquiring material of such calibre and this advance notice is

given to enable you to start saving up

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

The Swiss Specialists

P. 0. Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England

Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot.

Telephone: 01-348 0296

DATELESS STRAIGHTLINE CANCELLATIONS (Continued).

Fig. 5. FLUELA-HOSPIZ. On this part postcard

the circular date

stamp of DAVOS DORF appears twice, once on the

stamp and again close beside it. It is dated

19.VII.04 and presumably the dateless straight-

line cancel of FLUELA-HOSPIZ was placed on it

during a journey by postal diligence to Davos.

The Hospiz lies on the mountain pass linking

Schuls with Davos; it lies at a height of

2385 km. and is about 16 km. from Davos.

- -, ! 1'.--1 	, : 1( 7s. i. -1: 1...1J L....e-t-)stale.
.-e• , vii Z-S i k 's one postale universale,

....74..,-;)
rir7:j -- r ilI '

Kitript;
, ,

r4,...iit„.1n 11 -
L-_' k 2

" • -....,-....... -. :Cs
go.

These dateless cancels are well worth a

little study.
Fig. 5

EXCHANGE PACKETS 

A final reminder ....

Booklets for the 1985/86 season are welcome in June and July. The

first Packets will go out on 1st August 1985.

NO booklets should be sent in August and September without prior

arrangement. D.M.S.
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MAIL IN TRANSIT FROM SWITZERLAND TO FRANCE IN THE 17th, 18th and 
19th CENTURIES 

By DENIS WILSON Part V

Returning to Swiss marks there is a vast array of two further indications
of payment in advance. These are the "PP" and "PD" marks "PP" representing
"Port Pay" i.e. "Postage paid" and "PD" representing "Port a destination" i.e.
"postage paid to destination". They appear framed and unframed and in different
formats. In addition the letters "PP" were incorporated in some straightline
cancels and in at least one circular date stamp.

The "PP" marks were in use over a lengthy period but there was consider-
able variation between the Cantons.  Vaud led the way with Cossonay introducing
an unframed mark in 1805. Lausanne followed in 1806 with the two-line mark
"PP/LAUSANNE". By 1811 about a dozen places in the Canton had introduced marks.
In 1815, shortly after it had finally joined the Swiss Confederation, Geneva also
introduced a two-line straightline mark - "PP/GENEVE". Neuchatel followed with a
"PP" mark in 1818, which coincided with the French decision not to'collect any
postal charges for the Swiss. The three other Cantons principally involved with
mail in transit to France were much later in introducing the mark - Basel (1831),
Zürich (1836) and Bern (1845). This Bern mark was a circular date stamp with a
bulge at the base enclosing the letters "PP".

The "PD" marks did not begin to appear until the 1830's and they became
more common as the provisions of the 1845 Treaties were negotiated and implemented,
What is surprising is that they remained in use for so many years after the issuing
of the 'Sitting Helvetia Imperfs.'. The latest use in my collection is 1875 and
that for the very short distance from Geneva to 'Phonon.

Within the compass of this article it has only been possible to give a
general outline of the marks concerned with payment in advance. Winkler's
"Handbuch der Schweizer Vorphilatelie" is an invaluable source of information, as
are Groups 12, 13 and 15 of Emmenegger's "Grosses Handbuch der Abstemplungen auf
Schweizer Marken". My reservation about the Emmenegger book is that it is sketchy
about dates of usage and doesn't make it clear which marks were in fact French and
not Swiss.

EXTENSION OF FRENCH EXCHANGE OFFICES 

In an earlier section of this article details were given of the changes
at Huningue and St. Louis up to the period of the 1828/29 Treaties. One final
change occurred when the 1845 Treaties came into operation. At the request of the
Swiss the French office in Huningue was closed in October 1845 and transferred to
St. Louis. This marked the end of the double-circle marque d'entr4e "SUISSE
BELFORT" which of course had been used in Huningue. In its place was the mark
"SUISSE ST.LOUIS". .

1,./(7.- 4.:\''t‘.,:t.,,, . ,... _ .

as communications
developed and the volume of
mail grew, there was a' 7P,.51.11.05;414;.. ' 4'.' .' ,..... f :' .." ." 4 '... ' ''...'' n '' „

. 'Jr.::: , ,:., : .4
.
,. . 4 -4 	..••. . ,!•7".. .1. ,

, ..... • ••', . • ..i• f • .(.4•••'1'. • ,A1 .. !
considerable extension of. ' • '....• . ';' ,'.:.! "i' , ' ..`. ..: 1 . . ' rA g ' %.4, ' ":" r,:- L• • '

French exchange offices.\ -."_,,,,,,,ii--*-1"-
',-...'l These can be found listed in

Group 170 of Emmenegger but
>7/

Afr-Iiite,1444-
7... .._

n7 ---1->4...91,0_, ' !/..4
/ (-417--

.._, ,f, 4.--
.
7... .-....- •-litv"

t. ,....‘ re) '-- ' • IN ..:

F-'

,

once again there is a lack of
firm detail regarding dates
of usage. As an indication
of the scope of this extension,
here are some of the new
offices which handled mail
from Switzerland.

See Table overleaf

1 The distinctive marques
Fig. 5 "SUISSE BELLEGARDE" - one of the new d'entrde, with single and

French exchange offices. "PD" still double circular frames,
being used, remained in use until about

1880 when they were phased out.

No consideration of this extension of exchange offices could be complete

without some reference to those listed in Emmenegger's Group 171. As previously
mentioned, in 1844 Switzerland got its first railway when Basel was linked to the
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Extention of French Exchange Offices 

In the Jura area 

&eche
Dole
Les Rousses
Jougne
Morteau
Dijon

South of Geneva 

Bellegarde
Aix-les-Bains
Annecy
Lyoh

N.East of Geneva 

Thonon
Evian

North of Basel 

Mulhouse
Colmar

French line from Strasbourg. As the railways developed it was only nat
ural that

mail would be carried and in time Travelling Post Offices were introduced. On

international mail these TPO's took over the function previously carried out by t
he

exchange offices.

This led to the introduction of marks which were a continuation of marques

d'entrfle and ambulant. The earliest example, not surprisingly - "STRASBOU
RG A

 BALE" which is recorded
. . as being used in 1847.

,..1 777.1%,4147 Here the "A" clearly
A111*2811 represents "Ambulant"

-8.it tt-I4r ' .4 i but as will be explained
% ./. 3.'. . , „-. A

.: 7r---------\/.?- ..., W"..42.iP4. ; in a moment letters in
-

. t
c,. ,

-;;Zilcip- 711 these marks usually:4P
.-- C

4 '7 ;

' '',11B .
,4gt .-- - -- have a different signi-

ficance.

- ?;7
, By 1858 TPO's were

4
.2

>
 

-efr <6 , ' ------. _ operating on the route
Basel-Paris. The mark

G,1 used was " T
iRA A. PARISt..--- ---.-----------

A". The first "A"

,-- -----,,., stands for "Ambulant"
- but the final letter

%.- -2- -

* ''''.-------"'""°••n••n•••n••n•100`.111°.)

could also be B, C or D.
These letters indicated
the day of the week, but
their interpretation
requires a knowledge of

'
Fig. 6 Combined Marque d'entree and ambulant -

the frequency with which

"SUISSE AMB. MARSEILLE G" - 'PD' still being
the particular service
operated. The illus-

used in 1872. tration (Fig. 6) is of a

letter posted in Basel in October 1872 and addressed to Valence which is about 10
0 km

south of Lyon. The combined marque d'entree - "SUISSE AMB. MARSEILLE 
G" shows that

the letter was handled by the TPO on the following day. This mark 
is listed by

Emmenegger but he gave its use as ending in 1870.

The marks listed in Emmenegger's Group 171 throw an interesting light on

the spread of railways in the second half of the 19th century. 
As with the

ordinary marques d'entree, these combined marks appear to have been phased out

about 1880.

CONCLUSION 

One of the fascinations of Postal History is that one is constantly

extending one's knowledge and understanding. This arises from disc
ussion with

colleagues; analysis of articles by others researching one's fields and those

covers which either cast doubt on what were thought to be acceptable dates, or po
se

a problem of interpreting their marks.  I hope, therefore, th
at this article will

have served the purpose of stimulating reaction. I would 
very much welcome any

information and criticism which colleagues may have to offer. It
 is not only factors

which do not fit in with the explanations given which are wanted, but also detail
s

which either confirm or enhance the information which has been given.

My address is:- 624, King Lane, Leeds L517 7AN.

SWISS AUCTION CATALOGUES 

The well-known firm of Swiss Auctioneers, Rölli-Schar of Kapelgasse 21,

CH-8004 Luzern, inform us with regret that they are no longer able to supply free

copies of their large Auction Catalogues, usually comprising over 300 pages
, lavishly

illustrated and full of superb offers of all aspects of Swiss philately. On rec
eipt

of a £5 note, however, they willEend copies.of catalogues for their 
next two sales to

any potential buyer.
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POSTAGE DUE ON GERMAN INFLATION MAIL 

By M. Rutherfoord

Recently I had the chance to examine some covers and cards sent from
Germany in 1923 during their inflation period.  With billions of Marks being
plastered all over, it seems ludicrous that Switzerland could demand a few cents

as Postage Due on an under-franked item. I found the following four with such
Postage Due stamps, all applied in Liitzelflüh-Goldach.

-o 0 
? Date

From Marks 1Swiss Tax. Item
0- a

5.9.23 30,000 40c 8.9.23 Postcard

6.9.23 120,000 40c 8.9.23 Letter

9.11.23 2,500,000,000 25c 10.11.23 I Postcard Fig. 1

Naile 1

Nerchau

München

Merseburg 10.11.23

6 o ----------1

1,805,000,000 I 25c ; 13.11.23 1 Postcard Pig. 3

I

including 3 stamps on picture side
O 0

,liz.4Qot

1/4t I.i\t.i< W.
Fig. 1

for letters and 25c for postcards, without bothering to double
That is my theory, but the above sample is far too small for a
to be made; perhaps some Members have other examples?

-

CA.444 4441.

P

1.41.411Le

This is in
many ways a
confusing
picture of a
confusing time,

- it looks as
though it was -
understandably -
impossible for
a small PO to
follow what were
the correct
postage rates
from Germany, as

1

 they changed
virtually hourly
towards the end
of December 1923,
with the result
that they just
charged the
Swiss foreign
rate, i.e. 40c

the missing amount.
correct assessment

• - cusizeich 447,01 ... -0 aya____vv,19 .
or • ,r, — F:7' 7..." ,-. ..•-0.11

•

,. 

:
•
);:e

4
7

711
P,

 
:t1.71:It'lL,C..e:LIciiter.f".P42:141.:',.:::.

6:..."--..•  0: 1...„4;.:75.1rf •

 
A
t f-. -

..
-

Wf;irr iltt:," -
'Ãi i . ; ',AI . s .—n kr

POI

<- the v 14.14

re;

Fig. 2

In the cover
there was still
the letter from
a Germandealer
asking his Swiss
customer to send
him unused Swiss
stamps to the
value of his.
invoice, SFr.2.40
as the rate on
2nd Sept. was
DM 1,200,000 per
Swiss Franc, and
a cheque would
be worthless by
the time he could
cash it.

Art

El2gR:2N5
5: • .4f n ••••? ••

F

z-

All the above
tak Postage Dhe

- stamps were of
the 1910 issue,

• " '•



POSTAGE DUE ON GERMAN INFLATION MAIL (Cont.)

Bern, as the blue crayon marks show first 25, then 
35c to pay.

applied in Liftzelflft were- in black.

The Amateur Collector

Emmenegger

Zumstein
Jean J. Winkler
Joshua Miller
Hermann Ritter
Zumstein
Edgar Bommeli (HNL)

A.H.P.S.
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but I also
came across
a cover
from France,
dated 27
April 1925,
with a
fairly rare
'Misch-
trankatur',
having the
Sc from the
1910 issue,
the 10c over-
printed on
lc in 1924,
and the 20c
from the new
issue of 1924
(Z.Nos. 31,
39 & 45 res-
pectively
(Fig. 3).
This one must
have caused
some discuss-
ion in the
Postman's
Office in

All such marks

CORRIGENDA & ADDITIONS TO EARLIER ARTICLES
G. W. HUBBARD

1. Corrigenda for Postage Dues, Part I, Dec. 1984, p. 90, pars 5. Re the
larger format paper, after the size, it should

read: "and so now 400 stamps In the next para
graph, the end of the first

sentence should read: "difficult for gumming as t
he sheet had to be cut first".

Part II ,. Jan. '85, P. 5, pars. 3. Referring to the 50c P.D. losing its usefulness

because of the introduction of the Fr.3.- Sitting H
elvetia - this should of course

be the 3 Fr. Standing Helvetia. Concerning the 1909 issue, the blocks were made

by Renzi of Bern - not Berg.

2. Bibliography for Postage Due article:

Helvetia News Letter
The Swiss Philatelist
Grosses Handbuch der Abstemplungen auf Schweizer

Marken 1843-1907 ...

Handbuch über die BriefmarLender Schweizerischen

Eidgenossenschaft (1924)

Handbuch der Schweizer Vorphilatelie

Altschweiz - was nicht im Katalog steht

Die Portomarken der Schweiz ...

Specialised Catalogue of Swiss Stamps

Postage Dues, Yesterday & To-day

Tell

3. An Echo from the Past (Gibbons' Centenary Exhibit
ion Catalogue (1965).

The Basle Dove would appear to be the unissued stam
p and not the shade

that went on sale. It is not known how Gibbons 
were aware of/the existence of

this essay in 1865 as kesearch did not uncover it u
ntil a few years ago. Concern-

ing the 'used essays', there are two schools of tho
ught. One possibility is that

they are cleaning trials which managed to get onto 
the open market (possibly via

the rubbish bins). The more likely explanation sug
gests that these items were

not essays at all, but correctly used Sitting Helve
tia perf., the reasons given as

proof for consideration is simply that they are all
 in the issued colours.

4. Anybody interested in receiving handouts from the P
TT, I have the following

publications available: 'How Postage Stamps are Ma
de' and 'Switzerland as

seen through her stamps.
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HNL INDEX FOR 1984 

5151
27
83
7,15,23,31
39,47,55,71
79,87,95

False Overprints L ofN & 33,45
ILO stamps of Switzd

First Swiss Booklets
Index for 1983
NABA-ZURI 1984
New Development in PP Hand-

stamps
" Discoveries
" Issues
" Style Swiss Booklets

Parodi Archive
Postage Rates from Switzd
to Foreign Lands 1852/63

Revenue Philatelist
Swiss Customs Posts

" Federal Railway
Postmarks 1934/70

Switzerland's Postage Dues
(Pt. I)

Travelling Post Offices in
Switzerland

U.N. IN GENEVA 

Two stamps were issued on 1 February
1985 on the theme of 'LAO' - Turin
Centre. Details are:

Values & 80 Rp. Emblem of the Turin
Desionst Centre

120 Rp. LAO Building in Turin

Size: 80 Rp. 26 x 36 mm.
120 Rp. 36 x 26 mm.

Design & Government Printing Works,
Printing:, Japan

Issue: 1,300,000 of each value

A special cover and cancellation
were used.

DID YOU KNOW? (Cont. from Col. 2)

.... that for the first time there was no
MPO with a special cancellation at this
year's RIBA in Basel; it seems that the
organisers wanted a lot more from the PT1
as parking fee than they would pay.
There was a machine slogan, as before.

.... that the answer to Question No. 152
is that there are, excluding posthorns,
only 3 Swiss stamps showing musical
instruments, the 1951 PP 40c and 1955 20c
both showing an alphorn, and the 1975
Europa 30c, showing a guitar.

... that Question No. 133 is: which
philatelic item has carried the greatest
surcharge? Note that this year's PP
has a face value of SFr02.60 and a sur-

charge of SFr.1.15.
M. RUTHERFOORD

DIE) 1(C)1J KNOW 2
.... that for a number of reasons the
'K'-Handbook Supplement No. 2 will be out
in Sept. only. Let the Secretary know
how many you want, so that a bulk order
may be made.

....that your correspondent was not
invited by the PTT to the opening ceremony
of the largest multi-million SFr Parcel
Sorting Office, 8011 ZUrich4Cilligen, on
3rd June, with 100 staff and 14 km. of
conveyor belts to handle all parcels for
eastern Switzerland, using lots of the
latest electronic memories. Guided tours
are booked for more than a year in advance.

.... that the sales of the 'NABA-ZURI'
block reached about 2- m, adding nearly
lm to the "Fund", making its capital now
SFr.8,332,791.97.

.... that the PS of Bern celebrates its
100 years Jubilee this year, with a Bourse
and exhibition on 14-16 June, and a book
to all members. Dr. Ganz is showing his
collection of cancels and covers on 'Bern'
towns in the USA, the result of an
incredible amount of research, as many of
these 'Bernvilles' no longer exist.

.... that I was glad to have seen the
'Regiophil' in Solothurn during the week-
end of 18th May, and to see the 'Silver'
exhibit of EPS Member R. Wightman, who is
also the Treasurer of the Winterthur PS.
His subject "Italian Occupation of the
Dodecanese" is a bit exotic by Swiss
standards. Useful catalogue - copy in
the Library.

.... that the "Fund" has just paid
SFr.240,000.- for Hr Liniger's postmark
collection, which is of infinite value,
especially for the 19th century marks. A
substantial part of this extensive
collection was bought by him, in the 40s,
from a scrap-paper merchant who had been
given the job of clearing out a lot of old
PTT junk, which included the old PO
postmark impression books of all the old
Post Offices!

.... that the machine cancellation in Ladin
which was made for the POs of Samedan,
Scuol and Pontresina only, has been lost
in the post, so a new one has been made,

7
.--c, A m

4).---,----,,
Mach F-reu(n)de- dir ;. (v q.. ,
schreib Karten :a olir 	,.: lart,,
Ina carta illustrada-
in segn drnicizia 

in Romansch Grischun this time, making it
the 6th language used for this slogan,
"Write Cards and Make Friends".

(Cont. in Col. 1)

Additions to the Library
Annual Competition results

tt General Meeting
Did you Know?

54
13
49
9

69
3,25,74

19
71
57,74,93

81,91
57
5,41,53

89

1,11,20



What line of research will

you be pursuing this autumn?

Are you specialising in a

certain issue?

Delving into Postal History?

Or Postal Stationery?

Collecting Airmail Stamps

and Flown Covers?

Following Thematic ideas?

Whatever it is you will

require help to find the material you,

need to build up a worthwhile

collection.

Let me know how I can assist

you. Send me your Wants Lists or

ask for material on Approval.

There is a wide selection

available.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
485, Marine Road, MORECAMBE,

Lanes LA4 6AP.

--

PUBLISHED IN SEPTEMBER 19e4
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EUROPA CATALOGUE 14485 

in four volumes:
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LIECHTEC,STEIN NEW Lr,SUES 

Two sets were issued in March:

I. EUROP
A-CEPT 1985 - European Music

Year

Values: 50 & 80 Rp. Musicians

Designer: Cornelia Eberle, Rugell

Photography: Walter Wachter

Priting: Roto-heliogravure,
Courvoisier

Size: 37.7 x 25.7 mm, in sheets of 20

II. ORDERS & RELIGIOUS HOUSES

Values & 50 Rp. Monastery of St.

Designs: Elizabeth, Schaan
1 Fr. Schellenberg Convent

Fr.1.70.- Gutenberg Mission Hse
Balzers

Designer: Otto Zeiller, Stockerau

Engravers: 50 & 1.70 W. Seidel, Vienna

Fr.1.- M. Laurent,

Printing: Combined heliogravure
rotary line engraving by
Courvoisier

Size: 38.5 x 29.6 mm. in sheets of 20

Special covers were available for

each set, First Day cancellations and

also maximum cards.

NEWS LETTER 

The stock of articles is running out

more are required urgently. Please help.

HIGH ALPINE BALLOON
FLIGHT 

, It is 75 years
since Edouard Spelterini
started the High Alpine
Balloon flights from
Marren.

A Jubilee flight
11 be carried out on
th June, when a
ecial cancel depict-
g balloons will be
ed.

NEW 'K t CANCELS 

4344 METTAU - Barok
Kirche 23 June

K.988

6142 OHMSTAL - Liebe
zur Landschaft

1 July
K.989

COMPLETELY NEW

ZUMSTEIN - SWITZERLAND - LIECHTENSTEIN 1985

in full colour and text in French/German.

Already published

=STEIN POSTAL STATIONER/ CATALOGaE

111th Edition Text in German

Please order from your Dealer or direct from:

Zumsbein+de Prtoprietors Hertsch & Co.
P.O. Box 2585 CH - 3001 BERN

 - - o0o - -
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A NACHNAHME PUZZLE 

By Denis Wilson

Several years ago a colleague brought to a meeting of 
the Northern

Group a 'Nachnahme' card on which was the circular dat
e stamp with the text -

'BERN NACENABNEN'. Diligent examination of Emmenegger produc
ed just one clue.

In Group 174A there was an illustration of a similar m
ark but with the text -

'BASEL NACHUARHEN'. In the revised edition it is listed -
 an improvement

incidentally on the original - but there are no detail
s of dates of use, nor any

indication of which other offices might have had a sim
ilar mark.

In the intervening years I have acquired a dozen, or s
o, examples of

what I will call a special 'Nachnahme' cancellation. The
 earliest date is 1891

and the latest 1908, so this gives a broad indication 
of the period in which these

marks were used. Yet although there appears to have bee
n an established practice,

I have not found any reference to it. Certain assumptions can be made f
rom the

examples which I have found, but the sample is far too
 small for one to make firm

conclusions.
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./ .i J.A.TRITSCHLER
BASEL, Schweiz.

Fig. 1

So I am appealing to colleagues for any information wh
ich they cab

offer. If anyone knows the full explanation, then it would be
 extremely helpful

if it could be published in the 'News Letter'.



Naeltnainne Fr. 2. —

Porto

Fr. 9 . 12

Quittung.
—

77,7  Le.../ /-./  ..... .

-
/

xallerie-Vereins der Centralschweti -des

Unterhaltungsge1d it Fr. 2 pro 1891 per Postnachnahme erhalten

beseheinigt

Bern, den 1. Dezember 1891.
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further examples which colleagues have in their collection would assist in the
research.

To assist in the search for items, here is a brief summary of my know-
ledge to date.

r-- -------

Der Kassier Trlissel, Obertieut.

Wenden!

Fig. 2

The two illustrations show the Basel mark listed in Emmenegger and one
for Bern with a different text.

I have so far found the following types:-

BASEL NACHNAHMEN BERN NACHNARCEN LUZERN NACHNAHMEN
ST. GALLEN NACHNAHMEN and BERN NACU. REMB.

I also have two examples - one dated 1995 and the other 1896 - of the
cancellation 'BERN POSTE REST.' used on a I

llachnahme l card. This was presumably
a mistake, but nevertheless it was repeated at least once.

All these special cancellations appear on printed s Nachnahme l cards
sent out by businesses and organisations. The marks have been used to cancel
the stamps except on one card: On this the cancellation 'BERN NACHN. REMB. s has
been used as a Transit mark on a card posted in Mtnsingen and addressed to Wiggen.

The information which I would welcome from any colleague who possesses
examples of these 'Nachnahme' cancellations is as follows:-

1. Text of the cancel and the date.

2. Is the cancel used for any other purpose than cancelling the stamps?

301 Is the item (a) a special 'Nachnahme' card or (b) any other postcard or
(c) a folded letter or (d) an envelope?

My address, should you be able to help, is:

624, King Lane, Leeds L517 7AN.

HELP: HELP: 

- the reserveIt has happened at last, as I have feared it would

bank of articles is .EMPTI.

I have had great difficulty in completing this issue and if you want

one for August I hope two or three sympathetic members will come to the rescue.

Tour harassed Editor
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INrUitriATIUm wAaTED 

By A. Tates

I have recently obtained a small collection of straightline

postmarks of Switzerland which included a small piece with two copies
 of

the 20c. Grimsel Dam stamp.

r.'

(

124q' '*1,. WIOVIr4;44/
•'/' r I ! t / ' • . ' n 1 't

f .44/`

i, .., If _.

The left hand stamp has an

unusual srraightline cancel of VANNES, and

the right hand one the Zermat publicity

postmark.

The cancellation of VANNES is-
E.

;
LV EirtRA 'A 20 i:EI:v-Eitim puzzling as there is no such place name in

Switzerland, at least not according to the

'Ortsverzeichnis
l . A large-scale tourist

map of the Valais also shows no such place

anywhere near to Zermatt. However, it

was obviously struck near Zermatt and at that time (1956) there were 
high dams

under construction in a number of places near Zermatt. Vannes means 'sluice

gates' in French. Is it possible that a temporary post office had been

established during work at one of the sites?

Secondly can anyone help with information

below? Both are on small pieces of what is almost

envelope paper in pale grey with coloured threads.

customs cancellations, but I have not seen this type

on the two cancellations shown
certainly official PTT
They came in a small lot of
before.

YORKSHIRE PHILATELISTS BESTOW HONOUR ON MR. R. A.HOILE 

We are delighted to hear from Mrs. V. Davis of our Northern Group tha
t

Mr. R. A. Hoyle has been honoured by being invited to sign the Rol
l of

Distinguished Torkshire Philatelists at their annual meeting, which w
as held in

the Spa Hotel in Bridlington on 15th June, and we extend to him our h
eartiest

congratulations.

Part of the citation was that he had made several very good Swiss

collections, had served philately for many years and had been secreta
ry of the

Northern Group of the Helvetia Philatelic Society for over 20 years.

The Roll of Distinguished Torkshire Philatelists was inaugurated nine

years ago in order to record and recognise the achievements of local 
collectors

and their services to fellow philatelists.

The record consists of an album in which are inscribed details about

the collectors so honoured, with photograph and signature. In 
this way a

permanent record of persons who have made valuable contributions to P
hilately

in that Convention Area can be built up over the years.

Each year the choice of one or more names is made by a Sub-Committee

of the Torkshire Philatelic Association from nominations made by indi
vidual

Societies within the Association.

It may not be generally known that other members of Helvetia in that

county have been similarly honoured.  In 1970, the inaugu
ration year, both

Mr. L. Moore and the late Mr. J. N. Highsted were among the group of 
nine eminent

philatelists to be selected; in 1978 the late Dr. G. G. Ritchie was a
 signatory

and Miss R. N. Solly in 1983.

We are all aware of the gr,at strength of our Northern Group, which i
s

almost as old as the Helvetia Society itself, and it is gratifying to
 know that

so many of our loyal members there have received such recognition of 
their

devotion to our hobby and we trust that others will follow in their f
ootsteps

in the years to come.
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SWITZERLAND
1882 1907

Standing Helvetias
Mint

From an exceptional collection we are able to offettutstanding material suitable

for building a Gold Medal Collection.
Centering on Standing Helvetias is notoriously bad. Reason for this is that the
perforation arrangements did not fit the stamp size, resulting in only a few copies
per sheet being well centered. Such copies demand high premiums. In our list we

indicate above average with (C) and superb centering with (CC). All copies are
lightly hinged except those marked ** which are unmounted stamps. The majority
of the Blocks of Four offered contain two hinged and two unmounted stamps. We
indicate this as */**. Other abbreviations used are as follows: prt. print;
Ret. = retouch; Pf. = Plate flaw; Wink. = watermark; var. = variety.
Numbers quoted are from our Catalogue, i.e. identical with Zumstein numbers.

INLAND COLLECTORS PLEASE ADD 15% V.A.T. TO ALL PRICES.

1882 Perf.11i, Wide Control Mark 1894 Perf.11ix11,Narrow Control Mark

£80.00
£80.00
£80.00
£65.00
£70.00

£135.00
£75.00
£70.00
£35.00
£45.00
£72.50
£85.00

£120.00
E120.00
£100.00
£110.00

66A. Mc. orange
66Ab 20c. yellow orange
664d 20c. reddish orange
67Aa 25c. bluish green, clear prt.
67Ab 25c. blue green, blurred prt.
67Ac 25c. blue green, clear print
67Ad 25c. dark/green
67Af 25c. olive green (C)
67Ag 25c. yellow green
69Ab 40c. dark grey
70Az 50c. pale blue
70Ac 50c. bright blue
7IA Fr.1.- lilac
71Az Fr.1.- pale lilac (CC)
72A Fr.3.- bistre (C)
72Aa Fr.3.- pale bistre

1891 Perf.11ix11, Wide Control Mark

660 20c. orange (**)
660a 20c. yellow orange
67Dd 25c. deep green (CC)
680d 30c. brown (CC)
680g 30c. red brown (**)
68D 30c. brown,4 shades
690 40c. grey (CC)
690a 40c. pale grey
690 40c. grey, 3 shades
700 50c. blue (CC)
700 50c. blue (**)
700 50c. blue (CC**)
700c 50c. deep blue
700c 50c. deep blue (CC**)
71Dc Fr.1.- deep lilac
710c Fr.1.- deep lilac (CC)
71Df Fr.1.- plum
72Db Fr.3.- yellow brown
72Db Fr.3.- yellow brown (C**)

£20.00
£21.00
£13.50
£17.50
£24.00
£50.00
£35.00
£30.00
£85.00
£27.50
£30.00
£35.00
£24.00
£45.00
£21.00
£25.00
£24.00
£90.00.

£120.00

(CC)

1 899/1902 Perf.1“xll, Narrow Control Mark

(CC) 73Db
730
74D
74D
74Dc
74Dc
75Db

66C 20c.
66Ca 20c.
66Ca 20c.
67C 25c.
67C 25c.
67Ca 25c.
67Ca 25c.
67Cc 25c.
68C 30c.
68C 30c.
69C 40c.
70C 50c.
70C 50c.

orange
yellow orange
yellow orange
green (CC)
green
yellow green
yellow green
dark green
brown
brown (CC)
grey
blue
blue (CC)

E190.00
£220.00
£190.00
£90.00
£75.00
£80.00
£95.00
£90.00

£145.00
£175.00
£250.00
£125.00
£180.00

25c. bright blue (CC)
25c. blue, 3 shades
50c. yellowish green
50c. yellowish green (CC)
50c. greyish green
50c. greyish green (**)
Fr.1.- carmine (CC)

£8.00
E22.00
£24.00
£27.50
£27.50
£32.50
£52.50
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" BERNESE INTERLUDE

By E. K. Huber

Whilst stopping for a few days in a hotel in the Bernese Oberland during

my recent holiday, imagine my surprise when one morning at breakfast I found

myself sitting only a few tables away from our London Chairman, W.Cmdr. Bulstrode

and his wife. It goes without saying that after dinner that evening the main

topic of our conversation was Swiss philately and naturally the Helvetia Philatelic

Society and mention was made of the forthcoming Centenary Celebrations of the

"Philatelisten-Verein Bern" which took place at the end of that very week.

Unfortunately Mr. Bulstrode was prevented from attending this function, due to

his earlier return to England and he gently persuaded me to write a few lines about

this event, having earlier intimated that I might go there.

As it happened my return journey back home was also planned for the

first day of the Exhibition on the 14th June, but I was able to stay over for an

hour or two in Bern and attend the opening at the Casino.  I was made very welcome

by the Secretary of the Verein, who introduced me to the President, Hr Henry Kalt,

as well as Hr Max Hertsch of Zumstein and Dr. & Mrs. Gant from the U.S.A.  After

the official introductions and a welcome glass of wine the Exhibition was

officially opened by Hr Georges Schild who gave some introductory explanations on

many individual exhibits. Lack of time, alas, prevented me from examining them

all, but I was struck by the extremely high standard of most of them and the great

variety of material shown. Postal History was particularly well represented by

a display of part of a collection called "La Republique de Berne 1600 - 1860",

showing covers and cards of the many private posts during that period.  Equally

interesting was a complete collection of all the Post Office cancellations of every

town and village in Canton Bern from 1825 right up to 1932. Several other exhibits

showed very instructive and interesting studies of the Rayon issues, Sitting and

Standing Helvetias, Proofs and Essays as well as some of the more modern issues.

One of the most comprehensive studies, in my personal opinion, was an

exhibit of the 1900 UPU issue with literally hundreds of varieties, plate flaws,

proofs and special covers, which was presented by Hr Wilhelm Frick, who has

specialised in this issue for very many years. There were also several most

interesting exhibits in the "Junior Philatelists" section, where I was particularly

struck by the neat and tidy writing-up, which gives ample evidence that there is

lively interest in stamp collecting among the younger generation.

Last, but not least, mention must be made of what Dr. Felix Ganz

described to me as his "fun" display and which he christened "Berniana Americana".

It consisted of a large selection of postally used covers of towns and villages

in the United States of America with Swiss names, especially and appropriately

names connected with Bern. There were postmarks of "Newbern" (Alabama), "Berne"

(Indiana), "Bern" (Idaho'), "Newbern" and "East Newbern" (Illinois), "Bernstadt"

and "East Bernstadt" (Kentucky) and many others from various parts of the country,

which altogether made a fascinating exhibit and must have been especially interest-

ing to the "Bernois" of Switzerland.

A few lines about the Philatelisten-Verein Bern itself.  A booklet which

was available at the Exhibition gives the most interesting history of the Society

and the development of Philately in Switzerland during the past hundred years in

general. Founded on 9th April 1885 by only 5 enthusiastic collectors it was one

of the first stamp clubs in the country and from the start was instrumental in

promoting this hobby so that by 1889 membership had reached 26.  In 1907 the Club

took over the editing and publishing of the "Sdhweizerischen Briefmarkenzeitung".

One of the first highlights took place in 1910 on the occasion of the 25th

anniversary of the Briefmarken-Verein when they organised a great international

stamp exhibition in the Casino in Bern which was judged a great success.

During the early years of its existence the Club tried on many occasions

to get the Authorities to introduce some laws into the penalty code of Switzerland

to stamp out the large number of forgeries that appeared on the market; however,

it was not until early 1942 that such a law came into force.  Although the Club

remained fairly active during the First World war years, philately in general

sufferer a con6iderable setback during this period and the severe inflation in

Germany and some other countries in 1919 caused many headaches and made inter-

national stamp trade very difficult. Membership dropped considerably and sales

through their exchange packets slumped. Nevertheless, the period of the great

intlarrPtion i l'..7 t4.c-7, such as "TTPA" 3.933), "NAilti" (Zürich 1934) and "PEXIP"
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from 24-28 June, during
pictorial cancel was
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Centenary of the International Society 
for rescue on Lake Geneva 

held on 15-16 June. A special cancel
showing a map of the lake and the flags
of France and Switzerland was used at
St. Gingolph.

EXCHANGE PACKET 

The first Packets will start their
circuits on 26th July . so, if you are
likely to be away on holiday during
August or September, please be sure to
notify the Pkt Secretary to avoid any
Packets going astray.
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No booklets
these two months,
in October.

are required during
but will be welcome

D. Slate

6578 CAVIAN0 - Gamborogno
24 June K.987
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"BERNESE INTERLUDE" (Continued)

(Paris 1937) etc., helped to revive
interest and in 1937 the Philatelisten-
Verein was given the task of organising
the first "Tag der Briefmarke" (day of
the Stamp) on the 5th of Devember in
Bern.

The Second World War period did not
seem to dampen the enthusiasm for stamp
collecting and further exhibitions in
Zürich, Bern and Geneva with special
issues of miniature sheets helped to
keep the interest alive. More progress
was made in the post-war period and by
1966 membership had increased to over
300. In 1965 the Verein organised the
75th Anniversary Celebrations of the
"Verband Schmeizerische Philatelisten-
vereine" in Bern, which coincided with
the "NABRA 1965 BERN" and which again was
a great success, with several members
receiving top awards for their exhibits.

The present President of the Verein,
Herr Henri Kalt, took over the reins in
1975 and already in 1981, with the help
of an Organising Committee, was
instrumental in making preparations for
the Centenary Exhibition in June of this
year and has, I am sure, been well
rewarded by the great success of this
event.

SPECIAL CANCELS 

15th International Congress on High Dams 

BUNDESFEIER 1985

As is now customary two cities
have been selected to issue the special
cancellations which will mark the Day
of the National Fe\te on 1st of August.
This year the chosen cities are
FRAUENFELD and FRIBOURG. The cancels

as shown represent, on that for
Frauenfeld a general view and on that
for Fribourg the *Jean Tinguely Fountain".

RUTLI 1985 

At the same time the cancellation
to be used at the Rath depicts the
seal of Ct. Neuchatel
which was used on all btAl.
official documents
etc. between 1815 and

 I. leo18480 IV' 10
Note the ce

6z. N2inescutcheon of the 'c'SFEIV.3"
Imperial Eagle which
emphasized the
sovereignty of Prussia over Neuchatel
at that time.

Bundesfeier
' \ 181985

U.N. IN GENEVA 

Two commemorative stamps of 50 and
70 Rp. and also a miniature sheet
repeating the same designs, were issued
on 26th June to mark 40 Years of the
United Nations.

Values & 50 Hp. ) Pastoral scenes
Designs: 70 HP- I
Designer: Andrew Wyeth, U.S.A.

Printing! Heliogravure gy Courvoisier
S.A.

Sizes Stamps: 41.1 x 25.7 mm.
Min. Sheet: 76,2 x 82.2 mm.

Issue: 1,400,000
of each

The elaborate
cancel shows a map
with large '40' and
inscription.

NEW 'K' CANCEL 



DATED CORNERS

Looking thru some of the
earliest of our 'News Letters'
recently I came across a refer-
ence to 'dated corners' (coins
dates).

Apparently these are only
to be found in the margins
adjoining 2 stamps and so in
Switzerland collected in blocks
of 4, produced by the rotary
recess printing at the PTT
Printing Works in Bern.

the corners of
rotary intaglio
printing.

Courvoisier did not date
stamps produced by their
recess (Stichtiefdruck)
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DID YOU KNOW ?

.... that the PTT, for the 1986 foreign •
increases, are proposing : for the letter
rate a change from 80 to 90c for CEPT
countries and 90 to 100c for the rest,
with the airmails the same increases.
Parcels by even more. Various watching
bodies can now start complaining. We
shall see.

.... that there is a little confusion with
my note on the new parcel distribution
centre Zürich-Mtilligen in last month's
DYE column. There are about 1000 staff,
not 100 and the postcode is 8010 not 8011.

The illustration shows
\ C H the FD used for the

opening ceremony gift

29. - 5.85 - 15
packs on 29th May. The

rn
co  2 actual PO opened on 3rd

a .4 June and , we have
81

1E discovered, it has an
unannounced cancelling
machine for PP only.

.... that illustration Fig. 2 shows a
curiosity that might become the leader of
a pack. For the first time, since being
allowed in 1981, the PTT has a Swiss and

DC-3. Then a Farman as one of the
first planes to use the field in 1911.
Then a US-made Tiger fighter of the
present Swiss Air Force, then a Klemm

private
DOBENDORF-WANGEN lane for the

SWINIATZ
 FICgs interest.

UND AM EF 85 the slogan
74131.8.1985 running in

Zürich and
Fig. 4 in Dilbendorf.

....that the Swiss Bank Corporation has

a big window display in its main Bern
building, showing all the Swiss stamps
connected with the Canton of Bern, a
very successful piece of advertising.

.... that the answer to Question No.
133 is the special block of 1945 in aid
of War victims, which sold at SFr.10.-
of which only SFr.3.- was for possible
postage. In the 50s or so the PIP
made the rule that the surcharge must
not be more than 50% of the postage part.
This has been strictly kept to by
Switzerland since.

.... that Question No. 134 is: How
many stamps did the Bank put on show in

 Bern?

M. RUTLIIRFOORD
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Fig. 2

a French stamp and cancellation together
on the same envelope, which is normally
forbidden, but is possible for philatelic
shows etc., where both administrstions
have a stand.

.... that this year marks 75 years of the

Military Airfield of Dübendorf-'Wangen.
Combined with various

vOBE/v
military exhibitions

nQIF W781903 yp
,1\ o, there is a special

4) gD, AB .1•n show in the aviation

-413: 11 ,...D. museum and a special

° philatelic exhibition
•

-J‘110=7... 4Y in the village of
wangen on the north-"

'Tt. F1 ern side of the field,
The special cancel

Fig. 3 (Fig. 3) shows the

Swissair use of the
field for their services pre-war by the

According to research work carried
out by some collectors in Switzerland
in 1950 these 'dated corners' are to be
found on:

Landscapes 1945: 5, 10, 15, 20 (San
Salvatore), 30 & 40c. (grey)

Pro Juventute: 1945 5 & 10c.

1946 Sc.

Pestalozzi: 1945 10c, also on o'pt and
BIE overprint

And on low values of Nat. Fete issues
since 1945, the two colour changes (30
& 40c.) Landscapes, the later printings

and colour changes in the Airmail set
and the new Landscape designs.

E.J.R.



J.S.ARMSTRONG

This may be the time for

holidays and relaxing with outdoor

hobbies, but it is no excuse for

neglecting your stamps.

Now is a good opportunity to

tidy up any unmounted material and

thus discover you still have some

blank spaces to fill or need covers

that would add interest.

Make a note and let me

provide those items.

Send for material on

Approval or let me have your Wants

Lists which will receive prompt

attention.

Write to me at

485, Marine Road, MORECAMBE,

Lancs LA4 6AP.

Don't forget

to note in your

Diary the dates

for the B.P.E.

which will be

held from

15- 2 0
OCTOBER

in both Halls

of the Royal

Horticultural

Society,

Greycoat Street

and

Vincent Square,

LONDON S.W.1.
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A NOTE ON TPU MAIL 

When mail is posted at a railway
station where the train has a manned
TPO, the station master is required
to hand it over uncancelled - the post-
marking is done by the TPO officials.

If the TPO is unmanned the station
master is obliged to cancel all first
class Mail with his station cancel
which is normally used for stamping
tickets, freight invoices with railway
stamps etc.

When Mail was posted with the
plain ambulant circular postmark with
date and train number, it was usually
additionally marked with a straight-line
cancel from the posting point as was the
practice on TPO mail up to 1920.

ARTICLES FOR THE 'NEWS LETTER' 

To enable articles likely to be
of interest to be used in the 'News
Letter' it would be helpful if members
would suggest subjects on which they
would like further information or views
from other collectors.

Efforts will then be made to obtain
such information and is a chance for
some new research to be made known.
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A new set of stamps - Publicity, Series II, will be issued on September

10th, 1985, together with a single additional value to those issued in 1982 for

OMPI - WPO - World Intellectual. Property Organisation.  Also a spe
cial commemor-

ative postcard for the 'GABRA II', the second Swiss Postal Stationer
y Exhibition

to be held at Burgdorf from 20 to 22 September 1985. Details are as follows:

A. SPECIAL STAMPS  ....z. 1_21LBIJAITTI 1q85 
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RADIO SIJISSE INTERNATIONALE ¶9354995

HELVETIA 80
i
t
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25.1PTT-
S...•IF WELTKONGRESS

. t Y
INTERLAKEN

50c. Centenary of the Swiss Master Bakers' & Confectioners* 
Federation,

The Federation was founded in ZUrich 13 September 1885 and
 has its offices

in Bern. It consists of cantonal and regional associat
ions with a total member-

ship of about 5,000. Its object is to promote and safegua
rd the interests of the

trade and its members. The Federation's bodies are a 
Congress held annually,

central executive committee, management, secretariat and au
diting unit.  The

design shows a baker putting bread - which still plays an i
mportant part in the

Swiss diet - into an oven.

70c. 50th Anniversary of Swiss Radio International
. The licence granted to the

now 50 year old Association

assigns the service a two...fold task to strengthen the bond
s between the Swiss

living abroad and their homeland, and to help promote Switz
erland's image abroad.

It does this by means of daily round-the-clock broadcasts o
n shortwave frequencies

to every continent. It broadcasts in Switzerland's four national languages -

German, French, Italian and Rhaeto-Romansch - as well as in
 English, Portugese,

Arabia and Esperanto, employing a staff oF dome 130, including many journalists

from other countries for its foreign language service.
 The stamp design symbolises

the worldwide scope of Swiss Radio International's.activiti
es.

80c. PTT World Congress. The Postal, Telegraph and Telephone
 International

(PT11)with headquarters in Geneva, holds its world

Congress in Interlaken from 18 to 21 September 1985.  Fo
unded in 1910, the pm

consists of some 180 trade union organisations with a memb
ership of well over

3,500,000 PTT employees in more than 80 countries.  Politically n
eutral, it



Value & Designs: 50 Rp.
70 Rp.
80 Rp.

Baker
Symbol of world radio
Symbolic - PPTI Congress

•=a

Value & Design:
Stamp designer:
Printing:
Paper:

Size:

50 Rp. but to be sold at 80 Hp.
Roland Hurter, Bern
Offset by the PTT Printing Works, Bern
Cellulose card, white, one face matt

148 x 105 ram.
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fosters the spirit of trade union solidarity, particularly in the fight against
poverty and distress throughout the world and makes a valuable contribution to inter-
national understanding. The stamp, featuring the PTTI emblem, has an abstract
design representing the union of the different geographical, linguistic and cultural
areas that make up the PTTI.

Designers: 50 Rp. - Andre Bovey, Lausanne
70 Rp. - Roger-Virgile, Lausanne
80 Rp. - Willi Wermelinger, Geroldwil

Printing: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A. La Chaux-de-Fonds
Paper: White with luminous substance
Size & Form: 36 x 26 mm. in 2 sheets of 50 stamps

A commemorative cover will be available for each value and one for the set;
also folders and collections sheets. A simple First Day cancel will be used.

B. SERVICE STAMP OMPI 1989 

A new 50 Rp. value is being added to the first OMPI - WIPO, World Intellectual
Property Organisation - official stamps issued in 1982.

Value & Design: 50 Rp. Symbolic
Designer: Roland Hirter, Bern
Printing: Offset by the PTT Printing Works, Bern
Paper; White with luminous substance
Size & Form: 36 x 26 mm. in 4 sheets of 25 stamps

A special cover and cancellation will be available.

C. "GABRA II" at Burgdorf. To be issued on 10th Sept.

A special commemorative postcard is being issued to mark 'GABRA II' - the second
Swiss Postal Stationery Exhibition, to be held at Burgdorf from 20 to 22 September
1985. The front shows the first postcard, the 'Carte correspondence' issued in 1870.
The address side has specially designed imprinted stamp
designed by Bruno Scarton of Bern. Aelrrar.4=1;

** 5 0 *
HELVETIAD. NEW SFr. 10.- STAMP BOORIET Issue: 2 Sept.

In addition to the current-5 Fr. booklet, a new one (Enlarged illustration)
featuring an extra 10 x 50 Rp. stamps is to be issued on 2 Sept.  It will contain
4 x 5, 4 x 10, 4 x 35 and 16Y 50 Rp. stamps of the Folk Customs series. The
booklet will have a green cover designed by Solange Moser of Bern.

MR. STILES POSES A QUESTION 

kr" *

is
pri,)

• ,,kt/-„ • •

He has two covers addressed to Italy; one
from Basel to Verona with a tax mark shown as
which is presumably '14', with a poorly shown '4'.
The other is from Bern to Venice, this time with
a tax mark more resembling '14'.

Can anyone suggest the route(s) by which
these covers would have travelled to Italy?

. n•n •n ••111. n••=.•1111



13 Nov.
11 Dec.

1286
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COMMUNICATIONS IN SWITZERLAND - 1893 

(Capt. 1 9th (Norfolk) Regt.)

Sent in by C. J. LaBlonde

The following report is taken from some private papers of an Army Officer
who had apparently studied the Swiss Army in some detail. It is not known if he

carried out this study with the approval of the British Government of the day, but

from the detail given it is obvious that it would have been useful to any army

contemplating the invasion of Switzerland!

"As regards railways, there are more than 2000 miles; the bridges appear

very light, and should be inspected by engineers previous to heavy troop-trains

passing over them. The sleepers on most lines are constructed of steel. The

rolling stock is considerable; an ample supply will be found at Geneva, Basle,

Zurich, Berne, St. Maurice and Thun. All cattle trucks will hold on an average

from 6 to 8 horses and 32 men. Modern third-class carriages will hold 50 men in

marching order. The old pattern carriages from 40 to 45 men. The locomotive
engines are not capable of maintaining a speed of over 25 miles per hour, and are

weaker than those used on main lines in England.  All main roads are metalled, and

suitable for the passage of all arms.

Steamers - A good supply of steamers will be found on the Lakes of Geneva and

Lucerne. The following 4 steamers might be easily converted into

gunboats, viz. Dauphin, Simplon, Mouette, and Cyne, and armed each with two

20-pounder breech-loaders, with 2 machine guns on the paddle-boxes protected by

bullet-proof shields. There are about 10 steamers on the Lake of Geneva capable

of holding 300 Infantry, while the Bonivard and the France might hold 500 each.

Sailing-boats. - On this lake are some 15 large felucca-rigged lighters, capable

of holding each, either 45 Infantry, two 12-pounder field-guns,

and 8 horses, or from 12 to 15 Cavalry horses and men.  About 20 of the smaller

feluccas would carry from 10 to 15 Infantry. While at Vevey, Lausanne, Evian,

and Thonon 100 small row-boats could be collected capable of holding from 6 to 10

Infantry soldiers.

On the Lake of Lucerne are some 10 steamers capable of holding 300

Infantry, while the Stadt Lucerne, the finest steamer, would hold some 400 men with

ease, and is such a good sea vessel she could steam in any weather on the lake.

Zurich has about 4 steamers capable of holding about 150 men each.
NeuchAtel has 6 steamers capable of holding 100 Infantry each, or about 15 horses
and men.

Thun has 4 steamers capable of holding 200 men each.  Brienz 2 capable

of holding 180 each. The Lake of Zug boasts of one small steamer capable of

holding about 80 men."

1. From Mrs. C. Scholey, London: Could
CLASSICS - Discussion Leader: the cancel of 'VANNES', queried by

kr. A. S. Newall Mr. A. Yates, have been on an item sent

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING & AUCTION from Zermatt to Tavannes and forwarded?
CANCELLATIONS - All types - all receiving a TPO mark and a SL 'TAVAENES'

Members with the 'TA' missing. The Manusctipt's

8 Jan. HOTEL POSTS & POSTAL STATIONER' 
also incomplete 'dresse' suggests some

Mr. D.E. Slate & Mr. F.Pickard problem of address.

12 Feb. FORGERIES - All Members
12 Mar. PRESIDENT'S EVENING
9 Apr. CUP COMPETITION & MOORE TROPHY

14 May ODDS & ENDS - All Members

Meetin gs, as usual, at the Victory
Club, Seymour Street, W.1, starting at
6.30 p.m., but foregathering from 6 p.m.

Please remember •to sign in at the
desk in the entrance hall.

The papers also discuss such items as: Mobilization, armament and

transport for the Swiss Army. Rations, pay, badges of rank and composition of

each Brigade. An interesting section on 'Points of Attack' gives the probable

lines of attack for forces coming from both East and West.  An appendix gives

a list of all Swiss passes and detailed information on how to cross them:

LONDON GROUP PROGRAMME 1985/6 ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS 

1985 
9 Oct.

2. From D.R. Beak, Maidstone: The small
bars on the two cancels queried by

Mr. Yates were most probably on official
covers. This type of Customs cancel is
used to obliterate postmarks so that

envelopes can be re-used. Strictly this

is not a 'Customs' cancellation but does

fit into a collection to show an alter-

native use for the canceller.
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SWITZERLAND
ELI

10)16`6\\

B.P.E.
1985

OCTOBER 15 to 20
Convenient Bus Routes: 1 0, 11, 24, 29, 70, 76, 149, 500, 507

(76, 149 Not Sat.), (500 Not Sun.)
Underground Stations: St. James's Park (Circle 8- District Lines)

Victoria (Circle, District 8- Victoria Lines)

Royal Horticultural Society
GREYCOAT STREET & VINCENT SQUARE

LONDON SW1

OPENING TIMES
TUESDAY 15th 1 p.m. to 8 p.m.
WEDNESDAY 16th 10.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
THURSDAY 17th 10.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
FRIDAY 18th 10.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
SATURDAY 19th 10.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
SUNDAY 20th 10.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

WE INVITE YOU TO EXAMINE OUR FINE STOCK OF
SWITZERLAND ON STAND NO 46

H. L. KATCHER Our Great Strength Is

The Amateur Collector Ltd The Ability To Supply

The Swiss Specialists Items Other Dealers Cannot.



35 + 15
50 + 20
80 + 40 *
90 + 40 * 3.70

140 1.40
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91 * 2.55

35 4. 15
50+2020
80 + 40 *
oto 40 * 3.70
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LINDAU

WERMATSWIL - Klein Jogg 1716 - 1755 ...

'SONE - Chiesa S. Lorenzo

WYNIGEN - 1185

WIDEN
. - Am Sonnenberg des Hasenberges

RANCATE - Pinacoteca Cantonale Zust

DIEPOLDSAU - Die schöne Rheininsel

UNTERLUNKHOFEN - am Flachsee

OBERBERG - Emmental OGO

”

9 Aug.

10

12
ft

26 Aug.

30
2 Sept.

6

990
991

992

993

994

995
307b

996

997
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PROGRAM OF PROPOSED ISSUES IN 1986 

1986 

11 Feb.

27 May

SPECIAL STAMPS - PUBLICITY I.

50 Years of Swiss Workers Relef Organization

600th Anniversary of Battle of Sempach

2000 Tears of Roman Chur
2000 " " Windisch (Vindonissa)
2000 " " ZUrich

SPORTS STAMP 

DEFINITIVE - Zodiac series

Gemini - the Twins

EUROPE - CEPT

Nature & Environment Protection

Lc22. Total,

5

35
50
80 *
90 *

110 * 3068

50 + 20 70

140 1.40

50
* 1.40

1
1

9 Sept.

25 Nov.

Autumn

BUNDESFEIER - National Fete 4

Treasures from Swiss Museums - Paintings

Giovanni Giacometti
Max Buni
Cuno Arniet
Felix Vallotton

SERVICE STAMP 1

ONS - World Health Organisation - additional Value

SPECIAL STAMPS - PUBLICITT II. 4

International Tear for Peace
50 Tears of Swiss Winter Relief Fund

Centenary of Bern Convention for Protection of

Works of Literature & Art Copyright

25 Tears of International Red Cross Conference

PRO JUYENTUTE - Children's Toys 4

Teddy-bear
Humming Top
Steam Tractor
Doll

DEFINITIVES - Postal Transport 12

12 Values 5 - 90 Rp.

34

This program is subject to change

* Postal rates to other countries not yet fixed.

NEW 'K' CANCELS 

4344 METTAU - Barok Kirche
29 June K.988

6142 OHMSTAL - Liebe zur Landschaft 8 July 969

3517

8615

6849

3352

8967

6862

9444

8918

3414
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THE 'HISTORICAL ISSUE' 

The issue of stamps, known in general terms, as the 'Historical Series',
which appeared in 1941, in the middle of World War II, not inappropiately had
Swiss warriors as the theme. Many ideas for subjects for the new issue were
submitted by eminent artists in a national competition, but it was not until the
idea of using historical figures from paintings by old Swiss artists was put for-
ward, that a suitable theme was found, embodying not only past achievements but
emphasizing the perils of the time.

For the 50c. value consideration was given first to the works of the
famous artist Urs Graf (1496-152-), then later to a group of 'Old Swiss' and a
design of a single figure, all in turn rejected and eventually the final choice
consisted of an interpretation of the statue by James Vibart which stands in the
entrance hall of the Bundeshaus - the Parliamentary Building - in Bern, represent-
ing the 'Oath of the Three Swiss'.  Although the rather harsh lines of the statue
appear a little flat, compared to the more vital subjects of the other values, it
nevertheless emphasises the spirit of steadfastness on which the Confederation was
founded and has endured, and at the same time provides a link between the previous
issue and the new series.

On the 60c. value the figure of Tell was again used, but instead of the
familiar portrait from the Kissling monument at Altdorf, the new figure was a far
more militant one from a painting by Ferdinand Hödler (1853-1918), Switzerland's
most celebrated painter, noted for his battle pictures.

From Hddler's famous painting, "The Retreat from Marignano" come the
designs for the 70c. and 80c. values - the "Fighting Warrior" and the "Dying
Warrior". Yet another famous painter, Nicolas-Manuel Deutsch (1484-1530)
provided the inspiration for the 90c. stamp with the flamboyant 'Standard Bearer'.

The subjects for these five values were all full-length figures, but for
the remaining stamps bust portraits of autstanding.Swiss military leaders were
chosen. On the 1 Fr. is the portrait - by an unknown artist - of Colonel Ludwig
Pfyffer (1524-1594) who, it is said, inspired such loyalty among his officers that
many of them paid their own expenses to be in his regiment.  He saw much service
in France, particularly during the Huguenot risings, but lived to retire to his
native Lucerne where he beeame known as the Uncrowned King of Switzerland.

arg Jenatsch (1596-1639) who is shown on the Fr.1.20 stamp, was one of
the most striking figures in the troubled history of the Grisons in the 17th cent.
He was involved in many conspiracies and was leader of one in 1637 resulting in the
expulsion of the French from the Grisons. He came to an untimely end, being
assassinated during a banquet in Chur by members of the Plantes family. His
career is important by reason of the long conflict between France and Spain for
possession of the Valtellina, a major episode in the Thirty Tears War.  .

General Francois de Reynold (1642-1722) who appears on the Fr.1.50
stamp, had a less spectacular career, but nevertheless played an important part in
the country's history. He was chief of the Swiss Army on foreign soil and was
also a Marshal of France. He was one of the great fighters for the independence of
the French-speaking Swiss.

-
Lastly, on the Fr.2.- stamp is seen Colonel Joachim Forrer (1782-1833), a

native of St.Gallen, who commanded the Swiss Army during the Napoleonic Wars, and
was one of the founders of the modern Swiss Army.

The whole series was produced in line engraving by that master of his
craft, Karl Bickel Sr., whose superb attention to detail is so well demonstrated,
particularly in the 'Standard Bearer', in the elaborate costume of Ludwig Pfyffer,
and in the lace collar of arg Jenatsch.

Because this series was in use for a long period it is worthy of close
study, although singularly free of major varieties. The 70c. and 80c. values have
broken frame lines and there are distinct shade differences in the Fr.1.50 and
Fr.2.-. A major re-entry, officially recognised, occurs on the Fr.1.50 in the word
%-.41 .retia s and inscription at the top, and there is a double print of the-Fr.2.-.

In 1958/9 four values, 80 & 90c., Fr.1.20  2.. were issued in the same
designs but with a change of the coloured papers and are quite distinctive.

E.J.R.
 - -  o0o  - -



Die «Minerva» aus England war der erste Dampfer auf dem Ziirichsee.
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PROGRAM OF PROPOSED ISSUES IN 1986 I DID YOU KNOW P
1985
Sept. 21st Short displays by members

Oct. 5th ... _Visit from the President
Mrs. A. Lee

Nov. 2nd ... Railway Cancellations -
Mr. R.L. Christian

Deó. 3rd ... Visit to Bradford P.S.

Dec. 7th ... Mail from Switzerland to
France up to 1875 -

1986 Mr. D. Wilson
Jan. 11th ... Chairman's Display -

Meeting to be held at
Poole-in-Wharfedale

Feb. 1st ... Annual Competition

Mar. 1st ... Graubünden - Mr.R.A.HoYle

Mar. 22nd ... Annual General Meeting

Officers 1985/6

Chairman: Mr. I. Gilchrist

Vice-Chairman: Mr. D. Wilson

Chairman Elect: Mr. M. Proctor

Treasurer: Kr. J.A. Eastwood

Secretary: Mr. R.A. Hoyle

Librarian: Mr. R.A. Hoyle

TPA Delegate: Mr. D.F. Arthur

Press Secretary: Mr, R.A. Hoyle

WANTED 

The Secretary, Mr. G. W. Hubbard,
requires one Postage Due stamp to
complete his collection. It is Zumstein

No. 8 - 11 K, in used condition.

Has anyone a copy for sale?

.... that following my note in last month's
DTI.

 on the FIP rule about surcharges, I
came across a correction made in 1948,
inIthat for philatelic exhibitions the 50
limit was removed.

.... that the 1st August cancellation being
used in Fribourg, shown4mp.54 last month,
has caused some raised eyebrows here.
Tinguely makes moving statues, fountains
etc, using scap metal wheels, levers, rods,
belts etc., which whirr and bang away,
"much ado about nothing", reflecting our
over-technical society which produces only
useless movement. He is not popular in
all circles.

.... that the PTT have announced that a
new booklet will go on sale on 2 Sept. 85,
priced at SFr.10.-, containing the same
stamps as the 5.- booklet, but with 10
more of the 50c value. This means that
the pane with the 2 hatched spaces will not
appear. These will be counter sold only,
as the present vending machines are only
for a single 5.- coin. We will see.

.... that the PTT provide cancelled book.
lets, on the first day of issue (no pre-
release sales) in that each pane is
cancelled with BERN Annahme, without
pulling the booklet to pieces. This can
be asked for at any time of course, but
will probably not be done so carefully, at
any post office.

1.... that the SVP Supplement 2 to their
[ Handbook of Local Publicity Cancellations
will be ready early in September. Price
will be SFr.14.- packing & postage
included, but it is better if a collect-
ive order is placed with the Secretary,
to save postage etc.

.... that the illustration below is from a
new book which has appeared for the
celebrations for 150 Tears of Steam Ships
on the Lake of ZUrich. It is collection

DID YOU KNOW? - Continued
from Col. 2

.... that the answer to
Question No. 134 is 31
stamps were put on show in
Bern. But I have noticed in
a leaflet they sent me that
one has been forgotten, the
35c of 1960, as they show
only the 1.30 of 1963, of the 
same guild house in Biel.
Otherwise no paper varieties are shown,
or similar non-specialist items.

.... that Question No. 135 is: Which
Swiss stamp shows a shell or scallop,
and why?

M. RUTHERFOORD

of articles by 12 or so authors on various

aspects, a lot of old authentic inform-
ation, plans, etc. is included. Put
together by Josua Dtirst, 150 pages in
German, many illustrations, is costs

SFr. 25.-.

.... that the owners of the old sailing
ships were not pleased at all at this new
development. To-day all fleets are
thriving, with commuters and holiday-

makers.
(Cont. in C(11. 1)



FOR SALE 

Collection of 'K' Cancels as
issued on stamps on FOLDERS for
years 1979 to 1984 - 323 folders.

In two Stock master albums
with double-sided black leaves
costing £20 each with extra leaves.
Cost of folders from Bern was
L140+, so total cost was i180+.

Sale offer only £100 or
nearest offer. Folders with 'K'
Cancels only, if preferred, £85 or
near offer.

If interested in either offer
please contact I. TILLEN at Flat 1,
37, Sherbourne Road, Acocks Green,
BIRMINGHAM B27 6DU.

'L U P 0 85' 

The Airmail Exhibition 'LUPO
85' will be held in Luzern from
5 - 8 September 1985. The symbol-
ically designed cancel to be used
shows a winged bird and winged man.

A

zumsbein 

schAreiz
Ifeehbensbeirl 

1086 

Prices,*

Europe North
Europe Middle
Europe South
Europe East

-
-
-
-
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For newer collectors who may find it
difficult to acquire the early issues,
there is much interest to be found in the
so-called 'Middle Issues' ... the 'Tell
Boy' and 'Tell' for example, while most
of the definitive series are worth a
closer study.

Side-lines such as Railway and TPO
material provides a vast area.

A collection covering all phases of
the post relating to a specific town or
even a village will keep one busy for a
long time.

And with the current interest in
thematic collecting, there are very many
subjects that will make fascinating
displays, most useful when visiting
other Societies.

Let me know if you are pursuing
any of these fields, and the material
you require.

Write now to

J.S.ARMSTRONG
485, Marine Road, MORECAMBE, Lancs LA4 6AP

11.`"' Al" 414

- ,

zurnsbein

europa 
matei • 

zumsbein-l-cie

Inh. Bertsch & Co.

Zeughiusgasse 24, PO Box 2585

CH-3001 Berne/Switzerland

Present

the new 1986 . ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES

Postage fees for Europe:

SFr. 25.- SFr. 6.-
SFr. 25.- SFr. 6.-
SFr. 5040- SFr, 8.60

Switzerland Liechtenstein 1986

as usual in colour

NEWs with Conversion Table Catalogue Numbers

Zumstein - Michel - Tvert

SFr. 10.-

Please apply to your local stamp , deilet or to our Agent in Great Britain
VERA TRINDER LTD., 38, Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU.

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG" ? If not,

let us know your address, and we will send you, free of charge, a specimen
copy with no obligation whatsoever.
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No. 9 SEPTEMBER 1985 39th TEAR

ARE WE PAYING TOO MUCH. OR HAVE THE DEALERS GOT IT ALL WRONG ?? 

By G. W. Hubbard

Most stamps become more expensive as the years go by because they
gradually become more rare; the Classics are a fine example. The quantity printed
can have a large bearing on the price one has to pay for a particular item;
similarly the design can fire the imagination of the Thematic Collector.  Lastly
the actual face value - which may have been especially created for the mail to go
to one country in particular. The black 30. Sitting Helvetia perf. (Z.29) is a
good example of this inasmuch that it was produced for Printed Matter going to Italy.

However, if the stamps do not leave the country (on letters or cards), are
not collectable in the Thematic sense, are not even what one thinks of when
referring to the Classics, then we are left with the quantity printed as the reason
for the price appearing to be out of step.  Ask yourself if the prices asked are
too high, or can there be another reason?

The stamps to which I refer are used Postage Dues and I am applying logic
only to the conclusions that I draw. I realise that to attempt to solve philatelic
queries with any form of logic can be dangerous as well as disasterous, but hope-
fully other members of the Society will join me and perhaps we can have a running
article which will not only be educational and instructional but perhaps explanatory.
Finally, we can assist our Hon. Editor who is always requesting more articles.

The first obvious anomaly appears in the 7th printing, namely the 100c.
and 500c. The breakdown between Normal and Inverted frames is not listed by
Zumstein; however, of the 500c. (Z9 Type 2), 197,650 copies were printed and the
current price (ex VAT) as quoted by the 'Amateur Collector' catalogue is: Normal
frame 420.00, Inverted frame 418.00; but, for a printing of nearly double
(394,050), the 100c. (Z8 Type 2), is priced at Normal 437.50, Inverted 4400.000'
Naturally it could be argued that only one or two Inverted frames were printed, but
I find that very difficult to believe when one considers that the clichées were just
placed into an iron box and clamped together.  One could be tempted to ask "why
should the printers go to the trouble to make this issue near perfect by placing
all the frames the same way round?"

The only certainty is the fact that there do not appear to be many (if
any) on the market. I have heard it said that the last time a well known Dealer
had a copy for sale was more than 25 years ago. However, since we are trying to
apply reason in a logical way - perhaps we should ignore this case, intriguing as
the mystery is.

So let us have a look at the 9th printing*

If we list these in order of the quantities printed in ascending order,
the following table emerges:-
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Zolfo, Face value Printing Am. Collector price 

14 500c. 194,550 4e. 80.00 85.00
12 50c. 360,375 200.00 225.00
13 100c. 387,625 145.00 150.00
11 20c. 966,650 18.00 20.00
10 100. 978,925 12.00 13.00

The differences in prices between Normal and Inverted frames would appear
to indicate a 50:50 printing, but again there is no indication in Zumstein.  The
main point is surely the priced charged for the lowest printing; would I not be
correct to assume that one should expect to see the prices gradually becoming
cheaper? If this is the case then would somebody care to throw some light on the
subject of price for the 50c. and 100c.?

Let us now analyse the 10th printing, here we are in luck, Zumstein is
able to quote a ratio between Normal and Inverted frames as 8:92.

Z No Face value Printing Am. Collector price

22AN 500c. 15,598 210.00
17AN 50. 31,770 25.00
21AN 100c. 43,572 600.00
20AN 50c. 47,528 175.00

Again the same story as before with regard to the 50c. and 100c. values.

Z.No. Face value Printing Am. Collector price

22AK 500c. 179,377 47050 '
17.AK 50. 385,355 12.50
21AK 100c. 501,078 140.00
20AK 50c. 546,572 18.00

This time the 100c, is the odd man out, and maybe the prices should be
reversed for the Sc. and 50c.

Now perhaps a Mance at the 33rd printing, almost a 50:50 split is
quoted:-

z.No., Face value Printing Am. Collector pries

28BN 100c. 92,070 0,50
27BN 50c. 184,186 0.45
26BN 20c. 457,653 2.10

22BK 100c. 105,930 0.40
27BK 50c. 211,914 0.35
26BK 20c. 526,547 2.10

For this 1909 issue, just for a change, it is the 20c. value that is out
of alignment.

Even the 1937 Provisional issue does not escape the peculiarities that
can be found.

Z.No. Face value Printing - Am. Collector price

53 40 on 50c. 180,000 6.00
50 5 on 15c. 250,000 1.60
52 20 on 50c. 280,000 2.25

Whilst it is obvious that the price discrepancy here is not a large one,
I do firmly believe that as many examples as possible should be shown if any kind
of answer is to be found.

Finally my pet oddity is the 1938 Grilled paper issue.

Z No. Face value Printing Am. Collector price

58z 25c. 230,000 2.80
59z 30c, 230,000 0.45

Can anybody suggest why the 25c. value should be more than six times the
price of the 30c.?

Z.No. Face value Printing Am. Collector price
56z 15c. 250,000 0.85
61z 50c. 250,000 0.85

The above table is mainly why I am asking why there is a price difference
between 58z and 59z, since with this last table, the printings are identicak and so
are the prices. So much for trying to apply logic.

(To be continued)
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SWITZERLAND'S
BA/EL DOVE

EUROPE'! Mt:VT GLAMOROU/ CLAffIC!

All items offered have Swiss Certificates. Inland Clients please add 15% V.A.T.

THESE ITEMS (and others) WILL BE ON DISPLAY ON OUR STAND NO.46, D.P.E.

When the beautiful Basel Dove made its first public appearance on 1st July, 18
45 it set two

world records. It was the first postage stamp to be printed in three colours
 and the first

to have part of its design embossed.

The designer, M. Berry, and Krebs of Frankfurt am Main who engraved and printe
d it, made a

lovely job of combining the Bishop's Crozier (Basel City Arms) with the albino
 embossed dove

carrying a letter, all with suitable inscription and background.

The stamps were typographed so close together that examples complete on all fo
ur sides are

a real treasure. The colours are black, carmine and blue, the earliest printi
ng (Cat.No.8a)

having an attractive bright blue shade. The same stamp printed from the same 
plates (i.e.

with identical plate flaws) also exists with the colours black, vermilion an
d green. This

was for long regarded and is still catalogued as an Essay (Cat.No.8E) but may
 in fact have

been the originally intended stamp, rejected when found to be heraldically wro
ng in colours.

In the 1890's an "enterprising" artist (believed to be Venturini) took advanta
ge of the

cheaper and more readily available Essay and skillfully converted 50 copies i
nto the issued

stamp. He chemically changed the green colour to blue and painstakingly over
painted the

orange with carmine. This conversion, known as the "Venturini Dove" (Cat.No.
8V) received

genuine Certificates until the 1920's, when the change-over was first noticed
. Ironically,

It is the rarest form of the Basel Dove!

1845 BASEL DOVE, lightly cancelled with Basel c.d.s., vivid colours, small

thinning at upper. left. (Cat.No.8, £4750)

1845 BASEL DOVE, lightly cancelled with Basel c.d.s., brilliant colours of

the first printing, a stunningly beautiful stamp; small

insignificant thinning. (Cat.No.8a, £5600)

1845 BASEL DOVE, the famous and believed unique major va
riety 

"Dove flying over snow-capped Alps". Absolutely full margins

lightly cancelled Basel c.d.s., leaving the variety free

of postmark. Brilliant colours of the first printing.

EXHIBITION ITEM FOR A GOLD MEDAL COLLECTION (Cat.No.8a)

1845 BASEL DOVE, ESSAY; full margins, without gum. Beautiful stamp with

Plate Flaw No.2 (white spot at Dove's wing tip).

(Cat. No.8E, £1750)

3845 BASEL DOVE, ESSAY; Stunning copy with full margins and wide lower sheet

margin. Possibly the finest example of the Essay.

(Cat.No.8E, £1750)

1845 BASEL DOVE, "VENTURINI" conversion; full margins, slight thinning.

(Cat. No.8V, £1750)

OTHER CANTONAL RARITIES

E 1850.00

£ 3600.00

1843 DOUBLE GENEVA, Right Half, fine used on piece (Cat.No.4R,£4200;S.G.G2)
E 2350.00

1845 GENEVA SMALL EAGLE, lightly cancelled. (Cat.No.5, £780; S.G. G3)
£ 300.00

1846 GENEVA LARGE EAGLE, superb, fine used. (Cat. No.6, £750; S.G. G4)
 £ 750.00

1846 GENEVA LARGE EAGLE,fine used on Cover Front,with parts of 2 adjoining s
tamps £ 575.00

1848 GENEVA DARK GREEN EAGLE, brilliant colour, fine used (Cat.No.7,E1300;S.G
.G5) E 850.00

1848 GENEVA DARK GREEN EAGLE, brilliant colour, minor faults.
E 450.00

1848 GENEVA DARK GREEN EAGLE, fine used on Cover (Cat.No.7,£2350, S.G. G5)
 £ 1250.00

1850 VAUD 5,very fine used,scarce Geneva Grid Cancellation.(Cat.No.10,£650;S.G
.L2)

£ 650.00

1850 VAUD 5, outstanding Luxury copy in jet-black shade (Cat.No.10a,£800;S.G.
L2) £ 1200.00

1850 WINTERTHUR, deep colour, tiny thinning, used. (Cat.No.12,£1750;S.G.L4)
£. 750.00

1850 WINTERTHUR, truly outstanding copy with quite exceptional margins
£ 2100.00

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

The Swiss Specialists

PO Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England

Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot

Telephone: 0.1-348 0296
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LOCAL PUBLICITY CANCELLATION HANDBOOK, SUPPLEVEhT 

By M. Rutherfoord

This new Supplement, covering the years 1980 to 84, is not quite as detailed
as the previous Supplement for 1977 to 79, but some new information is included in
these 19 double-sided pages.

The main part, Section F, shows on 11 pages all 282 new 1K' cancels arranged
chronologically, together with the individual reason why more than a quarter of
them have a changr suffix letter a, b or c. These reasons are now divided into 4
main groups, instead of 12 before (Table A4), as follows:

1, sp change of PO name or number To this is added the number
2. n change of postcode number of the page on which the superseded
3. small change to picture or text version is shown, thus 2:56.
4. n new picture

The numerical list R has been extended only, but the alphabetical list G has
been completely updated, with mainly the addition of the names of the Cantons for
all cancels, with particular reference to those which 'changed' Canton from Bern
to the new Canton of Jura in 1978. A new list, A6, is mentioned against those
places which have more than one canceller being used concurrently for various reasons.

In Section D, on 2 updated pages, are shown the 12 new cancels being used by
the various Philatelic counters, or offices.

Section C, forerunners, has been rewritten to include the cancels of the first
supplement for clarity. The second page of this section is reproduced here with
the following special explanations.

(1) In the 4th column are shown the numbers of the original 'K' cancel, if any, in
use before the Jubilee cancel replaced them.  This Jubilee cancel, showing in

someway the hundreds of years since the first mention of the village, runs only to
the end of that year, as a special cancellation, with its No. of the Pen Catalogue
shown in the 2nd column. Then this date or period is removed and the Jubilee cancel
becomes a new 'K' cancel, a forerunner if none was in use before, or a forerunner of
the next 'K' cancel with a suffix letter.  The date of first use is. shown in the
last column, until then from the end of the previous year the old cancel is again in
use.
(2) These are 2 special cases, rather complicated, the result of the PTT giving

(incorrectly) suffixes to both sub-offices, instead of 2 different basic
numbers, resulting in concurrent use. See List A6.

(5) The forerunners VK 50-56 which were withdrawn on 31.12.84, have not had their
'K' cancel versions published in this supplement, as they belong to the next

one,for 1986 onwards. •

(4) So far these 5 Jubilee cancels have been announced for 1985, perhaps there
will be more, but what happens to them we will not know until 1986.

(5) These 6 Jubilee cancels replaced a 'K' cancel until the end of the year shown,
then, against what the PTT had stated a few years before, they did not become

new 'K' cancels as the old ones came immediately back into service. Therefore,
these Jubilee cancels can be classed only as an "interrupter" and not as a "fore..
runner".

There is also a page of 28 corrected pictures which SVP members have noted as
not bing the same as those in actual use. And a page of last day dates to be
added onto the sheets of the original issue and supplement.

It has not been possible to resolve all the problems in determining the scarcity
factor of a large number of 'K' cancels, so it has been decided to leave the values
shown for the time being.

Several members of the SVP have noted that the diameter is very often different
from the normal 32 ram, especially for first day cancellations. This is because the
PTT make a plastic reproduction for their foot-operated cancelling machine for
these large quantities, and these are sometimes smaller.

(Illustration on fRoin, potge)

THE EXCHANGE PACKET 

The Exchange Packets for the new season arenow in full circulation. More
booklets will be required to maintain the flow, and should be sent to the Packet
Secretary, Mr. D. M. Slate, by the beginning of January. Please be sure to advise
him of any absences from home or changes of address.



VK 44 5.1117

VK 45 5.1124

VK 46 5.1125

VK 47 5.1128

VK 48 S.1143

VK 49 5.1151

VK 50 5.1165

VK 51 5.1166

VK 52 5.1167

VK 53 5.1168

VK 54 5.1180

VK 55 5.1188

VK 56 S.1193

Gersau

Steffisburg 2

Untersiggenthal

Porrentruy 1

Kradolf

Gorduno

Fislisbach

Froideville

Romoss

St-Prez

Schtitz

Wettswil

Killwangen

K239a:54

K 626:43

0

25.10.

3. 1.

3. 1.

20. 4.

25. 6.

1. 9.

3. 1.

3. 1.

3. 1.

3. 1.

1. 6.

29. 6.

17. 8.
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LOCAL PUBLICITY CANCELLATION HANDBOOK. Spt. 2 - TABLE Cl FORERUNNERS 

Spiter

Plus tard

Hummer Pin-Nr. Ort Löste ab Verwendungszeit

Humor° No. Pen Lieu A remplaci Ourie d'emploi

Erster Tag

Premier Jour

- 31.12.82 K239b:91 1. 3.83

- 31.12.83 K580b:94+ 12. 3.84

- 31.12.83 K933 :95 12. 3.84

- 31.12.83 K 62c:94+ 3. 1.84

- 31.12.83 K934 :95 12. 3.84

- 31.12.83 K935 :95 12. 3.84

- 31.12.84 K970 : 11. 3.85

- 31.12.84 K967 11. 3.85

- 31.12.84 K972 11. 3.85

- 31.12.84 K968 11. 3.85

- 31.12.84 K973 11. 3.85

- 31.12.84 K974 11. 3.85

- 31.12.84 K971 : 11. 3.85

) 

+ 
m 
Gleichzeitige Verwendung mit / employe en mime temps avec:

Steffisburg 1 K5806:88 12. 3.84 -

Porrentruy 2 K 62b:76 3. 1.84 - 22. 6.85
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Mögliche Vorl6ufer / pricurseurs possibles
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Jan. 1985

DATED CORNERS 
Following the note on these in the July 'News Letter', two members report

having examples:
Mr. A. Goldingham has a block of 4 of the P.J. 1963 5+5c. on phosphor paper

(Z.200P). The dated corner is impressed by means of a rubber stamp left of the
bottom left stamp in the sheet. Date -5.11.630

Mr. G. Kelly quotes two more recent examples: the 20c. current definitive -
Silvesterklluse, Herisau, Z.596 - with date of 12.11.83.  Also a block of 4 of
the same issue - 10c. Zürich Sechselauten, Z.595 - dated 12.11.85. The date can
be found sometimes under the 1st, 2nd or. 3rd stamps of the bottom row.
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THE WING CDR R. F. BULSTRODE, OBE

ID IFI CCIFS & ESSAYS
of

SWITZERLAND
FILWRI`IrE 1`113TIIT

WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE HAVE ACQUIRED

THIS FAMOUS AWARD-WINNING COLLECTION WHICH CON-

TAINS SOME ITEMS NOT EVEN REPRESENTED IN THE

SWISS POSTAL MUSEUM.

We shall gradually break-up the Collection for individual sale and invite
enquiries from collectors seriously interested in this ffne material.

It is available for inspection during B.P.E. (October 15th-20th)
on our Stand No.46 when clients can reserve items.

However, as Wing commander Bulstrode is still committed to shows
and lectures sales cannot be completed until after November 29th.

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

The Swiss Specialists

PO Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England

Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot.
•

Telephone: 0.1-348 0296

FROM THE EDITOR 

I wish to correct a most unfortunate error which occurred in the July issue_
of the 'News Letter', when reporting on the honour conferred on Mr. R. A. Hoyle, and
in which I referred to the 'late' Dr. Ritchie.

How this error occurred I cannot explain, but I am very glad to say that
Dr. Ritchie, although somewhat frail, is still a valued friend of the Northern Group
and I send my most sincere apologies to him, and to his wife, for an distress I mayhave inadvertently caused.

E. J. RAWNSLET



(Not to scale).
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LOOK AT YOUR POSTAL STATIONERY DID YOU KNOW ?
A late discovery! 10c. red overprint

on the grey 7ic stationery cards.

For over 60 years collectors have gone
along with the listing in the Zumstein
catalogue. The recently issued volume
now indicates that there are two versions
of the red overprint. .

Postkarte. Carte postale
Cartolina postale.sw„;

The un-overprinted card was issued in
1918 to deal with an increase in the in-
land postal rate from 5c. to 'Tic. In
1921 the inland rate was once more it-
creased, this time to 10c. Existing
stocks of the grey card were quickly over,
printed with the new charge in red.

Type I Type II

The two types can be distinguished by
looking at the figure 'nought'. A rough
drawing shows what appears to be the basi,
difference. Type I has a 'nought' that 1.1

high and slender. Type II has a 'nought'
that is wider and shorter.

Ref. Zumstein 'Ganzsachen Schweiz 1984,
Page 46

WANTED 

Our U.S. member, Mr. J. F. Barrett,
now resident in Eire, writes as follows:

that all those members who order a
°V Cancel Handbook Supplement No. 2
from the HPS will get an introduction in
English, which will help them with the
main Handbook too.

zoRAA/0

.... that the FD cancel cv4) vtoc
h3.5 rsp,

shown was applied to a ---,
new Italian stamp of
350 Lire issued on 1.6.
85 in a tourism aerie, ,c4fk) OW", 0
but it shows a town

(a. k

which belonged to
Switzerland from 1510-17974 together
with quite an area of land. After being
taken by Napoleon it was not handed back
at the Congress of Vienna in 1815. Still
regretted in Switzerland,

.... that at the big air-show held at
Dabendorf on the 31.8.85 (see July DIK)
there were 2 MPOs, Nos. 5 & 6,rare
concession, for the 100,000 spectators.
The door of the B17 Flying Fortress
could not be opened in flight, so the
covers on board could not be dropped in
their containers over Bex as planned.

.... that the new "small" Zumstein cata-
logue for 1986 has again tables to give
the equivalent Michel and Tvert Nos.,
which had been dropped for 2 years, but I
see that the SG & Scott Nos. have not
been now re-included.

.... that next time you see a Schweppes
advert, or drink some, remember that it
was invented, i.e. carbonated water in
commercial quantities, by a Swiss, Jacob
S. of Geneva in 1883. This remarkable
piece of news I gleaned from the blurb on
the latest 22p Jersey stamp of the
Huguenot issue.

_

that there are big auctions --
in September: 5-7 th Marken Miller in
Basel, 12-14th Willi in Luzern, 23-28th
Corinphila in ZUrich. This will set the
trend for 1986; will let you know later
if anything can be learnt.

.... that the FD cancel of 2 Sept. in
Liechtenstein shown an old picture of a
diamond resisting a blow with a hammer.
A diamond used to be called a 'luminous
stone' in German, which became 'Liechten-
stein but why is not explained.

I .... that from 29 Aug. till 1 Dec. the

From a value point the Type II version exhibition in the PTT Museum will be on

is a little more difficult to acquire, bu the 19th cent, cancellation of Canton

you may find when examining your copies Glarus, from the collectionlof Paul Feser

that you have both. of Solothurn. This will be popular
nmnno

g
t the snenialigts_

The interesting question arising frog
the discovery is why did it take so long?
Perhaps we collectors of cards do not
always apply the same intensity of study
to our field as our friends collecting
adhesive stamps. F. PICKARD

,
"Anyone for old-fashioned barter- i .... that tIle arswer to Question No.135

ing? I need reasonably centred • _ i is the PJ 20c. of 1981 with 2 shells.

Zumstein 89A, used (S.G. 203). Have ,t .... that Question No.136 is: why was
nice selection of 3 & 4 margined 'Strubela' the Fr.3.- stamp redrawn in 1931 when the
available, also Pro, JulriPro Patria. high values were re-issued in new colours?
Address: 'Sheeaun', Westport, Co. Mayo, . M. RUTRERFOORD
Eire. 



Pre-stamp items, Airmail stamps and

covers etc. etc.

Material supplied against Wants

Lists or selections on Approval.

Write to

J.S.ARMSTRONG
485, Marine Road, MORECAMBE,

Lance LA4 6AP.

fl-)

zumsbein 

schweiz
liechbensbein 

1986 
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,CANCELLATION OF 'VANNES' 

The suggestion that the straight- The increasing interest in the
line cancel of 'VANNES', queried by
Mr. A. Yates as 'Tavannes', is further collection of POSTAL STATIONER/ is
confirmed by Mr. G. Kelly who states he shown by the forthcoming 'GABRA'
has several Tax stamps from Tavannes,
most of them with straight-line cancels Exhibition in Burgdorf this month.

of 'VAIiiiEs,
Don't be left behind - if it

, mu 'VANNES' or1 ..3 , 62

!4' 7 1E: 
f

=i--W

-
3

-
' 1
10

 i ' TAVAN' , and interests you, let me help.
I . ,., iii,:k._ /4i.--W sends the

i
.."- 0 po

photograph If you prefer other facets of
, - -

= -
4g7 ca, 

Taxe Wet Taxe Wct shown. Swiss philately, I can supply Stamps
1_ • 1 of all issues, Commemorative covers,

NEW 1 k' CANCELS 

6830 CHIASSO 3 - Traffici Internationale
K.998 13.9.85

6832 PEDRINATE - " " . . 999
6832 SESEGLIO - " " 1000
1296 COPPET 1001 27.9.85
7743 BRUSIO !-- Alle Porte dela Valtelina

1002 30.9.85
7320 SARGANS - Schloss Sargans mit

Museum 386a 7.10.85
6675 CEVIO - Pretorio 1003

Note: Pedrinate and Seseglio apparently
share the same post code.

zumsbein-+-cie
Inh. Bertsch lb Co.

Zeughiusgasse 24, PO Box 2585

C11-3001 Berne/Switzerland

Present

21121it

Europe North
Europe Middle
Europe South
Europe East

the new 1986

- SFr. 25.-
- SFr. 25.-
- SFr. 25.-
- SFr. 50.••

ZUBSTEIN CATALOGUES

Postage fees for Eurobe:

SFr, 6.-
SFr. 6.-
SFr. 6.-
SFr. 8.60

Switzerland Liechtenstein 1986
as usual in colour

NEW: with Conversion Table Catalogue Numbers

Zumstein - Michel - Yvert

SFr. 10,-

Please apply to your local stamp , dealet or to our Agent in Great Britain
VERA TRINDER LTD., 38, Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU.

zomsbeir '4 4 irpt.,

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARICEN-ZEITUNG" ? If not,
let us know your address, and we will send you, free of charge, a specimen
copy with no obligation whatsoever.
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No. 10 OCTOBER 1985 39TH TEAR

ARE WE PAYING TOO MUCH. OR HAVE THE DEALERS GOT IT ALL 
WRONG ? 

By G. W. Hubbard Part II

Author's Votes It must be stressed that whilst the prices for comparis
on in this

article are taken from the Amateur Collector Catalogue,
 it is

simply because the majority of members use this excelle
nt publication. In no way

is it intended to suggest that our good friend Mr. H. L. Katcher, is overcharging.

EAving, been in the privileged position of handling his
 Postage Due stock, I know

for certain that many items are just not available.

With the mass of figures shown in the previous instalme
nt, what

conclusions can we draw so far? First of all I should po
int out that Mr. Katcher's

most informative catalogue is not the only 'culprit' - 
Zumstein, Willer and other

notable catalogues are quoting prices that follow the s
ame pattern. Could it be

that the particular value in question was NOT commonly 
used? Let us then look at

the known facts. To start with, we know that for th
e first 25 printings, especially

the earlier ones, printing was done by request - as sto
oks ran down - and so any

value from almost any printing was (or should have been
) available; in some cases

for as long as 20-25 years after being delivered to the
 Sorting Office. It must,

therefore, (or should perhaps) be relevant to look at t
he charges that were raised

on unf ranked or underfranked mail. This will perha
ps give some sort of clue as to

the 'strange' prices that we are being asked to pay.

In the first analysis of the 9th printing, the stamps w
ere issued between

7 January and 12 June 1882. The interna
l letter rate from this date to November

1884 was:

Up to 15 grams local (10 Km) - 5c. The remainder of Switzerland was

10c. From 15 to 20 grams local - 10c., remainder
 20c.

Unfranked mail was charged double; for insufficiently 
franked mail double

the missing amount was charged. Internal mail 
after 1891 was taxed only for the

missing amount.

However, mail from abroad often brought problems: up t
o 1887 the missing

amount was doubled and rounded up to the nearest 5
c. - then during 1887, rounded

only to the nearest whole centime.

Without going through all the various tariffs, it would
 appear that the

higher face values would be used on mail from abroad, w
ith the 5c. and 10c. values

being used for making up any differences.

However, when we look at the 33rd printing we find it i
s the 20c. value

that is the more costly. As the local rate to Janu
ary 1918 was only 10c. and

15c. for the remainder of the Confederation, we must go
 to 1921 to find a 20c.
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rate for non-local mail and so, therefore, should we assume that some (or many) of
the 20c. stamps were used on mail from abroad? Can we even suggest that this
type of cover was often discarded? Personally I think not - but the price seems
to be telling us something, the question is - what?

In 1937 15c. and 50c. values of the 'Child with Value Tablet' became
surplus to requirements and were overprinted with values that were needed. No
doubt the 40c. was for mail coming from oversealOor packet post), the 20c. was for
internal mail and the 5c. to make up whatever was wanted.

For the 1938 issue the 15c. for 'Nachnahmen' post and the 50c. for packet
post would appear to be the most obvious. The 30c. was also a rate within the
packet post range - but the 25c. was for the top weight (1000 grm) printed paper.
So it could be that the recipients of printed matter just ripped off the cover and
threw it away (stamp included) - hence the (high) price. However, ry

t again I do
not agree with what would appear to be the facts; if one looks at the ordinary
paper issue, the 25c. with only 553,000 copies printed is priced at 41.00, whereas
the 50c. (printing of 335,800) is priced at 41.10 - just as the 15c. with a printing
of 1,195,000! The conclusion to be drawn is that the 50c. Should be the most
expensive, followed by the 25c. and then the 15c.

For those of you who love comparing prices over the years, in order to
check if the current prices are just anomalies, perhaps the following will satisfy
your needs. All prices have been taken from the Amateur Collector catalogue, with
the necessary decimal conversion for 1965.

2 No 101 1915 120.
8 11 N 37.50 37.50 18.00 4.12
8 11 K 400.00 320.00 30.00 9.00
9 11 N 20.00 6.50 3.00 1.37
9 11 K 18.00 13.50 7.00 3.50

10 N 12.00 7,50 2.40 0.75
11 N 18.50 12.50 3.75 0.80
12 N 200.00 140.00 50.00 16.00
13 N 145.00 90.00 35.00 10.00
14 N 80.00 55.00 17.50 4.25

10 K 13.00 8.00 2.75 0.82
11 K 20 00 13.00 4.25 1.12
12 K 225'00 160.00 55.00 20.00
13 K 150.00 100.00 37.50 12.00
14 K 85.00 57.50 16,00 5.00

17 AN 25.00 21.50 8.50 4000
20 AN 175.00 47.50 20.00 9.00
21 AN 600.00 170.00 70.00 32.00
22 AN 210.00 105.00 50.00 24.00

17 AK 12.50 8.50 2.75 1.32
20 AK 18.00 15.00 6.50 3025
21 AK 140.00 100.00 42.50 13.00
22 AK 47.50 36.00 16.00 7050

26 EN 2.10 1.90 0.70 0.25
27 BN 0.45 0.45 0,20 0.04
28 EN 0.50 0.40 0.13 0.06

26 BK 2.10 1.90 0.60 0.25
27 BK 0.35 0.35 0.12 0.03
28 BK 0.40 0.25 0.08 0.03

50 1.60 1.35 0.40 0.12
52 2.25 1.60 0.60 0.18
53 6.00 3020 0.85 0.30

58e 2.80 2.60 1.10 0037 These 2 items
59s 0.45 0.45 0.20 0.07 same quant. printed
56z
61z

0.85
- 0085

0.85
0.85

0.40
0.40

0.14
0.12 -do-

(Closing comments next month).

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS 

N. Group: Nov. 2nd - RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS - R. L. Christian,
Dec. 7th - Mail from Switzerland to France to 1875 - G. D. Wilson

London Group: Nov. 13th - ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Dec. 11th - Hotel Posts 7 Postal Stationery - D. Slate & F. Pickard
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THE WING CDR R. F. BULSTRODE, OBE

IDUCCIFS & ESSAYS
of

SWITZERLAND
AD111:1110E 1`11371rE

WE ARE PROUD TO . ANNOUNCE THAT WE HAVE ACQUIRED

THIS FAMOUS AWARD-WINNING COLLECTION WHICH CON-

TAINS SOME ITEMS NOT EVEN REPRESENTED IN THE

SWISS POSTAL MUSEUM.

We shall gradually break-up the Collection for individual sale and invite
enquiries from collectors seriously interested in this fine material.

The Collection starts with rare Cantonal and Rayon Proofs, has a

very strong Strubel section and is abundant in Sitting and

Standing Helvetias. Later material includes the fabulous sections
of Tell Boy, Tell and Helvetias. Essays are unbelievable.with
much of the original Lehmann material included.

Initial inspection is possible during B.P.E. at our Stand No.46. 

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

The Swiss Specialists

PO Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England

Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot.

Telephone: 0.1-348 0296 .

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD., P.O. BOX 242, LONDON N2 OYZ.

I am interested to view material from the famous R.F. Bulstrode

Collection. I am particularly interested in: (please state

sections) ......................................................

and would like to see approvals of items priced in the following

ranges (please circle those applicable).

£10/50 £50/100 £100/250 £250/500 over £500

NAME .........................................

ADDRESS ......................................
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SWITZERLAND'S
BASEL DOVE

Europe's Most Glamorous Classic
All items offered have Swiss Certificates. Inland clients please add 15% VAT.

THESE ITEMS (and others) WILL BE ON DISPLAY ON OUR STAND No 46, BPE

When the beautiful Basel Dove made its first public appearance on 1 July 1845 it set two world records. It
was the first postage stamp to be printed in three colours and the first to have part of its design embossed.
The designer, M. Berry, and Krebs of Frankfurt am Main who engraved it, made a lovely job of combining
the Bishop's Crozier (Basel City Arms) with the albino embossed dove carrying a letter, all with suitable

ia^r: bzicii:a7cJrid.
The stamps were typographed so close together that examples complete on all four sides are a real
treasure. The colours are black, carmine and blue, the earliest printing (Cat No 8a) having an attractive
bright blue shade. The same stamp printed from the same plates (ie with identical plate flaws) also exists
with the colours black, vermilion and green. This was for long regarded and is still catalogued as an Essay
(Cat No 8E) but may in fact have been the originally intended stamp, rejected when found to be heraldically
wrong in colours.
In the 1890s an 'enterprising' artist (believed to be Venturini) took advantage of the cheaper and more
readily available Essay and skillfully converted 50 copies into the issued stamp. He chemically changed
the green colour to blue and painstakingly overpainted the orange with carmine. This conversion, known
as the 'Venturini Dove' (Cat No 8V) received genuine Certificates until the 1920s, when the change-over
Was first noticed. Ironically, it is the rarest form of the Basel Dove!
1845 BASEL DOVE, lightly cancelled with Basel cds, vivid colours, small thinning at upper left. (Cat No 8,

£4750) £1,850
1845 BASEL DOVE, lightly cancelled with a Basel cds, brilliant colours of the first printing, a stunningly

beautiful stamp; small insignificant thinning. (Cat No 8a, £5,600) £3,600
1845 BASEL DOVE, the famous and believed unique major variety 'Dove flying over snow-capped Alps'.

Absolutely full margins lightly cancelled W. Basel cds, leaving the variety free of post-
mark. Brilliant colours of the first printing. EXHIBITION ITEM FOR A GOLD MEDAL
COLLECTION. (Cat No 8a) £6,500

1845 BASEL DOVE, ESSAY; full margins, without gum. Beautiful stamp with Plate Flaw No 2 (white spot at
wine: tip). (Cat Nc 3E, 2.1

1845 BASEL DOVE, ESSAY; stunning copy with full margins and wide lower sheet margin. Possibly the
finest example of the Essay. (Cat No 8E. £1,750) £1,800

1845 BASEL DOVE, 'VENTURINI . conversion; full margins; slight thinning. (Cat No 8V, £1,750) £875

OTHER CANTONAL RARITIES •
1843 DOUBLE GENEVA, right half, fine used on piece. (Cat No 4R, £4,200, SG G2)
1845 GENEVA SMALL EAGLE, lightly cancelled. (Cat No 5, £780, SG G3)
1846 GENEVA LARGE EAGLE, superb, fine used. (Cat No 6, £750, SG G4)
1846 GENEVA LARGE EAGLE, fine used on Cover Front, with parts of 2 adjoining stamps)
1848 GENEVA DARK GREEN EAGLE, brilliant colour, fine used. (Cat No 7, £1,300, SG G5)
1848 GENEVA DARK GREEN EAGLE, brilliant colour, minor faults
1848 GENEVA DARK GREEN EAGLE, fine used on Cover. (Cat No 7, £2,350, $G G5)
1850 vAUD 5, very tine used, scarce Geneva Grid Cancellation. (Cat No 10, £650, SG L2)
1850 VAUD 5, outstanding luxury co py in jet-black shade. (Cat No 10a, £800, SG L2)
1850 WINTERTHUR, deep colour, tiny thinning, used. (Cat No 12, £1,750, SG L4)
1850 WINTERTHUR, truly outstanding copy with quite exceptional margins.

£2,350
£300
£750
£575
£850
£450

£1,250
£650

£1,200
£750

£2,100

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

The Swiss Specialists

PO Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England

Our crcat ctrength Is
The Ability To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot

Telephone: 01-348 0296

NEW 'PERFINS OF SWITZERLAND' CATALOGUE 1985 

This long awaited new edition of the Perfin Catalogue-Handbook has now been
published and the authors, Robert Hurlimann of Biel and Felix Ganz of Chicago, are
to be congratulated on a splendid production: a neat book, 15x21 cm. of 138 pages.

The text is in German, French and English, and the introductory pages give a
history of perforated stamps, with diagrams of machines and methods of use. A
tremendous amount of new information on all aspects of this subject has been added.

Since the publication of the first Catalogue in 1972 many new items have been
found and now over 700 designs have been identified, mainly on regular issues from
1880-ca 1970, while most commemoratives and many PJ, PP, airmail and even fiscal
stamps have been perforated. All known types are illustrated alphabetically -
(including abstract designs) and numbered, while the facing pages list origin, type,
height in ram. number of holes and known period of use, but excluding any valuation.

G.B. & Europe: available from Herr R. Hfirlimann, Grunweg 2, 2502 Biel (price
to follow) and in U.S. from Dr. F. Ganz, F.O.B. A-3843, Chicago IL 60690 at  8.00

ppd.
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A PILGRIMS' WAY IN SWITZERLAND 	 By M. Rutherfoord

With nearly 1400 published Local Publicity Cancels, including changes,

one hesitates to start a complete collection to-day. But as a base for a thematic

postmark collection they are wonderful - lakes, rivers, mountains, churches,

sports etc., so many themes come to mind. And, of course, to illustrate in depth

a theme based mainly on stamps, they are invaluable.

In the July issue of "Switzerland", the magazine issued by the Swiss

National Tourist Office, is an article devoted to the St. James's Roads thro
ugh

Switzerland and some of the pictures made me realise that a number of 'K' ca
ncels

fitted into this theme.

The following is an excerpt

from the above article.

Among the major places of

pilgrimage in the Middle Ages, Santiago

de Compostela in the northwest corner
of Spain ranked close behind Jerusalem

and Rome in importance and was regular-

ly visited by millions of pilgrims from

all over Europe. From Southern
Germany, Bavaria and Vorarlberg the

pilgrims took the "upper road" through

Switzerland, and in Le Puy or St.Gilles
on the lower course of the Rhone

reached one of the four well-known

"St. James's Roads" leading through
France to the Pyrenees. The course of

the "upper road" which ran in a fairly

straight line from Constance via
Einsiedeln - an important gathering

point - to Geneva, is described in

this issue.

There were no roads as we

know them to-day. Merchants and
pilgrims followed by preference the

old paths left by the Romans. Traces

of these Roman roads, place names,

chapels, churches, monasteries and

commanderies dedicated to St. James,

fraternities of St. James and some
extant pictures provide us with clues

for reconstructing the course of the
"upper road". Many parts of it still

exist to-day in the form of footpaths

over the Swiss Plateau and along the

margin of the Alps.

The Unner Road - The part of the pilgrims' road to Santiago de Compostela that

passed through Switzerland from Constance to Geneva, was never

a road in the modern sense and is to-day no more than a trace, mo
re or less

distinct. It follows the general direction, but there are vari
ants that must

have changed in the course of the centuries according to which other places 
of

pilgrimage were to be called at on the way, or to the reports of home coming

travellers on the difficulties or amenities of the various routes.
 The "upper

road" might, therefore, be compared with a river, which sometimes divides in
to

several branches, is repeatedly joined by new tributaries, but ends up as on
e of

the great streams that passed through France on the way to Spain.

The Pilgrim's Shell - A pilgrimage was often undertaken as Ate fulfilment of a

vow or as a punishment or penance for some misdeed, and

every pilgrim, therefore, returned with some sign to prove he had reached hi
s

destination. From Jerusalem it was the custom to bring palm f
ronds or seeds of

olives from the Garden of Gethsemane.  From Rome travellers brough
t cast plaques

showing two crossed - ceys. From Santiago they returned with a shel
l from the

family of the Pectinidae, the so-called pilgrim's shell or scallop (Pecten

jacobaeus).

Why should they have brought a scallop? We do not know for sure, but

the assumption is fairly obvious: since Santiago is only 20 kilometres away
 from

an inlet of the Atlantic, the local population probably collected shells and
 sold
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them to the pilgrims. It is possible that they were also used as primitive ladles. -
The shells were attached to the broad brim of the pilgrim's hat or to his scrip
(satchel), or sometimes sewn on to his coat. Together with staff and scrip, they
were an identification mark for the pilgrim to Santiago, and in the course of the
Middle Ages they were taken over by other pilgrims. The pilgrim had to be recog-
nisable by his garb and equipment if he was to claim certain benefits, such as
exemption ftom customs and the right to accommodation. Around the end of the 11th
and the beginning of the 12th century an image of the pilgrim thus came into being
which was not to change much in the following centuries.

Over two dozen Swiss communes have shells in their coats-of-arms. They
are a reference to fraternities of St. James existing in the communes or to
connections with the leading families.  The Lords of Grandson, for instance, were
crusaders and has three shells in their family bearings, and the Goumans even had
five shells.

The arms shown above - from top left . - are as follows:

Row 1. Basingen FR St. Barthelemy VD Se 'very VD Sirnach TG Buttwil AG
" 2. Grandcour VD Goumodms-le-Jux VD Pizy VD Feuisberg SZ Uffikon LU

" 3. Noreaz FR Trwovagnes VD ( illy VD , Emmetten NW Selma GR

" 4. Trey VD Dorenaz VS Cartigny GE Beckenried NW Morissen GR

The mention of shells in the arms of so many villages intrigued me as I
had just seen some 'K' cancels showing these. (See Figs. 1 & 2). Uffikon is on
the pilgrim route from Basel to Einsiedeln via Luzern and Buttwil perhps also, but

28.-9.81-8 Nd
10J:2S.,nRstgo

'Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3
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(Cont. on p. 79)
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A PILGRIMS' WAY IN SWITZERLAND - Cont.

it lies right next to the large monastery

of Muri in Aargau. Perhaps the arms of

the village carry the shell as a long
forgotten momento brought back from Spain

by a prominent member of the village
council. Fig. 3 shows the large monas-
tery of Sion on the route from Austria,
via Rorschach to Einsiedeln. Fig. 4

has the small chapel at the top of the
pass between the lake of =rich and
Einsiedeln, a welcome resting place.

A number of other places on the

route have '10 cancels, but carry no
reference to the old pilgrims way, altho

in use for 800 years, but I am looking
further into this, for me, quite a new
topic, which gives a deeper understanding
of life in earlier times.

Does any reader know of any such r.

shells, or scallops ) in family arms, or
shown in old churches? There must be -
some of these reminders in England as
thousands made the pilgrimage from the
British Isles to Santiago in the Middle
Ages, though few would have diverted
through Switzerland.

M.R.

From the Editor: SEPTEMBER NEWS LETTER

Owing to my sudden removal to
hospital on 16 September for an urgent

eye operation (which I am glad to say has
proved successful), the September 'News
Letter' would have been completely held

up had not our Member, Mr. A. Payne . .

gallantly stepped into the breach, taking

it over at a moment's notice and seeing

to the packing and despatch, for which
we owe him a most sincere vote of thanks.

It may be that one or two, either
new names or changes of address, for
which no address labels were available,

may have been missed.

If anyone has not received their

copy will they please let me know and it

will be despatched immediately. E.J.R.

B.P.E. AWARD 

Members may also like to know that
our 'HELVETIA NEWS LETTER' has been

awarded a Bronze medal at this year's
British Philatelic Exhibition.

DID YOU KNOW? - Cont. from Col. 2

most worried about the political inter-

ference of Italian Fascists, mainly in
the Tessin, so the decision was taken to

remove the Fascist bundles with axe from

at least that stamp, but could not be
taken from the arms of St.Gallen.

.... that Question No. 137 is: that the

Bakers Centenary has been shown on the

current 50c. stamp. What other stamps

show bread? M. RUTHERFOORD

DIE) YOU KNOW
.... that the PTT issued, together with
the new SFr.10.- booklet on 2.9.85, a new

version of the Fr.5.- booklet, this time

with an orange cover, and for the first
time in 20 odd years, without an advert
for Zumstein. This booklet will not
be supplied by the PTT under standing

orders, as they do not consider it as

a new type.

... that the 1985 P.J. booklet will con-

tain only 3 panes of 4 x 50c stamps, with

no 'Christmas Card' 35cstamps. I wonder

if this is a good idea, as sales are
dropping.

.... that the GABRA II in Burgdorf was

most interesting and the organisers'
invitations to foreign collectors pro-
vided a wide coverage of good, not-to-be-
seen-otherwise exhibits, as it was all
non-competitive. A copy of the catalogue

is in the Library. Two interesting
articles, amongst others, one by Max
Schio (organiser) on the Express labels
(with a reference to Ivan Tillen's
article in 'Postal History International'

of 1973), and the other by Jann Etter
on the newly discovered postcard 151a

with official 10c addition, are to be
recommended.

.... that a recent
'K' cancel No. 991 tz".)
of Wermatswil comm- ,=`,? 1.485-8 r-
emora te s Jakob
Gujer, a farmer who KLEIN 4 -,70GG

changed the whole irth
system of farming it
Switzerland and arr.
surrounding coun•
tries. He was visited by all notables
of Europe, including Goethe. He intro.
iaced the potatoe to Switzerland, and
winter feeding of cattle, natural
fertilisation of fields, composting, etc.

.... that 2 interesting booklets have been

published here recently of interest to
philatelists: "Schiffe aus Alter Zeit"

on the ships of Lake Lucerne, Fr.12.-
61 pages with 11 ships shown in black and
white, 1984, and 'Glattfeldens Post-
verbindungen zur Zeit Gottfried Kellers",

published by the Social Democratic Party

of Glattfelden, no less, with many
pictures of postal historical interest,

SFr. 13.-.

that a booklet is being prepared for

issue in 1987 to commemorate 50 years of

Swiss MPOs. The assistance of philatelists

is being sought to compile a listing of
all the different 'R' labels. If you
would like to help please write to Dr. G.

Balimann, Brandackerstr. 11, 5024
Kilttigen, Switzerland, for an illustrated

set of forms to fill in.

that the answer to Question No. 136 is
that at that time, 1931, Switzerland was

(Cont. in Col. 1)•



Of course you are a Collector
of Swiss stamps, otherwise you
would not be reading this.

BUT - how is your Collection
faring?

Have you a number of blank
spaces which need filling? Or do
you require extra material to
improve your studies of certain
sections?

I can help you with these and
most other aspects of Swiss philately.

Material supplied on Approval
or against Wants Lists. Send to

J.S.ARMSTRONG
485, Marine Road,

M ORECAMB E,

Lance LA4 6A1'.

zurnsbein 
schweiz

liectiberstein 
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N GROUP: Hon.Sec. MR. R. A. HOYLE,
8, Rhodesia Ave, Stafford Rd, Halifax.

At the N. Group's opening meeting 8
members gave short displays.

MR. VAUGHAN - An introductory Swiss displa
for non-Swiss Societies,

covering history, political scenes, lakes,
mountains, flora, fauna, architecture etc.

MR. HOPE - Frama labels and postcards
from 1907-1930.

MR. TILLER - Vignettes in blocks advert-
ising exhibitions, festivals

etc.

MR. ARTHUR - The Simplon Lineand main SBB
line from Geneva to Bern.

MR. RASTWOOD - Publicity issues.

MR. WILSON - Lake Lucerne steamer cancels
& LSE route to Engelberg.

MRS. DAVIS - Sheets from a railway coll-
ection - including Zermatt,

Furka-Oberalp, LSE, Stanserhorn and
Brunigbahn.

MR. HOYLE - The Matterhorn.

LONDON GROUP - PROGRAM CHANGES EXCHANGE PACKET 

11 Dec. 1985 - Hotel Posts & Postal Booklets required by beginning of
Stationery January - no later.

8 Jan. 1986 - Cancellations - All Members D.M.S.

zurnsbein+cie
Inh. Bertsch & Co.

ZeughiUsgasse 24, PO Box 2585

CH-3001 Berne/Switzerland

Present

Prices:

the new 1986 ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES

Postage fees for Europe:

Europe North - SFr. 25.- SFr, 6.-
Europe Middle - SFr. 25.- Sir. 6.-
Europe South - SFr. 25.- Sir. 6.-
Europe East - SFr. Sir, 8.60

Switzerland Liechtenstein 1986

as usual in colour

NEW: with Conversion Table Catalogue Numbers

Zumstein - Michel - Yvert

SFr. 10.-

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great Britain
VERA TRINDER LTD., 38, Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU.

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG" ? If not,
let us know your address, and we will send you, free of charge, a specimen
copy with no obligation whatsoever.
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FAIRY TALES FOR 'PRO JUVENTUTE' 

The Child and its World is the theme continued in the 1985 Pro Juventute

set, which features scenes from fairy tales. In the first half of the 19th

century the Brothers Jakob and Wilhelm Grimm, from Northern Germany, collected more

than 200 folk tales and fairy stories. The four chosen for this issue by the

artist are not only among the best known, but have also inspired musical

compositions. The stamps are subject to an extra charge, 90 per cent of which

goes to the Pro Juventute Foundation, the remainder being earmarked for national

youth welfare work.

Hansel & Gretl Snow-White Red Riding Hood dinderella

35 4., 15c. HANSEL & GRETL. Abandoned by their parents because cthere was not enough
food, Hansel & Gretl wandered through the forest and

after three days came to a house made of bread and cakes, which they started to eat.

The house belonged to an old woman - in reality a witch - who invited them in,

intending to eat them later. But thanks to Gretl's quick thinking, the plot

failed.

50 + 20c. SNOW WHITE. Because Snow White was so beautiful her jealous step-

mother ordered a huntsman to put her to death, but he

took pity on heriand spared her. She found refuge,overthe hills where the Seven

Dwarfs dwelt. When her stepmother, warned from the looking glass, that Snow

White was still alive, she tried to kill the child herself, but each time Snow White

was saved as if by a miracle.

80 4. 40c. RED RIDING HOOD. Red Riding Hood was on her way to bring her sick

grandmother cakes and wine. She told the wily wolf

where she was going; he hurried on ahead and ate the poor grandmother, put on her

bonnet and lay in bed waiting for Red Riding Hood, so that he could gobble her up

as well. But a huntsman saved her, and the grandmother, and it was the wolf that

died.

90 + 40c, CINDERELLA. Cinderella had to do the hardest anddirtiest work for her

wicked stepmother and two spiteful stepsisters from early

in the morning until late at night and was mocked by them. But through her

gentle character and beauty she married a prince, who had found her again through

her lost shoe and lived happily ever after. The two stepsisters, however, had
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their eyes pecked out as a punishment - so say the Brothers Grimm.

Other details are as follows:

On sale: 26 November to 30 January 1986. Validity: Unlimited

Values: 35+10, 50+20; 80+40 & 90+40 c. - the new postal ratea

Designer: Georg Rim&msberger, Wil, St.Gallen

Printing: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., Multicolour

Size: 33.4 x 28 mm.

The special cover has a vignette repeating the design of Cinderella and
the Prince, while the First Day cancel shows the head of the Prince.

Folders and Collection Sheets will be available as usual.

The format of the 'Fro Juventute' booklet, issued at the request of the
P.J. Foundation, has been changed and this year will contain only twelve 50 + 20 c.
stamps. It will cost SFr.9.- including 60 c. production cost.

ARE WE PATING TOO MUCH, OR HAVE THE DEALERS GOT IT ALL WRONG? 

By G. W. Hubbard Conclusion

Whilst it is not my desire to suggest that Dealers are charging more than
they should, it is fascinating to find that from all the catalogues I have been
able to locate, they all appear to follow the same pricing policy in percentage
increases, no doubt based originally on Auction realisations.

However, that still does not answer the main question - why are there so
many apparent anomalies? Would anybody care - or dare - to speculate, or better
still suggest an answer to one or mote of the queries raised?  I, for one, would
be very grateful and I am sure it will benefit those who are showing an interest
in Postage Dues, either for the first time or perhaps with renewed interest.

In conclusion, there are no doubt other problem areas that could do with
the benefit of some research; can anybody gather the facts together in order to
keep this kind of article still current and as suggested at the beginning to assist
our Editor to fill those odd gaps which arise from time to time.

On 28th November two stamps will be
issued on the theme of 'All Children Should
Live'.

The details are as follows:

Values & 50 Rp. Children at play

1, First World Miniature Chess 
Championships in Luzern. 

Held from 15-28 November, when a
special P.O. and cancellation were
used. (Fig.a).

Designs:

Designers:

120 Hp.

50 Rp.
120 Rp.

Mealtime

Mel Harris, G.B.
Adth Vamooijen,

Netherlands

2. Day of the Stamp 1985. Coincid-
ing with the Philatelic Exhibition

'BERNA 85', to be held from 29 Dec.
to 1 Dec., the 'Day of the Stamp' will
be held in Bern, with the special

Printing: Combined recess & haiogravure cancel shown. (Fig. 2).

by the Govt. Printing Office,
Japan

25.5 x 36 ram.
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Issue: 1,100,000 of each

A special cancel will be used.
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- EXCHANGE PACKET REMINDER Fig. 1 Fig. 2.

Booklets are required for circulation
during the remainder of the season. It
would be helpful if these could be sent
to the Pkt. Secretary before Christmas.

3. An elaborate slogan cancel will
be used in Zlirich on 30 Nov.

to 1 Dec, to publicise the annual
Christmas Fair.
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ANNUAL -GENERAL MEETING
Minutes of the Meeting held on 13th November 1985

1 0 Apologies for absence: Received from Messrs. G. O'Hara, G. Jeffries and

D. Paschoud - the latter due to illness and to whom

we send best wishes for a speedy recovery.

2. Minutes of the AGM held on lkNovember 1984. These were read and agreed.
Adoption of the Minutes was

proposed by Mrs. K. Elliott and seconded by Mrs. A. Lee.

3. Matters arising from the Minutes: Mr. Stiles stated that from the outcome of
the last Budget, deposits were to be

received gross and, therefore, we would still be liable to pay Corporation Tax.

4. .L.I ' AlChainan irgliks Mr. Bulstrode made an earnest request that more Members

should exhibit their material at exhibitions, and other

meetings, and so keep interest alive, not pnly for the collectors but for

visitors to the shows and thus entourage more people to take up the hobby.

He also congratulated those Members who had competed at 'Stempel:', B.P.E. and

Burgdorf; also Mr. A.S. Newell who won a Gold at the recent event in Rome.

5. Hon. Secretary's Report: Mr. Hubbard stated that attendances were slightly

down on last year, averaging just 21 Members per

evening. The total membership was also down by 12 to 332 - there were 10 new

names on the register, but the shortfall was due to the usual reasons,

deletions, resignations and one death. The Northern Group very active, even

if their average attendances are still on a par with those of 30 years ago.

They compare very favourably with other specialist Societies in the area, and

financially are still able to keep their head above water.  Finally the Sussex

Group had flagged a little, but a recent reminder did bring a few Members out

of hiding and it is hoped this improvement will be maintained.

Hon. Editor's Report: Mrs. Rawnsley said that as far as the 'News Letter' was

concerned some shortages af material meant that it had

been just possible to produce the 12 issues. There was sufficient in hand now

to last a few months but more is always needed.

Then went on to mention her recent eye complaint and

although mot due for a further check for three months, she felt that the time

has come to look around for an assistant. It is hoped that a likely replace.

merit could be found in the London area, and so able to attend at least some

meetings, who can type, read German and be prepared to look after the Library.

A separate note th post will appear shortly in the 'News Letter'.

Hon* Treasurer's Report & Statement of Accounts: Mr. Stiles opened his
remarks by placing on

record the Society's thankg to Mr. A. Payne for his auditing of the accounts.

Generally they show that expenditure was slightly up on last year.  All the

amounts shown on the Balance Sheeet as outstanding havw now been paid with one

exception. The amount also outstanding for Corporation Tax is still a

liability which will have to be met in due course, but no reminder has yet been

received. It is expected that the rent for accommodation will be increased

ih the new year.

8. It was asked how the new lower second class postage rate would benefit

the Society, with the reply readily given that it would save about £2.80 per

month while it lasts.

A short discussion was held as to whether the membership rates should be

increased. Mr. Stiles saw no reason for this at present and although it would

probably be brought up again at the next AGM, the rates for 1986 would be

unchanged.

Adoption of the Accounts was proposed by Mr. Houtris, seconded by Mrs. Lee

and carried.

9. Eon. Exchange Packet Secretary's Report: Mr. Slate stated that over the last
season 427 booklets had been

submitted with a total value of £18,501.88. 44 Packets were circulated and

7 'second rounds' went to 10 Members. All Members on the lists saw at least

9 Packets. Sales totalled £8,536.29 with the Insurance cover coming to

£442.65. Some returns are still being sent without cheques and some letters
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are still being addressed to the Society - this practice must stop. One
Packet was lost.

This season, so far, 313 booklets have been received with 26 Packets in
circulation. More booklets are required and should be sent in before
Christmas. It is stressed that stamps must be in good condition, if sales
are to be gained. In conclusion, some members who make small purchases are
sending stamps to cover their debts - low values are fine, but high values are
of no use at all mid-season.

Adoption of the Accounts was proposed by Mr. Houtris and seconded by
Mrs. Rawnsley.

10. Election of Officers and Members of the Committee for 1985/6. No new
nominations

having been received it was proposed by Mr. Houtris and seconded by Mr. Stiles
re-elected 'en bloc'. This wasthat the present members should be carried,

11. MOTIONS & RESOLUTIONS: Mr. Bulstrode wished to hays placed on record the
Society's thanks to Mr. A. Payne and M. W.T. Cooper

(a non-Member) for their help in despatching the October 'News Letter' while
Mrs. Rawnsley was in hospital.

Thanks were also given to Mr. R.A.G. Lee for stepping into the breach at
short notice last month, resulting from the non-arrival of Mr. Newall, who had
offered his most sincere apologies for the mix-up.

12. ANY OTHER BUSINESS: Nil.

There being no other business the Annual General Meeting closed at
7.43 p.m. and was followed by an Auction that saw just over £90.00 changing hands.

NORTHERN GROUP REPORTS 
In October Northern Group Members were delighted to welcome Mrs. A. Lee for

her second visit to Torkshire as President of the Helvetia Society, the subjects
for her display being 'Rayons' and the 'Perforated Sitting Helvetia' issues.

The first section was devoted to the 'Rayons', arranged according to thestones. She detailed the different types and explained their use, displaying a
remarkable collection of these issues, all in superb condition. Items included afirst day cover of the dark blue Rayon I, examples with guide lines, bisects anda collection of covers, many with rare cancellations.

The second section covered the 'Perforated Sitting Helvetia' issues,
beginning with colour trials, proofs, a specimen set and examples on oily paper,
followed by displays of the three issues, dealing with each value in turn. Shediscussed the problem of shadws, saying she preferred to display a range of them, rather than naming the colour and showed pages of many values with an extraordin-ary variety of colours. With a liking for blocks her sheets contained many rareitems both mint and used. Also varieties, double and inverted prints and manysuperb covers, including mixed frankings.

A truly remarkable afternoon which was greatly appreciated by the largeattendance of members.

At their November meeting in Leeds Northern Group Members were entertained
by Mr. R. L. Christian from Lincoln, who displayed his outstanding collection
of station cancellations.

He began by discussing the early postal services and the role of the stageand postal coach and how the advent of the railway provided an ideal way of
speeding up the transportation of mail; then dealt with the role of station staff
in cancelling mail with their station handstamps, noting the variety of cancels
within the stations themselves. Mr. Christian outlined the various types of
station cancels and explained the scheme he had devisedfor coding the many types,
describing in detail the changes which had taken place and the various numbering
systems which had been allocated to stations over the years. Finally, looking ateach Swiss Railway Company or line, he displayed, with the aid of maps, a remarkablecancel collection of all periods and types. A truly memorable afternoon.

R.A.R.

The full list is as fellowse

President: MRS. A. LEE
Chairman: MR. R.F. BULSTRODE
Vice-Chairman: MR. C.P. MISTELT

Hon. Editor: )
Hon. Librarian:)

MRS. RaNSLET

Hon. Secretary MR. G.W. HUBBARD Committee:
Hon. Treasurer: MR. L.E. STILES MR. J.A. EASTWOOD )
Hon. - Pkt Secretary: MR. D.M. SLATE MR. R.A. HOTLE

) N. GROUP

MRS. M. ELLIOTT - London
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GENEVA INTERLUDE 

By A. *Young

My wife and I visited Switzerland this year - we are fortunate in having

a close relative living in Geneva giving us a convenient base for holidays there.

Naturally it was an opportunity to pursue my collecting, and let me admit that I

collect Swiss stamps and postal items as an adjunct to a general interest in the

country. However, here are a few philatelic impressions.

FRAMA. I had a go on a PTT Frame machine outside a local post office in Grand

Lancy, in the southern outskirts of Geneva.  The instructions were in •

the three national languages, so with only my school-boy French I was at a slight

disadvantage. You lift up a transparent plastic cover over the coin slots, which

seems to switch on a digital money display. There are two slots, one for 5 9 29

1 &-ir Fr. coins, the other for 20, le & 5C. coins. Having fed your money in, and

the cumulative amount is displayed, you then have to pressone of four buttons,

There is one for each of the standard 50, 70 & 80c. postal rates, and one 'mortant

affiche' for a label of the amount displayed. The printed label then drops into

a recessed compartment at the bottom of the machine.  It is disconcertingly silent

in operation - no whirring or clanking at all. A large plastic knob (some machines

have a handle) marked 'derangement' can be used to return your money if necessary.

On one occasion more money came out than I put in, which can't be bad:  So now I

have a few mint 'Prima' labels in my albums

GENEVA PHILATELIC BUREAU, This is on the first floor of the main post office, the
Hotel des Postes on the Rue du Mont Blanc. An

impressive monumental building in the French 'administrative baroque' style.  The

bureau, however, was a bit of a disappointment. I expected an Aladin's Cave of

tempting items, but very little was on display and I got the impression the bureau

is more of a sales office intended for collectors who know exactly what they want,

rather than for attracting casual tourist sales. There were no facilities for

seeing the whole range of PTT items. Nevertheless, the lady clerk spoke excellent

English and I came away with what I wanted, three of the postal picture postcard

sets. The 13 card set of Cantonal Messengers is beautifully produced and costs

Fr.3.- (about L1.00),. a bargain, especially as the price over here is £2,30, The
best thing about the Bureau is the magnificent staircase up to the first floor:

STAMP SHOPS. There are a few stamp shops listed in the  neva 'Yellow Pages'. I

found one in the Place Neuce area. As yo might expect from the

Swiss, it was very orderly and clean. Again, not much oi display, no obvious

'bargain offers' or 'clearance lots' to root through. I was seeking some kiloware

and was a bit surprised to find some - I did not think th y would sell such a modest

commodity. I got a 250 g. bag, on paper, for Fr.10.- wh ch I thought reasonable.
Maybe I had stumbled into a posh shop; Xam sure the nea Swiss Would not tolerate

the happy chaos of most of our stamp shops:

GENEVA FLEA MARKET. This is held on Wednesdays and Saturdays on the Plaine de
Plainpalais, a large open space in the older section of the

city. There were a few stalls with stamps and postcards. The stamps were all

in stockbooks, usually with a Zumstein number for reference.  But for me, the

bustle of the market and a temperature in the 80
08 was not conducive to bargain

hunting. The postcards were very expensive, our Fairs are a much cheaper sourve

of Swiss postcards.

POST SERVICES. The few post offices I used were characteristically Swiss:

immaculately clean and tidy, no queues, hardly any advertising

even of PTT products and services. An atmosphere of business-like efficiency.

Obviously the PTT do not have the same trading or promotional outlook as our G.P.O.

Swiss houses do not have letter apertures in their front doors, the

American style letter-box on a post, or groups of boxes at the boundary is a common
sight. Many Genevans live in flats, and here the feature of all entrance halls is

the orderly bank of metal letter boxes, each with the tenant's name, and an

individual lock. It is efficient for the delivery person, but not so convenient

for the recipient. We Britons have been spoiled by our daily Mail being-delivered

right onto our doormat. I saw mail being delivered by men and women PTT post

persons, uniformed and un-uniformed, usually with handcarts fitted with cycle wheels.

At the railway stations there was, as might be expected, a concentration of PTT

activity.
All in all, an interesting time. For members who have not visited a busy

Swiss city, I would recommend it. So much to see and to learn,
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By F. Pickard

What a magnificent exhibition this was. Those fortunate enough to have
enjoyed 'NAB/h.-URI' in 1984 knew the standard of display and organisation aimed at
by Swiss collectors. The event was one presented by the SGSV - the Swiss Postal
Stationery Collectors Society. And what an entertaining display they provided
visitors.

The exhibition opened with the playing on the post horn of the signal 'Arrival
of the Mailcoach l . Further calls were sounded during the opening speeches.
Collectors wishing to discover the music need look no further than the outer cover
of the set of cards issued by the Swiss PTT against their reference number 997.59,
entitled 'Switzerland at the Time of the Mail-Coach'.

Out of the entire exhibition, over 180 frames contained Swiss material, each
frame holding 12 sheets. The Swiss PTT had put up 11 frames showing the 'Tubeli'
embossed envelopes: it displayed all versions and varieties, as well as unissued
proofs and essays. Also seen were the plates used for producing the watermarks.
Alongside the PTT display a private collector also showed 11 frames of the same
envelopes and, in my view this exhibit could only be described as exquisite. Items
seen included albino stamps, envelopes made up on the reverse side of the printing
and the same items having passed through the post.

Another very interesting subject was a display of Suchard cards. How nice to
learn from the very early ones of the astonishing discounts offered to purchasers:
5 Francs bought 125 cards of the 5 Centimes value; and 50 Francs bought 1300 cards!!
Who said that the British Post Office was being generous with its discount booksi

An exception was made for this exhibition to allow displays of both Perfim
and Fiscal stamps. A superb 8 frame display of Fiscals by Herr Robert HUrlimann

had me fascinated. I had not seen before the Luzern Stempelmarken stamps in gutter

pairs.

The Perfins were covered by two splendid displays.  One exhibitor had managed

to collect sets of definitive stamps such as the 1949 Landscape issue, in all values
with the same perfin. Must have taken years to find.

Published to coincide with the 'GABRA II' exhibition was the long awaited 'Perfin
Catalogue'. I hear that a copy has been added to the Society's Library.  Written
in German, French and English, it is a superb contribution in this special field.

For collectors of 'Bundesfeier' cards one exhibit was truly exceptional. It
showed early precursor material as well as essay types, showing how strong an
influence these early types had upon the official cards issued.

And what can you say when the complete list of items from pages 104 to 117 of
the Postal Stationery Catalogue are there before your eyes!

A truly delightful 2 frame display by Herr Max Schio of 'Express Labels' must
be mentioned. Readers can find the write-up of the exhibit from the 

1 GABRA' •

catalogue in the Library.

The exhibition was supported by a splendid bourse.  Plenty of dealers had

come with boxes of material at all prices.  I was able to find low priced items
seldom seen in England, so came away well satisfied.

If you collect postal stationery 'GABRA II' was your show.  It was good

fortune that allowed me to be there. Plans ere being made for a future show,

probably in about 7 years time there is time to start saving up to go!

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS 

NORTHERN GROUP:

* LONDON GROUP:

Tuesday, 3rd December -
Saturday, 7th December -

Saturday, 11th January 1986

Wednesday, 11th December -
Wednesday, 8th January 1986

Visit to Bradford P.S.
Mail from Switzerland to France
up to 1875 - Mr. C.D. Wilson
- Chairman's Display - Meeting

to be at Pool-in-Wharfedale
Hotel Posts & Postal Stationery
- Cancellations - All Members

* London meetings in November & December were to have been held in the
Ballroom. November was changed at the last moment to the Allenby Room,

so please check at the desk in December.



.... that 100,000 visitors to the ZUrich
Airport Open Weekend (26/27 Oct.) for
the baptism of the new Terminal A Finger-
dock, could see 2 items of philatelic
interest. An excellent display by the PTT
of early, and present, airmail photos,
documents etc, and the large baggage
handling plant with electronic control
but using Flight Nos. instead of post-
c des. At 9000 bags per hour its capacity
is more than a line in Milligen, the new
PTT sorting plant for parcels.

.... that the LUPO 85 held in the Trans-
port Museum in Luzern attracted over 7000
spectators to an excellent varied show,
Paris balloons in space, with all
exhibitors getting the same medallion.

.... that the PJ stamps will have 80 &
90c o replace the old 70 & 'Ho in accord-
ance with the new 1986 foreign letter
rate. Up to now the 70c has always been
the most difficult to find, now it will
be the 80c for foreign postcards, and not
only for PJ sets.

... that another factor might well affect
sales this year. Swiss school children
under the guiding hand of their teachers,
have always been the most important sales
staff (less so for the PP stamps). and
now a group of teachers have called for a
boycott in Ct. Berne of these sales,
because the PJ Committee will not give
information on unfortunate policy - a
number of years ago - concerning gypsy
children.
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AMATEUR COLLECTOR SWITZERLAND 
CATALOGUE 1986 

The 28th Edition of this invaluable
Catalogue is now available, and marks
the Company's 40 Tear Jubilee of
service to Swiss philately. From a
modest publication of 48 pages in 1952
the present edition has 156 pages and
is the leading handbook for the Swiss
collector.

Despite a general recession in
stamps Switzerland is less affected than
many other countries and apart from
modern (1910 onward) mint material,
prices are hardening. There having been
no new Catalogue in 1984, this edition
shows 4530 price changes - 3338 upward
and only 1242 downward (mainly modern
mint). This emphasises the firm
interest in earlier issues and used
material of all periods.

More information, not available in
other Catalogues, has been included,
with 300 additional quotations, bringing
the total to over 14,000.

This Catalogue/Handbook, covering
all aspects of Swiss philately, is a
MUST for the true philatelist.

It is available from the Amateur
Collector Ltd., PO Box 242, London
N2 OTZ, at £5.95 (incl. 75p post &
packing) in UK and Europe; Overseas
£8.45 (US $10.25) Seamail; E8.30 (US
$13.25) Airmail. Orders should be kept
separate from other transactions to
facilitate despatch. Also available
from leading Dealers. E.J.R.

NEW 'K' CANCELS 

6671 CAVERGNO - Vallo
Bavora 24 Oct. K.1004

6562 SOAZZA 11 Nov. K.1005

6711 CORZONESCO 26 " K.1006

8479 ALTIKON 29 " K.1007

7013 DOMAT-EMS 9 Dec. 1.1008
6802 RIVERA 9 " K.1009

11 " 1.1010

DID YOU KNOW?

.... that 13 years after their draft
listing of Swiss Perfins, R. Hfirlimann &
F. Ganz have now published their defini-
tive (as far as is known) list in a neat
little book covering this fascinating
subject in great detail, in German,
French and English, 138 A5 sized pages
for SFr.18.50, plus p & p.

that very few collectors in Switzer-
land know, or want to know, that the
first (1967) coding and sorting plant is
going to be dismantled and replaced by a
more modern Telefunken installation in
1986, which will include an OCR (optical
character recognition) part. This means
that the present set of 8 yellow coding
bars will be replaced by a line of 16
orange-red bars along the bottom edge of
the covers, as at present in Basle and
Geneva.

2020 REVAIX

--DID IOU KNOW? - Cont. from Col. 2

not for its reference to the new PJ Bans
& Gretl stamp, but that it shows a post-
mark on a postmark, a rare item.

.... that the answer to Question No. 137
is that bread as such is not shown on
any stamp, but only a croissant on the
80c PP of 1980, but wheat is shown on a
number of stamps, but which? No that
is Question No. 138 for next time.

X. RUTHERFOORD

.... that the slogan illustrated is to be
used in
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CHRISTMAS is coming

closer. A few gentle hints

in the right quarter might

bring some much wanted items

to add to your collection.

Some attractive pre-

stamp covers perhaps?

Airmail stamps or flown

entires?

Let me know what would

interest you.

Or from material supplied

on Approval you could select

items which will make your

displays more attractive.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
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THE RIGI POST IN 1900 

"The Referee" of July 1900 gave a
report by a G.R. Sims after a visit to one
of the most stupendous view-points in
Switzerland. "I recently went up the Rigi
with a large party. Directly we arrived at
the summit everyone made a rush for the
hotel and fought for postcards. Five
minutes later everyone was writing for dear
life. I believe the entire party had come
up, not for the sake of the scenery, but
to write postcards to post on the summit."

This is one of the most common views
to be found on Swiss cards and some dealers
think that "Rigi Kuhn" as a cancellation is
quite rare with a price to match. The poor
postal employees of 1900 must have wished
the tourists anywhere rather than on top
of the Rigi! This would be even More
heartfelt when, as we know, they amused
their friends by putting the stamp on the
back, but then we would not have had the
interesting cancel in 3 language versions
to show that "Timbre au dos" and its vari-
ations existed. I have only recently
found that the Italian text exists. I
will try to write this up more fully and
illustrate the different handstamps.

P. HOBBS

I

485, Marine Road, MORECAMBE, Lanes LA4 CAP

zumsbein+cie
Inh. H•rtsch 111 Co.

Zeughiusgasse 24, PO Box 2585

CH-3001 Berne/Switzerland
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Prices,:

Europe North
Europe Middle
Europe South
Europe East

the new 1986 ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES

Postage fees for Europe:

SFr. 25.-
Sir. 25.-
Sir. 25.-
Sir. 50.4m

SFr. 6.-
SFr. 6,-
SFr. 6.-
SFr, 8.60

Switzerland Liechtenstein 1986

as usual in colour

NEW, with Conversion Table Catalogue Numbers

Zumstein - Michel - Yvert

SFr. 10.-

Please apply to your local stamp , deaier or to our Agent in Great Britain
VERA TRINDER LTD., 38, Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU.

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARICEN-ZEITUNG" ? If not,
let us know your address, and we will send you, free of charge, a specimen
copy with no obligation whatsoever.
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Francois Fournier's Forgery of
the Swiss 1-Franc, Bronze, 1863

(Reprinted, with permission, from "The American Philatelist", June 1985.)

By Anton M. Kofranek

The 1863 1-franc, bronze, of Switzerland (Zumstein No. 36a or Scott No. .50a
)

is a valuable stamp, mint or used, which may be what tempted Francois Fourni
er to

forge it. His forgery is shown in Fig. 1 (right) next to the authentic stamp (te(-/-

•

The forgery is well done
many ways, and might lead
en to an expert familiar with
is issue to look at it with a
rious eye, but not declare it
forgery at first glance. The
per is white, and the bronze
lour is close enough to the
iginal to be believable. The
termark is embossed, and looks
be about the same size as tha
the original, without making

measurement.

Odd things that tade me
:eptical when I first saw this

Figure 1. The genuine 1-franc, bronze, is shown on the left; the forgery, forgery, without having any

on the right. Compare the vertical ornamentation under the value "1 genuine stamp for comparison, we
Fr" on both copies, and notice how crudely the forgery is made. This

can be assessed without another stamp for comparison, but such other
the vertical ornaments below the

characteristics as the missing gown to the right of the shield, and the
'I Fr' and to the left and right

size of the left arm and the foot must be compared with those of a gen- of the seated Helvetia. These

nine stamp for definite identification, ornaments just looked too crude

for a fine Swiss stamp. Examine that area of both the genuine and the forg
ery,

and you will see that the vertical ornamentation on the authentic stamp is d
one wit

a repetitive design in mind; the design on the forgery does not repeat, an
d is

poorly done. -

This comparison can be made with any of the inexpensive stamps of this issue
,

such as the 5- or 10-centime stamps. They all look similar in design to the

genuine 1-franc stamp on the left in Fig. 1. The rosette in the centre of the

ornamentation of the genuine stamp is always symmetrical in four directions.

•ith further examination, other differences, not as striking as the vertical



Figure 2. This is a genuine stamp, Scott No.
65 or Zumstein No. 49, with a bogus cancella-
tion. True cancellations similar to this exist,
but two features give this one awa y. First. it

Obtaining these
high-value cancelled
stamps from an old coll-
ection is no assurance of
finding genuine postally
used stamps. I happen
to own a neatly cancelled
Z. No. 49 (Scott No. 65)

4 V
,
" VIL 15*4. ,

Figure 3. A Francois Fournier bridge cancella-
tion of Geneva, dated March 30, 1883, which
was often applied as a rubber stamp.

(Continued on po9.17)
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ornamentation mentioned above, are evident. But to see thsae differences, you
must have a genuine 1-franc of the issue for comparison. Some of these differ-
ences are listed:

1. The '1' of the 1-franc is about 3 mm high on both the genuine and the forgery,
but on the genuine syamp, the upper serif is curved and is about 4 mm long.

The serif of the forgery is only 1 mm long and has no curve.

2. The gown to the right of the shield is missing on the forgery. Note that a
large part of the gown shows on the genuine stamp.

3. The left arm and the hand are smaller on the forgery than on the genuine stamp.

4. The left foot of the forgery is very small compared with the genuine. The
cancellation on the genuine stamp shown here obliterates the area of the foot

but the foot size can be easily verified by examining any other stamp of the same
issue.

5. The watermark of the forgery is 8 mm wide (vs. 8.85 mm for the genuine); the
width of the cross is 6 mm (vs 5.5 mm on the genuine).

6. The forged postal marking on the forged stamp is a blue bridge cancellation of
Geneva with a cross in a circle at the bottom.  It appears to have been

applied with a rubber stamp, which would signify a forged cancellation.  A
cancellation of this type, however, could have been used in the period when this
issue was valid.

The most striking faults of this forgery are the poorly made vertical ornament-
ation, the missing gown, and the small arm and foot.  Comparisons with genuine
values of this issue (still reasonably priced) reveal these deviation in the forgery.

Fournier's 1914 price list of philatelic forgeries offered four values of the
seated Helvetia issue - 3, 30 and 60 centimes, and 1 franc (bronze) only. The
offering price for all four values was one Swiss franc, Some were marked by
Fournier with a small overprint of "faux", to signify that the stamps were false.

Francois Fournier also produced false postal markings to be affixed to
forgeries as well as to genuine stamps printed by the government.  The 1862-81
issue of the perforated Sitting Helvetia (Zumstein Nos. 28-52 - Scott Nos. 41-68)
became obsolete as postage on October 1, 1883. After that date, some of the issue
on granite paper were sold cheaply or overprinted "Ausser Kurs" Obsolete) by the
government.

Not many of the higher values of the issue on granite paper were postally used
between 1881-83. Therefore, when this demonetized issue was sold to the public
below face value, some forgers made up false postal markings and cancelled those
stamps to sell to collectors. Cancelled stamps with catalogue numbers between Zum,
Nos. 47-52 or Scott Nos. 63-68 are frequently found to have been obliteratea .4itn
forged cancels.

Fournier's cancels are illustrated in "The Fournier Album of Philatelic
Forgeries", edited by Lowell Ragatz*.  This publication also illustrates some
genuine stamps of this granite paper issue with his forged cancels. Some of these
bogus cancelled stamps bear the word "faux", but some do not. It is the latter
group that can be deceiving to collectors.

Because cancelled
4000 - -.-stamps of the granite - - --

issue command a higher
.

It,

E a -"'F..s.
price than do mint _I; sk._,r _----

jr

.. ..• SI. '' k • Vak(N;t\
copies, any high-value . VI ,144obr ,..A.d,.--

/ - . - 1iii"eg-stamp in used condition
404 :""'

There were undoubtedly
-,:-,, --s \\A

 

•0-4 6before it is purchased.
, ‘.t.!'-11.1,

t. .., a.
should be expertized ' 0 ,

...e!-- ---other forgers who also

paper stamps for profit.
44:40 . - r . NA n*

110,1fl

fr

cancelled these granite . f. r_44) ‘-'d
rtt\e,4.
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POSTSCRIPT TO "GABRA" - 'R' LABELS .0 M. RUTHEAFOORD
•

Just as the show was about to close I sent a registered card to myself (but

could sign for it at the counter of the MPO and take it with me) and paid only a

a Fr.1.20 stamp for the registration in addition to the 504printed rate.

When I looked at the R label used at the MPO counter I saw it confirmed the

rumour I had heard that day. It was the wrong type! The MPO type should be sent

only with an MPO canceller. If a special cancel is used with, in this case,

Burgdorf as post town, then the R label must also be for Burgdorf.  The staff in

the MPO did not know this and had not been given any such labels to use I then

got the girl to put a third impression on the card to 'tie' it. (See Fig. 10)
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At a
dealer's in
Winterthur I
found the
card shown
(Fig. 2). Als
an official
' Gabra' but
the sender ha
used the PP
80c , showing
the accordion
on show at
the Music
Museum in
Burgdorf, and
the 'EABA'
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labels of
N,course.
M

This practice of cancelling in two places for some event is usual Swiss PTT

procedure and explains the wrong colours for some of the MPO cachets used up to

about 1968 when black was made universal. Until then red was correct for a type-

set (letters only) cachet and black for anything more elaborate, drawing etc.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS 

N . GROUP - Saturday, Jan. 11 - Chairman's Display (at Pool-in-Wharfedale)

Feb. 1 - Annual Competition

LONDON GROUP - Wednesday, Jan. 8 - Cancellations - All Members
reb.12 - Forgeries - All Members
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"ITALIA '75" 

"Espositione Mondiale di Filatelie, Roma" - 25 Oct. - 3 Nov. 1985

By J.J.E. Eusebio

On the latest evidence it does not appear that the days of macrophilately are

over yet. This giant show was organized by the Italian Government Ministry of
Posts & Telecommunications, under the patronage of F.I.F., apparently after private
enterprise had given up before the ever mounting costs and organized labour

complications.

"Italia '85" was housed in a new otel-cum-Exhibition complex, the "Centro
internazionale Roma - Ergife Palace Hotel" in the via Aurelia, near the Vatican City.

The 4,200 frames were spread over 4 floors, 2 being below ground level. There were

some 172 dealers and post office stands.

Overcoming its inhibitions, the Italian Post Office immortalized the occasion by
the issue of its first three miniature sheets, i.e. one of 9 similar stamps each

showing one of the re-Risorgimento" Italian States stamps, with the best known

locali y sketched into the background; a second of 5 stamps with the world's rarest
stamps (one the 'Basle Dove'), whilst the third, and comparatively the most expensive
included only the world's first stamp, the "Penny Black" and Italy's first: the

5c Sardinia 1851. This last "foglietto" was only obtainable against an admission

card voucher.

The official opening was performed by the President of the Republic, Signor
Francesco Cossiga, on Friday, 25th October at 11 a.m., the public being admitted
from 2 p.m.

Pride of place in the Court of Honour was given to a contribution from H.M. the
Queen's Roual Collection, including the rare British Guiana 'cotton reels'. Next

to it was a display from our National Postal Museum.  There had been great disappoint-

ment here for the officials were expecting to display the only remaining complete
sheet of 240 "Penny Blacks", whereas what arrived was a photocopy of same. Also

included was "Mail to the Moon", a collection of Cosmographs from the "Apollo XI"
to the "Challenger".

The "classics", as was to be expected, included many Pontifical States, Italian
States and Lombardy-Venetia". There were only a few British exhibits in the various
sections, with the exception of Postal History, where we noticed nearly a dozen studies
by British competitors, albeit none dealing with the British Isles.

Instead, Switzerland, Italy's northern neighbour, had many collections in all
sections. In the Court of Honour we noticed: E. Mikulski (classic stamps of
Imperial Russia), and "Alexander" (the only known block of the Austrian yellow
Mercury's Head; a unique t'ete-b gche pair of the Austrian 2Kr. yellow, perf. 9i.

In the PIP Championship Class, an excellent collection on the "Olympic Games"
by M. Bergman; under "National" a 5-frame study of the King Victor-Emmanual II issues
of Italy. The "Europe" frames contained many Swiss entries covering "Sitting
Helvetia, "Swiss Issues 1862/3", "1900 UPU Jubilee", and an excellent "Lakes and
Rivers posts" of H. Antonini (no stranger to international exhibitions this one:).

We espied six Swiss contributions to "Postal History": "Postmarks of Neuchatel",
"Early Cancels of Solothurn" and those in "Ticino from 1799 to 1850" with tax-
exempted letters, "Lucerne cancels from 1850 to 1882"; postal History of Southern
Switzerland from the time of the Helvetic Republic (1798), to the "Brief Italian/
Aus, LIccupation of Ct. Ticino in 1810/3" and finally an interesting study of
Swiss Pre-Philately.

Among the "entires" we found G. Schild's "Entires of the Free City of Danzig
1920/39". There were 10 Swiss entries under Aerophilately, 2 showing Swiss Air Mail.

Under the "Thematic" heading, Jean Michel had a good "Tennis History", while
G. Loher studied "The Day of the Stamp in Europe". Other subjects presented by ,awiss
competitors were: "Dogs", "Horses", "Butterflies", "Europe's Woods, their Flora &
Fauna", also instructive items such as "Railways", "Textiles" and "Fire", to which
Swiss philatelists had devoted attention.

The morning of my last day (Monday) was taken up by the stamp collectors calling
on the Pope in the Vatican. The Holy Father, replying to an address by the Italian
Minister for Posts et Telecommunications, read a short speech in a very clear voice,
half in Italian and half in French concluding: "Puissiez-vous ètre ainsi des
artisans de fraternite et de paix:".
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SWISS REMINISCENCES FROM 1983 

By Ivan Tillen
Although this visit was I think, probably my 41st, I still managed to find

new areas to visit, new places to stay, new lakes to swim in, and new mountains to
ascend by cable car, gondelbahn and chair lifts. Also new postal coach routes of
scenic beauty and interest not previously visited.

In 1983 my stay was at Andermatt, Verbier and Basel.  From Andermatt my
longest 12 hour day excursion (circular) was by train to Göschenen and Fluelen,
then by postal coach over the Klausen Pass to Linthal, train to Ziegelbröcke and
Weesen on the Walensee. After a nice swim in the lake I proceded by boat to
Walenstadt, a very nice trip on the lake and then returned to Andermatt by train
via Sargans, Chur, Disentis and over the Oberalp Pass.

The station at Oberalpsee is now closed, but I managed to obtain a station
cancellation at Sedrun, the stop before the summit. The conductor told me the
canceller had been transferred to Sedrun. I had also obtained most of the
station cancellations from Linthal to Ziegelbrticke. The train line from Schwander
to Elm no longer exists - now a postal coach route. I did, however, buy a nice
postcard of the old steam locomotive, or at least a timetable on a card of the
Schwanden-Elm railway in 1914! This was one of over 100 I bought at the Chamby
Museum in 1984 among old and new engines and placards of the old railway routes.
(I had never been to Elm although I almost walked the Pass from Flims to Elm
years ago.)

From Andermatt I also went up the Göscheneralp by bus from Göschenen to the
dam. Another dam I visited for the first time was the one at Piora-Ritom. I
went by train through the Gotthard Tunnel to Ambri-Piotta station, then by an
8-seater postal bus to the foot of the funicular at Pi&ta Centrale.  This took
me up steeply to Piora whence a 20-minute walk took me up to the dam. I walked
part of the way round the lake and was lucky to get a lift in a car down to the
foot of the 1-in-2 funicular.

Another excursion from Andermatt was through the new Furka Tunnel to Fiesch.
Up first by the new large cable car to Ktihboden and then a smaller cable car to
the summit plateau of the Eggishorn. Tears ago I walked in 1 hour from the old
Jungfrau HUtel or Eggishorn Hotel where I was staying, but the hotel was burnt
down and replaced by two other hotels at KölabOd'en. This time - 1 walked towards
Bettmeralp and back before returning to Fiesch, where I caught the postal bus to
Binn via the Binntal and an interesting road tunnel dead straight and nearly a mile
long. As one entered one could see the end as a small dot:  Returning to Fiesch
reminded me of my first visit when on the old Glacier Express from St. Moritz to
Brig, the conductor checked my ticket and I asked him, "At Fiesch do I get a

.horse to tae me up to the Eggishorn Hotel?"  He said, "Horse! No, you get a
'Gyp." and he was right, the‘'Gypi'travelled twice daily with mail and luggage up to
the hotel these days. I had been reading the old Baedeker Guide of 1877 which
said a horse was necessary! I am writing this from memory without consulting any
books on Switzerland so must be forgilen for any errors.

After Andermatt I went to Verbier.  One excursion imvolved going up by cable
car to Savoleyres and then down the other side of the mountain ridge to Troumaz,
also by gondelbahn or s telesiege' as they call cable cars in the French part of
Switzerland. By the way, each of these journeys cost me only Fr. 1.50, as did the
journey from be Chable to Verbier the day I arrived by train from l qartigny to be
Chable. On a previous trip to Verbier I had been up by post auto but that day
due to the heavy mist could only have a swim in the pool - couldn't even see any
cable cars! I was staying at Sion when I did the day trip to Verbier, that's what
decided me in a future year to spend a holiday at Verbier and go up Mont (el e (more
of that later). The Fr.1.50 was half price being a Senior,.:Citizen - any journey
on the mountain was half fare, not a reduction of 29% as it had been going up the
Eggishorn earlier - Fr.18.- return instead of Fr.28.-. Hogever I digress. From
Troumaz I went in a little Volkswagen postal van round the mountain side, through
a tunnel and along a narrow road to Iserables.  This village is high above the
RAne valley and I descended in a cable car to Riddes. From Riddes Station I went
to Aigle and up to Leysin Village. I had not been there before so I went up one
of the telesiéges to Berneuse. Did not have too good a view from here of the
valley below so returned to Verbier.

Another excursion was from Verbier to Lausanne by train. A. quick visit to the
Lido for a swim and then the boat to Vevey; from here I went up to Blonay and as
it was Sunday, travelled on the steam train to Chamby. A very short 5 minute stop
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at the Museum and I had to return to Chamby down to Montreux and back to Verbier
by 7 p.m.

The best excursion from Verbier was on the last day when I spent the whole time
on the mountain for about Fr.20.-. The hotel manager had advised me not to go up
Mont Gele, but up to Mont Fort, a better view point. The new cable cars etc., up to
Mont Fort had only opened in January of 1983 and was one of the lon gest journeys I've
taken to get up a mountain. The first stage was to Croix-des-Ruinettes (large
cable car), then to Les Attelas (also a large cable car), then a small six-seater
bus roind the back of the ridge to Chassours and down in a small cable car to Tortin.
From Tortin a very large 100 or so person cable car up to the Col des Gentianes
where people were ski-ing and where there was a nice restaurant. The final section
was in a small cable car up to the top of Mont Fort. No place to stop here, so
back to Col des Gentianes and to Tortin to connect with the bum from Chassours to
Les Attelas. After a meal here I found I could still go up Mont Geld but the cable
car conductor would not accept the Fr.4.50 (half fare) I put down at his window. He
said it was all included in the Whole Day Ticket so I went up to Mont Gele and back
before returning later to Verbier. A wonderful day on the mountain.

From Verbier I went on to Basel for a few days. This was my third visit and I
was not with my friend at Binningen but at a hotel. I wanted especially to go on
the train on the narrowest gauge railway in Switzerland from Liestal to Waldenburg.
This I did on my first day after buying a new camera at Basel because mine had
broken when I was about to photograph the steam train at Blonay. I did take some
good photographs of the 30 minute journey to Waldenburg and of steam engines there
and other old railway material lying about in the sheds. The second day at Basel
I made good use of my holiday ticket (free travel) by going from Basel to ZUrich
and to the new station at the Airport which I had never visited before as it was
under construction on my previous visits.

From Zarich-Kloten I went to Romanshorn via Frauenfeld. At Romanshorn found
the Hotel Baran no longer there by the lakeside.  When I stayed there previously
I had done many trips including one to the Santis region, climbing a mountain from
Wasserauen with a German and his boy who had later given me a lift back in his car
to Konstanz ol . the lake, which I then left to travel back to Basel via 5t.Gallen,
and Rapperswil to Luzern. A break here to revive old memories and so back to Basel.

On my last day my friend took me in his car for a nice ride all round the
Basel-Land or Jura region over a mountain, through a tunnel, and we could see
Walzenhausen and its castle down below us before we reached Rheinfelden. We walked
across the bridge and saw the boat which takes visitors from Basel to Rheinfeldon on
the river - a trip I must do some day.

And so my holiday ended and I returned from Basel to England via the usual
route to Calais.

LONDON MEETING  - 11th December 1985

H. L. KATCHER
and the Staff of

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD

send their Good Wishes

to all Helvetia Members

for a very

MERRY CHRISTMAS

ands

HAPPY and PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

 - - o0o - -

Mr. F. Pickard commenced with a
selection of very extensive POSTAL
STATIONERY items, the first half of which
was mainly on show at &GABRA'. Later
exhibits included items of private print-
ings such as Suchard cards and receipts -
but only where and when they included a
stamp, some are uncatalogued and unclass-
ified.

Mr. D.M. Slate followed with his
award winning BPE entry on HOTEL POSTS,
explaining how he first became interest-
ed in the stamps and later trying to
research the subject. With some Hotels
changing ownership and one even burnt to
the ground more than once, it is not
surprising that many records just no
longer exist. He continued with a
selection of postal cards of the Hotels
with their markings to conclude this show.

Mr. Bulstrode gave a vote of thanks
to both members, congratulating them on
the excellence of the material on display,
much of which is very hard to find.
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FOURNIER FORGERY (Cont. from Page 89 DID YOU KNOW ?

the 25 centime green on granite paper,
with a Rheinfelden bridge cancel dated
16.5.80 (Fig. 2). What a find. Unfor-
tunately that date is somewhat before the
first day cancellation of 18.X.81.

The bridge cancellation shown in
Fig. 3 is 22- mm in diameter and is
similar to that on the forgery in Fig. 2.
It is one of Fournier's many obliter-
ations. There are eight other similar
bridge cancels with exactly the same
date, but with the name of a different
city: Basel, Bern, Bienne, Chur, Lugano,
Luzern, Morges and Zürich.

Ref. Lowell Ragatz, ed.: "The Fournier
Album of Philatelic Forgeries",

(Worthington, Ohio, Janet von den Berg
Publishing Co., 1970) pp. 135, 136, 138,
139.
*2 Ibid

THE HELVETIA P.S.

wish all Members

HAPPINESS, PEACE & GOODWILL

DURING THE FESTIVE SEASON

and the

t COMING TEAR

,
*********

DID YOU KNOW? (Coht. from Col. 2)

.... that the Swiss foreign rates go up
on 1st Jan. 1986 from their old Jan 1985
level, as follows:

Letters 20g CEPT 80/90 (old/new)

(Mediterr. 90/110, Hest 120/14
Postcards Eur. +Med. 70/80 " 100/11

Printed Mat.* " " 50/60 " 60/70
tt 11 65/80 " 70/90

Note that all by air except *, and that
5 words of conventional greetings on a
postcard still rate as printed matter.
Registration 150/200.

that the new printing machine in the
PTT's works, the SSR IV (Stahl-Stich
Rotation), has already printed the 1986
Europa stamps in a combined engraved and
offset process. It can print up to 7
colours in the same run, and the PTT have
high hopes of even more beautiful defin-
itives etc, although they will still be
using Courvoisier as before. The new

. 1986 definitives etc, for the Autumn, are
n
owbeing printed. "Specimen" trial
prints can be obtained from the Philateli
Service in Bern, but please enclose an
Int. Reply Coupon. See illustration.
The PTT prints about 650m stamps per year
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the new Museum opens.

That last year the Philatelic Office
in Luzern moved to a new place, still
outside the main PO (so the R label still
stays say "Philatelie" to the Buobenmatt
shopping centre, just west of the end of
the covered bridge. An attractive
brochure is availbble with illustrations
of 35 stamps from Central Switzerland in
colour (Tell father & son are missing). A
list is given of no less than 40 POs
which have philatelic counters in the
area, a record for Switzerland I think.

.... that the answer to Question No. 138
is that wheat is shown on the following
stamps: 1945 Pax 30c. (Z.263), 1954 10c.
(Z.316), 1963 30c (Z.308), PJ 1921 20c
(Z.19).

that Question No. 139 is: Which
Swiss stamp shows a plant specially
associated with Christmas?

M. RUTHERFOORD

....that it seems the Swiss monthly
"Philatelica", which was always first
with the news, will cease publication as
from Jan. 86. Also the quarterly
"Rapport" (on collecting generally) by
the Rapp auction house has gone too.
Pity.

•... that it seems the German monthly
"Briefmarkenspiegel" has taken over
"Philatelica" and some sort of combined
publication will be made.

.... that on 9 Sept. 1986 only 6 of the
12 new definitives will appear, i.e. 51
10, 25, 35, 80 & 90c., according to the
latest information.

.... that the PTT Museum has acquired 2
extensive collections, part of which will
be on show until 2nd Feb. 86, covering
Telegraph stamps & cancels, and Customs
cancels. Both objects have been winning
meda-ls etc. and specialists can see them
now on display, and later for study when

(Cont. in Col. 1)



who will be at your service in

the Coming Tear for your require-

ments of Swiss stamps and covers

from all periods etc.
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We deeply regret to have
to announce the death on 30th
November, after a period of
illness, of

EASO N'S GREETINGS

To All Helvetia Members

DR. G. G. RITCHIE

of Harrogate.

Dr. Ritchie had been a
Member since 1961, and will be
remembered for his researches,
amongst other things, into
postal stationery, 'Nachnahmen',
and labels of all kinds for
postal use, etc.

We send our sincere
sympathy to his wife on this
sad loss.

BETHLEHEM CAMEL 

The usual Christmas cancel from
Bethlehem, Ct. Bern, will be put
into use from 20 to 24 December. It
shows two stylised fir branches.

NEW 'K' CANCELS_

from

J.S.ARMSTRONG

485, Mann Road,

MORECAMBE
3556 AESCHAU - Emmental 13 Jan. Lancs. LA.4 6AP

3537 EGGIWIL -
13 541012

K.1013

zumsbein+cie
Inh. Bertsch & Co.

Zeughiusgasse 24, PO Box 2585

CH-3001 Berne/Switzerland

Present

zumstein

schwebt
kodhilereAmin 

the new 1986 ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES
Pricest Postage fees for Europe:

Europe North - SFr. 25.- SFr. 6.-
Europe Middle - SFr. 25.- Sir. 6.-
Europe South - SFr. Sir. 6.-
Europe East - SFr. 50.- Sir. 8.60

Switzerland Liechtenstein 1986
as usual in colour

NEW: with Conversion Table Catalogue Numbers

Zunstein - Michel - ivert

SFr. 10.-

Please apply to your local stamp , deilet or to our Agent in Great Britain
VERA TRINDER LTD., 38, Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU.

Do you know our aonthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG" ?  If not,
let us know your address, and we will send you, free of charge, a specimen
copy with no obligation whatsoever.


